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CHAPTER I.

THE THEORETICAL INTRODUCTION TO THE

ORIGIN AND CONSEQUENCES OP MIGRATION .
7

$$ 1-3 Migration as an economic phenomenon,

§§ 4-7 Porced and free migration,
/

§ 8 Nature of agent exported (.Labour and not Capital),

§ 9 Definition of a migrant,

§ lo Incentive to migration,

11-15 Effects of migration on equilibrium,

§ 15 Reasons v/hy migrants arc regarded -with suspicion:lack of organisation

and individual competition,

$17 Obstacles to migration

§ 18 Conclusion of the Theoretical Introduction.



^1. Migration touches upon the inner and outer aspects of human

relations in various ways. By bringing different races in contact

with one another it creates possibilities of conflict, as it also

orovides opportunities for the creation of new political entities,

ox nations and of empires. By the juxtaposition of heterogeneous

cultures it may give rise to new conceptions of life, it may

stimulate new forms of collective thought and belief. On the side

of both the contributing and the receiving countries it can provoke
* * j

a change in the social structure by effecting a redisposition in the

relative strength of its various elements. When migration concerns

great masses of people its effects may be so far reaching as to

have a bearing even on population trends. In modern times, as at

certain other more remote epochs, migration has also been an*
!

important historical fact. True, a fact not so splendid and colour- J
ful as the Great Migrations, not half so interesting as they were.

It was more of an undercurrent of history without great deeds

appealing to the imagination, without sacks or wars, last, but by
far not least, without leaders. To the historian, educated as he

usually is, in the worship of heroes, modern migration was a humble
• J

contribution of the "infra - historic" mass" to the really interest- ;

ing tale of 19th and 20th Century political difficulties. In spite
of all the influence that the materialistic conception of history

might exert, there still appear books on American history which give
to the whole problem a space of barely a couple of pages. Certainly,
the scandals of the Grcmt Administration give much larger scope for
the display of the literary talents of the historian'.

I 2. The different aspects of migration just mentioned are studied
by political science, by socialogy, by the philosophy of culture,
by demography, and by history respecitvely. Still, the economic
importance of a displacement of population,

especially/
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especially to the extent to which it took place in relatively
recent tines, has given rise to an economic approach to the

problem, tlany books on the subject have been written by economists,
even when these books have not always been strictly economic. By

far the largest part of the literature on migration has been brouglt

out as a fruit of economic investigation. The character of modern

migration has been to a great extent responsible for this treatment

of the matter as mainly an economic phenomenon. Thanks to the

peaceful character of the movement migrants appeared to their

contemporaries as people v/ho are, first of all, desirous of

finding a livelihood in a new land. Such was often their avowed
!

main purpose. As time went on "gainful occupation" crystallised

ever more into "wage-earning". It was inside the existing
I

legal system and through the existing economic institutions' that
1 ' «

migration took shape. The germs of change had to wait for their
*

time of incubation. But, peaceful and "economic" as^it was,

migration was none the less capable of exercising all the various

effects that have been previously enumerated.

f 3. What should be the economic approach to the problem of

migration? An economic treatment of migration would take into

consideration those sides of our phenomenon which touch upon

wealth and utility. By this abstraction we shall limit the field
of our investigation to economics only. And though we regret that

the entire question cannot be treated as a whole, we yield in this

respect both to tradition and to a necessity of the human mind to

proceed to analysis before it can, by synthesis, achieve the full

understanding of cosplex

problems/



rations. An we are concerned with the migration of human beingS/Ve must make

n further abstraction and neglect what of capital in money or in goods the

j.lrrants might be taking vdth them, and devote oil our attention to the migration

of 1 n b o u r. Similar abstractions are common in political economy and the

one v/c are making here has a much smaller scope, than those which have already

become customary in our science. We hope to derive the follovdng help from

its rmlicatiOn: by considering the changes of only one factor of production,we
uH.fiC

rball be able to compare them to other changes which can, at the same time, take

place in the other factors. It follows that an economic analysis

of migration is concerned with the study

of utilities which human beings can deriv
j

from the application of the labour poyer
which belongs to them in one country rath

than in another,

§ 4-. \Ve must explain now what we understand by "labour power belonging

to a physical or legal person". Had the migrants always been free, suck an.

oimilfmr explanation would be unnecessary. We know, however, that throughout a

~onC port of the period covering modem migration various forms of forced

migration were in existence. The slave trade and the deportation of convicts

ore the most outstanding examples. These two phenomena correspond only very

Imperfectly to the notion of economic actions. For, although the slave trade

'•*13 a most prosperous branch'of business, we still find it difficult to believe

spoliation obeys the same laws a3 production. The ranture of Africans

or the inducement, under false pretences, of minors, to emigrate, is naturally

••noli more apt at giving a net return (than if that labour force had belonged to
•dt-ti. U z. 07' J oft O >t- .

■' trader before the rapture or the inducement. In this case he would, have to

der much the sane things as free migrants a; only the increment of utility

would/
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tbouIiI accrueihim instead of accruing4the workers. The case can. "be assimilated

to that of gold or diamonds. It may not pay to vrorlc a gold-mine or a diamond

field; but a skillful theft of these valuable things pays almost invariably.

migrations of slaves vrould come into the scope of our enquiry only when slave-

nvnern who paid for their slaves or who brouglit them up, sold or exported them

to other countries. The volume of such a migration was very small indeed
f

since the foundation of the U.S.A. and the French Revolution, as before the

restrictions ofL the slave trade, the traders beat the owners in the competition,

find after the restrictions, the slave-owners,who considered themselves to be

rcmcctablepersons, could hardly engage in such risky enterprises. A number

cf international treaties signed mainly by Great Britain with the different

countries made the slave trade an illegal business. After several declarations
.

token to this effect at the various 0ongre3ses which followed the Napoleonic

%rs (Paris, Vienna, Paris, Aix-la-Chapelle, and Verona), the slave trade was made
I

illegal by the legislation of the various signatories j independently of these

declarations, Great Britain signed agreements for the abolition of the slave

trade with Portugal (1817), the Netherlands (1818), Sweden and Norway (1822),
Argentina (1025), Brazil (182G), Prance (1831), Denmark (1834), Sardinia (1834),
the Hmzeatic Towns (1037), Tuscany (1837), the Two Qicolies (1838), Chile (1039),
ft'iti (1839), Uruguay (1839), Venezuela (1839), Bolivia (1840). Austria, Prance,

Great/

(t.

•Pave traders often did pay for the slaves to the African 'kings'; but we know
at sort of deals can be arranged 'with savages.

•Johnson: History of Domestic and Foreign Commerce of the U.S. page 104: "Consequently
the legalised slave trade had practically ceased before the close of the 18th
Century."

Ike slave trade was made illegal in Britain by the Act of 18o7.
i ' " r

See pp.57 & 58.
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Orort Britain, Prussia said Russia signed a plurilateral treaty in 1841; Belgium

rtdhcrod to it in 1848, and the Herman Eraoire was substituted for Prussia in

187Q, Further, Great Britain signed similar treaties with the U.S. in 1862,

ith Egypt in 1877, and with Turkey in 1883. These treaties were modified

"-/ornl times and some of the countries, which haxJ: already signed a treaty

f<-r the abolition of the slave trade with Great Britain, concluded similar

treaties v/ith one another. Yfe confine ourselves to bra&e^the beginnings.

§ 5. The migration of convicts (deportation of convicts) has probably still

less to do v/ith economic considerations than the slave trade. Exile is an old

penalty. It was erected into a system when suitable lands were found and

probably also when it entered the minds of the ruling circles that criminals

(''olitical or other) were not faring so badly in the countries of their exile.
/ |

-r.o penal settlements were conceived mainly as prison csunps away from home#

Other results were largely accidental. Such was the case with the colonisation

by the Romans of what is now Rumania, and poems left by Ovidius leave little

doubt as to the character of the settlement. Y/ith respect to the deportation

ot Convicts to Austradia,Professor Carrothers says: "The problem of providing

i or the convicts was becoming a serious one. The gftols and hulks were crowded,

at the some time, Howard was drawing public attention to the evils of the

oldson system.", and, further; "it improbably a little difficult to estimate

toe motives which prompted the organisation of the convict settlement. Its

i mediate cause was the conditions in the gaols in England, The long, in Ms

->eech at the opening of Parliament in 1787, announced: 'a plan lias been formed

by my directions for the transporting of a number of convicts, in order to remove

e inconvenience which arose from the crowded state of the g&ols in different
arts of the Kingdom# 1

This seems a very fair summary of the motives which led the Hinistry of the

day/
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,\»f to found the first settlement in Australia. There was no wide vision

Jn '.lie minds of Ministers of the creation of a new Hup ire or the planting of
'

ri'-ish stock in a quarter of the world where it might grow into a great nation.

3 : ouch vision there may have "been in the minds of certain enthusiasts, "but

1 ' tt rnd Ms Cabinet were concerned only with finding a solution of the practical
•if'

' '

iculties raised by the congestion in the prisons, and the need for an outlet."

uoXonsly-Onsinsky seems to believe that the Tsars had in mind some plan of

colonisation, when in the 18th Century they started sending criminals and exiles

to Asiatic Russia. he says, in fact, : "£he Moscow and St. Petersburg rulers

' anxious to send some of their subjects into the conquered regions. But

r the seventeenth century opened, the development of serfdom began seriously

interfere with these pirns. Pew settlers volunteered and so recourse was
%

I > compulsory colonisation by military settlements of Kossacks and by criminals
" dies." ^ he notes further on that towards the end of the 18th dentury these

ft is proved to be a failure. Figures for subsequent years (1801 - 1914)
t that the policy of compulsory migration was not abandoned, and that it was

+

I ' vea intensified "between 1S51 and 1901, to dq. relaxed icwS.only after that date#
IA* ' *

v w..,-nrfy- O^sinsky does not give figures for the return of these corpulsory

ivuus, it is hard to believe tliat people, who had been settled against ,

* -rill in a most inhospitable country would stay there after they had served
V ' . ♦

v .
; * <~+i punisliment, nor that they would take their wives and children with them,

- -'turn movement from Siberia must have been considerable, the more so, that

—d.ico of medium duration (five years) were quite frequent. It must,of course,
■ '-whasiged that the existence of a plan for colonisation need not mean that

economic/
»-—

_

| *' Gnwothers : Jzdgration from the British Isles,pp.
/ Hr-wian migration p.555 in 'Tillcox International Migrations v. II.

- uin.r that tine 1,512,000 prisoners anu exiles went to Asiatic Russia, mainly
| . *'v3iV:ria. That giver an annuel average of 12,000.



ir f.r. Ac considerations had played any important role in its conception.

I : tfj.«5nc new lands, relieving the agrarian situation at lioine and the li!:e»had
■h'tly lvoich loss influence on the policy of the Tsars than imperial ambitions

■ 1 strategic grounds} hence corpulsory military settlements alongside penal
• hjni,en. The colonisation of Asiatic Russia under the Tsars never really l03t

i'.i imperialistic cliaracter as even in the 20th Century " land for allotment

rn obtained only by reducing the'possessions of the Kazacks (Kirghiz)". It must

I vc also been found that this type of imprisonment was less onerous to the

Tsv.suryt than gaols.
/o must never forget that, whatever the colonisation policy of a government

to, the number of convicts is only remotely connected vdth that policy. It

■ vings from general conditions affecting criminality and from the state of

Ub'.cnl liberty in the country$ it is but seldom the result of a man-power

■ cy of the government. Pew governments have had the astuteness of Louis XIV

; nviding themselves vdth cheap man—powerf Colbert issued instructions to

• ranch tribunals to condemn as many people as possible to oar the king's galleys.

• - ".an frequent under Louis' reign that people were released 10 to 20 years

'

• tcr they had served their term.
• \

§ It is doubtless that as much as the deportation of criminals seldom

rings from considerations of economic utility, it can have serious effects on

" economic conditions of the country of immigration. The presence of

':ivict3 in Van Diemen's Land created a surplus of labourers which formed a check

-' b.a.dgration until the tame when, following the endeavours of the Australasian

~uc, deportation to Van Dicmen's Land was discontinued in 1852. Vfestern

Australia/

C1'°leno^"0rrainsty loc. cit,p. 559.
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Australia, which, owing to its unhappy beginnings, did not, for

quite a long time, prove attractive to immigrants, and, unlike
V-M.fi Piemen's Land suffered from a dearth of labourers "petitioned

(in 1350) the British Government to send convicts there owing to

.ortages of labour, and from that year to 1867, 9,718 (male)
*

convicts were received." The position of the colonists must have

been considerably eased if we consider that at the time when they

sent their application, they themselves numbered only 5,000.

| 7. The importance of forced migration varied from land to

land and from epoch to epoch. It was particularly noteworthy in
the early settlement of Australia, in America before the
establishment of restrictions on the slave trade and in Siberia

before 1880. It dwindled in the latter part of the 19th Century,
but seems to have revived after 1919. The tremendous compulsory

iterations of Turks and Greeks after the oeace treaties are an

outstanding instance. Almost simultaneous with it were migrations
of German optants. These people, as well as the refugees from
Russia and in later years these from Italy, Germany, Hungary,

Rumania, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Norway, Holland, Belgium
Prance, Yougoslavia and Greece, occupy an intermediary position
between forced and free migrants. Forced migration also took

place when Germans by race (Volksdeutsche) were, yis
a result of treaties, concluded by Germany in 1939 and in 1940,
transferred from the U.S.S.R., the Baltic States, partially from
Rumania into the Reich or to the countries under German occupation,
it has also been the policy of the German Government in recent

years to transfer forcibly the population of some of the occupied

countries; such was the case in Western Poland, whence Poles were
sent to other parts of Poland. It is difficult to estimate at the I
present date the extent of such movements. But it is quite

possible/
* Carrothers Loc. cit. p.30.
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Txrsible tint figures can prove very large indeed. It lias, for exanwlc,

toon estimated that the number of Poles who had been deported to Russia

bctucen October 1939 and June 1941 amounted to 1,500,000. If this figure

can liave any claim to accuracy, forced migrations since 1939 might very well

lave surpassed in intensity even the years of heaviest free migration at the

beginning of the present century.

It is, from the economic point of view , extremely important to know the

uilo played by forced migration. Its immediate causes were usually foreign to

•r >mimics, while its existence could not but have an Influence on the economic

wnhltions of the countries concerned. Political, economy can hardly occupy

i' -If vdth its causes and cannot neglect its effects. The interdependence
■' social phenomena is clearly shown in this case. Por purposes of purely

runoiiic analysis, however, causes extraneous to considerations of utility

ilil be eliminated. 7/b must therefore dwell on that epoch when migrants were

free people. This is aJ. so in conformity with the extremely convenient and

-'■lcdionoured expedient of treating different persons as owners of different
-A eCt<s6 '&-*c.

;'."ctors of production and of observing how they try to maximise the

rived from the application of the factor they own and how they react as

ortunities for the application of the various factors change. Yfe can say

"t the conditions just stated were, to al.1 intents and purposes, realised

1 the century between the end of the Napoleonic Wars end 1914, as the relation

forced migration to the migration of free people was, in that period, of very

ttle importance.
^

f We lie.ve, in the foregoing paragraphs, come to the conclusion, that it
"" be convenient, for purposes of economic analysis, to isolate the migration

1 r°° people end to treat the migrants as owners of only one factor of

"'reduction^



» reaction: labour. We have also found, that tliroughout the period when

:„>rn migration assumed considerable proportions and for iMch increasingly
• reliable statistics were available, compulsory migration was of relatively

*,".'.lc imoortancej rre could therefore state that the first theoretical assumption

fnlrly well realised in history, at least for tliat period. Let us now

mn-iler liov; far the second assumption was realised and how much abstraction we

-I,."11 lie coma elled to make. Professor Ferenczi says: "The typical represents^

I've or mass emigration in the 19th and 20th Centuries is the proletarian - an

■:-trial or agricultural worker rdthout means, though previously in many cases
X

"11 liolder of land." There are no general statistics recording the amount of

itnl in money or in nature taken by emigrants on their outward journey. ITor
|

• '.' re any direct general statistics regarding the social status of emigrants.

*• I'tat is known about the social class to which emigrants belonged, confirms

fy too Troll Professor Fepenczi's statement. Descriptions of emigrant groups

"
! ':1 in tales of extreme*poverty and it seems that their ownership of any

itnl was rather below than above that observed in the working classes or in

<u\\l in the lower strata of population in their country of origin. Vfhat

-''!c money they might have taken with them served to tie/e them over the first
V

♦

or crocks of their sojourn in the"new country',' and could by no means be

unci as any form of capital exportation for purposes of application in the

'-fitly of immigration.

^via-Hungary is one of the few countries where figures for emigrants'

'v cash have been computed, at least for a certain period. Emigrants' ready
• counted between 1205 and 1909 to 150,409 crowns,or, taking the available

"illcox International Migrations v. I p.32.
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!>olnl for Austrian intercontinental emigration (19032.1909) plus totals for

' -."trim continental emigration (1906-1908)' plus the total of Hungarian
*

<. igrant citizens from 1905 to 1909, gives approximately 7 Austrian hellers
■v heal, or, more or less 1*2 American cents. This is very likely to he an

• a. crntatenent, hut it shoves that Austrian emigrants, in the period from 1903

',o 1909 at any rate, could he considered as exporters of one factor of

production only.

Dr. Burgdoerfer writing in International Migrations (volume IX) ahout German

fagration quotes Becker (Schmoller's Jshrbuch fuer Geatzgcbung 1887) for the

statement that the capita.! which German over-sea emigrants took with them
-A*

mounted to 350 marks per head and adds that the estimate is"rather too low".
i

!"o ,-ever this may he the sum of ahout 350 marks per head cannot serve to any
tid c n-g

other purpose than that of tying the emigrant over the first difficult weeks.

It can therefore he assumed that even in the case of German emigrants we still
i

i
'

"Vc to do with the emigration of pure labour power.

9International Migrations (Uillcox) v.I p.594
* " " " " p.596
i " " " " p.720

It is difficult to argue shout the point, hut German authors following the
emu-pie of Dr. Engll (Drs "vert des Menschen 1883) have endeavoured to calculate
-'■•e loss hv emigration incurred hy Germany through the exportation of capital
'• R b o d i e d in e m i g r a n t sj Dr. Burgdoerf er arrives for the
'■ricd 1820 to 1926 (with interest compounded to the end of 1927) at the figure

,000,000,000 pre-1914 German marks. As the pre-1914 German mark was the
rO-th part of a kilogram of gold the sura due to Germany hy countries of

tmigration for her emigrants would amount to 6,810 metric tons of gold.

'•migration. This sum represents, when calculated at a gold parity more than /

•>300 million sovereigns. It is very likely that authors who have sinned
through excess of phantasy in one direction would not he quite reliable in
another ma.tter so closely related to it and showing also that the U.S. ,main

centre/
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Another way of ascertaining the social position of the migrants may he found in

the proportion of ste&age passengers to the total overseas movement. These figures
.„r,, oitly vciy inadequately recorded, hut the reason for it is in itself a

■ vrhinivo oroof of the importance of storage in the transportation of migrants.

'■v, :m\v countries institutions husy with collecting migration statistics have,

•*<*:r.ly,recorded as migrants only third class or ste^age passengers. Thus
'• the U.S.A. until 1903 (exclusive) only third class arrivals v/ere recorded;

i Argentina from 1857 onwards only second and third class passengers on hoard
' rms-atlantic ships have heen recorded as immigrants, since 1880 the same refers

t1 passengers who landed in Montevideo and proceeded hence to Buenos Aires hy

river navigation; in Brazil immigration statistics refer in general to third class

. '"longers arriving hy sailing vessels or steam-ships in Brazilian ports; in. the

Hie to of Bchia (section 51 of the Regulations for the application of the Immigration
" ' Colonisation Act number 1729) only third class passengers are considered as

irigrants; immigration statistics of the State of Sao Paulo record only third

arrivals; in Uruguay the Act of June 10th 1890 regards only third class

"-."cngers as immigrants. Similarly definitions of emigrants make often reference

*-•"> the class on ships and railways. In the United Kingdom,Regulations issued

1912 hy the Board of Trade under section 76 of the Merchant Shipping Act of
\

- 0G refer only to "Steerage passengers" and the authors of the 1,1.0. publication

'ration Laws and Treaties" say that these"may he considered as almost the same

' rn migrant". The Act applies also to Eire. In Belgium the law (Act of

and Royal Order of 1924-) regards as emigrants oiily people who pay less than
f* A. ^

- Panes per week mid do not take their meals at the captain's or officers' table
on/

'ac 0x "ernifm immigration,was due considerable suns of money to Germany.



on board (Act) and who are not first class passengers (Royal
Order). In Czechoslovakia only steerage passengers, or passengers

travelling in a class equivalent to steerage are deemed to be
emigrants (Emigration Act 1922). The third class or its equivalent
is a condition for the definition of an emigrant in Greece

(Emigration Lav; No. 2475 of 1920); in France, where the
provisions are similar to those of the Belgian Act (French Decree
of 18G1) and where in practice all third class outward passengers

are considered as emigrants (Reply to the 1925 questionnaire of
the I.L.O.); in Hong Kong (Asiatic. Emigration Ordinance of 1915,

/ i|
sections 2 and 5); in Spain (Emigration Act of 1924); and, with
certain qualifications, in Portugal (Decree of 1919) and in Italy
(Act of 1919 section 10).

I

There are sets of figures for Catiaaa, Great Britain and Italy
where cubit and steerage passengers can be clearly distinguished.
The proportion of cabin to steerage passengers arriving in;Canada
between 1853 and 1867 was as 1:13.7. The proportion of cabin to

steerage passengers to non-European countries from Great Britain
. **
(1876 to 1912) was as 1:3.6. Dr. Anna Maria Ratti gives some

figures showing the percentage of cabin passengers among total
overseas Italian travellers; these figures are only for scattered
years between 1902 and 1926; they oscillate between 2.9 in 1902
and 18.7 in 1919. Dr. A. M. Ratti notes that figures after 1920
are more trustworthy. These latter figures (1925 and 1926) as well
as those for the two years between 1902 and 1920 (1908 and 19.13)
oscillate around 9 per cent. This shows that steerage passengers !
were markedly predominant among Italian emigrants.

An even better indication of the fact that migrants are only
rarely in possession of any capital, besides their own labour, that !
they could fruitfully employ in the country of immigration is given
by some occupational statistics. People who were hired manual
workers in their own countries will in all probability be, atleast at the beginning, hired manual workers in the "new country/
* Carrothers, Emigration from the British Isles, p.315.** Willcox, International Migrations, v.II. p.459.
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country"; raid tlicy vail find it difficult to uac v/Jiat little money they con

hrlnr; in the acquisition of capital goods. Before we proceed to these

•l-tiatics it should he mentioned that the character of 'manual workers' enters,

'n certain legislations, into the definition of a migrant. Ilanual labour or

all scale commerce are conditions for the definition of an emigrant in Italy,

-en, Poland and Yougoslavia and manual labour is a similar condition in the

"fruition of an immigrant in Mexico, Poland and Rumania.,

The general occupational, statistics leave little doubt as to the

proletarian character of modern migration. But they are so composed that

the social status of the migrants is not easily discernible. '.Then vre have,
1

/
"

>r emmrple, two columns such as "Agriculture" and "Domestic Service and
I -.li'/f-e r'.ivh

r.eral Labour" xre cannot treat both of them as if they represented two/ groups

f raxmless prola±arx»«3j- at least xre cannot do so as long as xre do not consider *

the fact to be otherwise proved. But if xre limit ourselves to considering as

; "oletarians only those who belong to "Domestic Service and General Labour"

"0 shall probably make a gross understatement. It will therefore be better

■ • "a use other methods in order to ascertain the importance in the migratory
. .urvof persons v/itliout any means. Certain occupational statistics distinguish

)

L' hvxjcn independent farmers and agricultural -workers; the proportion of the one

'uas3 to the other may serve as an index of the participation of the

oalctariat in migration,

ki Oongress Poland "farm labourers " formed, between 1000 and 1915 G5'4

..■■v cent, of agricultural emigrants. But the state of independent farmers

such, tint it would be difficult to believe that they could take some capital
<h tncm. 0bolensl:y»-Oss:insl?y' gives us qfcimilar proportion of landed to

'less peasants in the emigration from the Kingdom of Poland from 1805 to

1003

i'illc

Out of 59,000 persons v/ho emigrated in tint period and who were

ft■
¥

°* international migrations v, XT p. 534,
connected/

m
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connected v/ith Agriculture, 41,000 or 69.4 per cent, were either
"luicileos peasants" or "agricultural labourers". These two groups

formed, at that period, only 40 per cent, of the village population.
At the same time Obolenslcy-Ossinsky gives data which help# to form a

icture of the economic conditions of the group classified as "landed
<;■ .sants" . The average size of a peasant holding was about 19 acrea.

,\ . further on he says: "three fifths of the peasants in 1889

o.messed holdings of less than 20 acres" .

Among emigrants from Hungary to America in the years 1905-1913
t ,e proportion of "farmers" to "farm servants and workers" was like

*

1:1.4. In Hungary, therefore, at least in the years under review,
'

.o group "Agriculture" was composed of over 80 per cent, of the rural
roletariat and only of less than 20 per cent, of the other

griculturalists. The state of the Hungarian farming classes, however,
■

mas not induce the belief that there were many owners of capital
■tcic

uiong the 20 per cent, "farmers". The proportion of "independent
farmers" to "farm servants and workers" among emigrants from Hungary

proper to Europe was as 1: 7.9; that means that "independent
fanners" were only 11.17 per cent, of the group "Agriculture" leaving
S3.83 per cent, for "farm servants and workers" i.e. for the rural
'roletariat.

There are no figures to indicate the proportion of agricultural
labourers to independent farmers in the emigration from t he

\

Austrian Empire. But we can couple the fact that agricultural
emigrants from Austria between 1896 and 1910 were from 48.5 per cent,
to G9.8 per cent, of the total number of emigrants with the following
account of rural conditions in the Empire given by Dr. Felix IELezl:"

>ns

through/

II »

great subdivision of the land had resulted from partitions

■•'illcox International Migrations: v.I p.718., ***loc. cit. 720.
** "The counties of Upper Hungary at the centre of emigration territory

ore thinly populated (100 to 130 per square mile), but the
tillable soil is so limited/

f



V Touch inheritance, end, at the same time, a few great landowners had amassed

. v-h lend. According to the census of 1902 more than half of the holdings

re of less tlian 2 hectares, or 5 acres, and almost one third of the total area

• :t in rren.t estates of over 100 hectares or 250 acres, although they

* i';ituted only 0'7 per cent, of the holdings."'*''

lie •position in Finland scans to liave heen somewhat different. Out of the
X

. f. , ' I

-'1, 442 agriculturists who emigrated from Finland between 1893 and 1924, 91,067
■■

■ ■ '
-;ro classed as "farmer landowners", 54,348 as"tenants" and 76,027 as"tenants"

Jfnir'farm labourers". As there a.re no direct statistics of ready money taken

by the emigrants it is very difficult to ascertain what was their actual

"oenonic position, but it seems that, on the whole, in Finland, unlike in many

other countries, landed farmers prevailed in agricultural emigration. There

to certain facts, however, which infringe upon the validity of such a

* nolusion. Obolensky-0s s inslcy+says that "children of peasants and of
/

*
o r p a r s (that is, tenants occupying part of a farm with the necessary

<- prr,t buildings) made up hal.f the emigrants from Finland". It may be that

* ••ifa'cn of tenants were classified in the social group to which their parents

: -longed. On the other hand Finnish farms were very small indeed, as they

Twanged 25 acres of improved land, vMle 2/5 ths of them had only 0 acres of

i proved land ea.ch.

■io have gone to all these details to establish a fact which seams obvious at the/
United tliat - after deducting the wooded lorea - there ©xe from 1 to 1 and a half
persons to each acre of garden or farm land, a density entirely disproportionate
to the fertility of the soil." Thirring in "'Lllco:: International Migrations v.II
p.4-25.

* Willcox International Migrations v.II p.404.
" " ~ " " I p.777.
" " « " II p.531.
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M;o reading of any description of emigrant life, "because we did not want to

»«v.c for granted any ir.pression which, however, strong, might have "been only

-•norCicinl. In the first place, extremes alv/nya attract more attention titan

L-bltunl phenomena; proletarians and pa.upcrs also need more attention on the

art of the state than the owners of small capital; finally, in certain cases,

lite that of the Germans, or the British, the position of emigrants as

"ncanless" does not seem to "be fully proved. On the whole, however, the

roportion of steerage passengers, the percentage of proletarians in one great

".".'1 fairly homogeneous group — Agriculture-^ the scarce figures for emigrants'

ready cash, everything seems to point in the scone direction, namely that the

great majority of emigrants exported bne and only one factor of production: their
i

ovn labour. Often, when this cannot "be fully established, accidental help

in derived from the fact tliat the statistics with which we shall have to deal

// ' j
record only the^meanless group.

§ 9. A definition of the migrant, which should have \been given at the very

beginning in order to a4ui.w<v the logical, sequence, load to be witliheld until

the economic definition of migration had been given.And it dooo not appear «SSfc
if such a definition were essential to economic study. Indeed, if migration

i" equivalent to the tramsportation of a factor of production (labour) from one

country to another, then migrants are, so far as economic analysis goes, the

people who effect this displacement of labour by moving from one country to

mother. i'any definitions have been -worked out in the international

c nveiitions and legislative acts rela.ting to migration, ITot all of them

,r/c C^1C same value, and they often dwell on certain points for eminently

Poetical reasons (assistance to the poor, exclusion of the undesirable^ ,

protection/
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rotcction of nationals abroad, assimilation of foreign incomers etc.) v.dth vMch

•o tr.ve nothing to do here.

The International. Conference on Emigration and. Immigration held in Rome in

'"E, drafted the follovang definition: "Any person is considered an emigrant

loaves his country for the purpose of seeking work 01* who accompanies or

"oca to join his wife, or- her husband, Ms or her relatives in the ascendant

or descendant degree, his or her brothers or sisters, Ms or her uncles or Aunt3,
' ■ ihcv.T! or nieces, or vdfe or husband of the latter, who have already emigrated

ith the same object, or who returns to the country to which he had previously
' igrated hi the same conditions.

by
"The Conference understands/the tern * emigrant1 the individual defined above

from the moment he makes preparations with a view to departure until the moment

lo enters the country of destination. He is then subject to the Taws,

regulations and conventions of that country and responds to the following

definition: a.) any foreigner who enters the State with the object of seeking

or!:, and v.dth the Intention, expressed or implied, of settling there

/'-•rwanently, is considered an immigrantj b) any foreignei* who arrives in a
\

'•-ountry with theAobject of working there taporarily is considered an ordinary

rr':cr".

2ho essential plrra.se in this definition is : "Anv* person ... who leaves Ms
'

Wintry for the purpose of seeking work." This definition is fundamentally
- vect and corresponds to the retirements of economic analysis, provided that

b seeking vork" we also understand such cases when land is given to the

•

- rrnt under va.rious titles and implements advanced to him by any body or -nex'son

interesteel/
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interested in colonisation. The fact that a worker may find himself on the

v.riy to acquiring property does not change his character of worker and still

loss that of migrant. The addition of relatives should "be considered as a

ratter of course. Tpe latter part of the Rome definition vas included as a

concession to those states filch have special lav/3 favouring the immigrant, lav/s

•Inch they wi3h to apply only to tlio.ee who intend to remain there permanently.

XI10 accent on the permanence or long duration (real or intended) of residence
oj Yl'tkjj

is highly improper from the economic pointy A v/orker does not "become a

tourist or a foreign diplomat simply because he is a harvest liand and returns

to liis country (or goes to another) after he lias completed his work. llany

Italian v/orhers have gone to Argentina for the VKnter harvest and returned to
!

luropc in Spring to work for themselves or for others. They axe none the

less migrants J they e:port their labour. The permanence of their residence

ray be of great importance in classifying them as migrants if ethnological,

■'cnographic, or political considerations are taken into account# but in the

economic classification it can only play a. part in defining sub-groups.

It is, of course, essential, that such a classification in sub-groups^, should

!>o effected as it throws a light both on the motives and the results of
V

'•dgration. But an exclusion of non_gpenaanent migrants from economic study

•oul& be completely unwarranted. Vfe propose tliat four sub-groupo of

''--Erants should be distinguished according to the grade of their incoicporation

■rnto the society of the country of immigration#:

l) settlors who receive grants of land or leases of land with facilities

in the acquisition of landed property;

0 hired workers viio intend to stay permanently in the country of

—migration;

=)/

•1 f



:) tired workers who intend to make a fairly long stay but who hope ultimately
V) return to their country of origin;

) seasonal migrants.

l.-ny definitions of emigrants and immigrants have been given in the multitude

Lr.vs affecting migration. As previously said, they are of an eminently
• "ctical nature and need not concern us here. The authors of the

v ■ idlestion of the I.X..O. "l.ligration Lav/a and Treaties" have classified the

■envisions of these definitions into no less than 9 groups for the definition

'.f an emigrant and 12 groups for the definition of an immigrant. Provisions

.-on to both definitions of emigrants and of immigrants are the follov/ing:

"i Period of residence (settling permanently or at least for a fairly long time)
I

the definition of the immigrant -

''mention to settle abroad permanently in the definition of an emigrant;
I

«. ♦
'

j In certain cases migration must be connected with the seeking of employment,
' somietimes the occupation (usually agriculture) or the kind of work (manual

-r nliysical) are specified;

') an stated in paragraph 8 in various countries only third class or steerage )

'congers or those v/ho pay less than a specified sum are considered to be

''.'suits;

"'if') - 'c race, nationality and country of destination are constituents of the

l:!on of 'emigrant' or 'immigrant* in the understanding of numerous legislative

vliich attach certain rights and obligations to the character of a migrant,
• -or statistical purposes;

r\
' Uaibers of a migrant's family either accompanying him or joining him are

usually/
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ruolly considered themselves as migrants)

') in many countries the legislative oct3 specify distinctly certain categories
'.'oh do not fall under the definition of a migrant)

•) ago limits apply to "both emigrants and immigrants, hut sex plays a role only
'

■ the recognition of the character of an emigrant.

The production of certain documents, the coming at the expense of the State or

the future employer, the making of a declaration stating the newcomer's

!nt"ntion to settle in the country, the arrival from overseas countries or at

■ •'al port3, are sometimes required before the character of an'immigrant'

officially recognised. The civil condition of the person is sometimes
I

re.-,3ly laid dov/n in the definition of an immigrant.

The character of an ' emigrant' may not officially he recognised in certain

ruitries when the emigrant fails to produce a special emigration, transport
" labour contract. 'T

All these conditions, as can easily he seen, may he interesting as defining

•■•ire clearly the composition of the migratory stream, opportunities of migrants,

rotcction offered to them and the policy of the governments concerned,

■ it do not affect the economic definition of a migrant, as a person exporting

"S OVffl labour, «• dependant oj such a. ptrion. s

-he definitions of emigrants and immigrants adopted hy the various bodies

3 compile migration statistics of different countries are much more important
-v -no purposes of economic investigation tlian the legal definitions of which

* 1 ® r- I -c(. od-O-xS-ts
n&ye^Just. heen-apeahing'. hot tliat they often hit the mark better tlxnn the

--or cioj hut they decide trsoa. the character of the vo.xr material of statistics
"* ' *

• •* 1■ - • ■uxch xrQ have to deal. In order to avoid any cumbersome enumeration



at this place, or the use of frequent notes, where statistical
trim and diagrams are presented, the various definitions of

migrants adopted by statistical institutes are given in an
:voendix. For the purpose of the present investigation the

following definition of a migrant has been adopted:
A migrant is any person relying for his livelihood on his

flour alone, who changes permanently or temporarily the centre of
his economic activity or who is a dependant of a person so defined.
Such a person is an international migrant when the centre of his
economic activity (or the centre of the economic activity of the

person on whom he depends) shifts from one country into another.
The definition of a 'country' may present some theoretical

iifi'iculties. Should we treat the migration from Ireland to Great
rjtain before the creation of the Irish Free State as international

or internal migration? Should emigration to , the colonies of
France or Britain by their respective nationals be considered -as

!
:"iternational migration? Should the emigration of Russians to
Siberia be regarded as internal or international?

j
We cannot define a country geographically or ethnically

oocause most of the geographical or ethnical frontiers are unstable
and indefinite. For example should England, Scotland and 'Tales
be treated separately or together? From a geographical and
ethnical point of view there is little reason to treat Scotland

\

and '.'/ales in a different way from Ireland. Pre - 1014 Germany

would have to be treated as so many states, and ethnically

pre-1914 Prussia would have to be divided into its Germanic and

Slavonic components. Do Brittany, Savoy, llice, or Alsace belong
*

Geographically and ethnical ly to France? And what would happen
to Austria Hungary or to Russia?. If we

preferred/

UJL~j.jjjjjy
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•salient not to lay down any rigid rules, and to decide separately for each

doubtful case. The differences in economic conditions will prove a roost

|

a referred to awply the notion of 'country' to certain political entities
Veals

f-rj defined "by lav;, v/e would see tliat still more paradoxksituations vrould arise.
tarn

3o, for example, the migration of Frencliraen into some "old colonies" which are,

1 gaily, on the same footing with the motherland, would "be an internal

. ' ration, virile their emigration to some other parts of the .Trench Empire

•mild constitute an international migration. sfe think it, therefore, more I

valuable guide. \7e shall also have to follow the way in which statistics

have been compiled.

fclO. "7e have stated before that an economic analysis of migration, should

be concerned vdth the influence which considerations of utility exercise upon'
tire decision to change the place where the individual's labour is applied

I
to capital and natural resources. 77e have further stated that an isolation

of such influences vrould give the analysis the required clearness and a purely

economic character. V/e have finally postulated that migrants should be

treated as owners of oily one factor of production and shown that such an

assumption was a fairly close approximation to reality. 77c liave thus,

arrowed the field of investigation without thereby making our study purely

abstract. \7e shall also ignore the effects of an introduction of workers

into a country by ways extraneous to considerations of utility, as such a

procedure is of little importance in a. state of affairs in which v/e have to

leal vdth free migrants.
■

la •'•u SSgnorp.Q incentive to migration, the only one which v/e propose for the
1 '• '-'it to take account of, vrould he formed by

1) higher wages of labour in the country of destination than in the country of
origin/

if
**?

m
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origin;

(2) greater opportunities of employment, or of employment of a

articular type in the country of destination than in the country

of origin;
(3) or both.
All three points can be reduced to the- fact that the marginal

utility of labour in the country of destination is greater than in

the country of origin. Under these circumstances, and in a state

of perfect competition, the international movements of the labour

force would present the following picture. Whenever the conditions

of production are such that marginal utility of labour is greater

in one country than in another, that country'will draw to itself
/'

labour from the other country, until the equilibrium between the

tv/o countries is established. Then again ahy changes in the other
!

^ , I
factors of nroduction - capital and natural resources - which..x i »

;
_ ' ' I

increase the demand for labour or, on the other hand, any changes
in the available labour force which decreases the supply of labour

will tend to increase immigration. The additional problem of chang¬

es in the rate of reproduction will be treated later on.

This simple mechanism of the international movements of labour is
.

complicated by the following facts:

(1) migration may change the conditions of equilibrium on the side

of both production and consumption;

(2) the differences of present and future utility are of great

importance where migration is concerned;

(3) finally, there are obstacles to the mobility of labour in the

international labour

market/

1Ui 1,cw ^caxana.rnc exponents vrere rouna to airrcr wiaeiv rrom tnose wnicn



asr-Vit which have to be taken account of.

T: would appear,at the present stage,that a study of migration should be direct-

fa towards an investigation of causes which have,in the past, so affected the rnar-

r'nol utility of labour, as to provoke migratory movements^towards the finding of

fictn of real life,or of types of events,-which have,most frequently ,effected

'snges in the geographical distribution of labour.Such -would,in fact,be the scope

'
our investigation if the disturbing causes already mentioned did not enter to

licate our problem.

£ 11. Let U3 now turn to these disturbing causes and take them up one by one.

f 'irst,the influence of migration on the conditions' of production.

The introduction of a large number of workers into a country, constituting an

f -rease in one factor of production inside that country,will raise the potential
- r eluctivity of the country in question.The extent to which this increase in poten-

"tl productivity would become effective depends on the amount in which the other

tors of production are available and on the state of demand.The functional re-'

• '.ion between changes in individual factors and changes in the volume of output
, _ . . / ' [>not he considered as known and conclusively fixed.The nea,rest approach to rea.li-

/ 1
v 3evns to be obtainable by the use either of the formula elaborated jointly by '

■ .Douglas and Prof .Cobb or of the more refined formula worked out by Lir.S.W. j

"'lcoxjthese two formulae y/ill be discussed at some length in Chapter TI.lt would

crom the Douglas-Cobb formula (as calculated .forlie U.S.A.),that the increa-

in the volume of output obtainable through a given per cent, increase in capital

eoual only about one tliird of the increase in output obtainable through the

par cent, increa.se in labour. These results cannot be considered as universal

•p.lid because the formulae refer primarily to manufacturing and neither formula
l ! ■itly introduces natural resources as an agent of production.A further liraita-

in due to the fact that the exponents of the formulae have been calculated

and only for the period 1899 to 1926.Testing his formula Prof.

-• made similar calculations for Massacbussetts and Hew South Wales and Dr.

! or Zealand.The exponents were found to differ widely from those which .

y
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■ been calculated for the U.S.A.,although* the relatively greater influence

of changes Afl labour on output has been observed everyavhere.lt should therefore
v. unaumcd that the influence of the introduction of large numbers of workers

; • the effective productivity of a country changes according to the state of

-«ritnl equipment in the country and of available natural resources.Calculations

vie for devcral important centres of immigration (U.S.AL,N.S.Wales and IT.Zealand)
!•• licnte that this influence is likely to be considerable. The influence of the

Innortatoon of new labour into a country may vary to a great extent and the functio

•el relationship qthe relative effect on output of the growth of capital and of

labour may not be conclusively settled;but it is hardly necessary to emphasize

tie r5le of labour in building up a new country.Great care must be taken not to
to

fill in A the logical error of attributing to one factpr of production a decisive

"ale and of considering the others only as supplementary to itjcapitaljlabour

*nT natural resources are equally important elements in the development of an

*ren.It is only their valuation and henee their price which vary according to their

relative scarcity or abundance. If attention is now concentrated on labour it

mill bo noticed,that when large numbers of workers arc introduced into a country,
production

® considerable proportion of them is employed in the pxujnurixrm: of capital goods

And in making the natural resources of the territoiy available.There is,thu3,an

increase in the other factors of production consecutive on on increase in the
v

labour force.The importation of machinery or the opening up of new areas to colo¬

nisation,or the discovery of new mine-fields etc$.,may,of course,be the first sti¬

mulus in the work o f developing a country.lt is therefore correct to say that

increases in the factors of production promote the economic growth of countries.

Immigration constituting a source of increase of one of the factors has an import¬
ant influence on the trend of the development of the country concerned.

It must be observed in this connection with this that a large influx of foreign

•takers involves,while it lasts,the continuous passing from one state of equili -
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brium to another.If the trade cycle in abstracted from,then each of the successive

ntates of equilibrium will be higher than the preceding one.The result,obtained

inductively in Chapter III,that the import of capital runs parallel in time to N

lnaigration, should not be astonishing in view of the previous deductions on the

complementary nature of factors in reiition to one another. "When there is,however,

» parallelism,in the importation of capital and of labour,the movement will ulti-

rately result in the elevation of the country to a higher standard of material

progress.Part of the imported labour force y/ill be devoted to the production of

further capital goods;and an index of the resulting increase in the rate of mate¬

rial progress will be found in the growth of the ratio of fixed capital to labour.

This result is also empirically arrived at in hapterllljin the light, of the pre¬

sent analysis the simultaneous decline in the three series (immigration,capital
1 ;

_ I

import and ratio fifl of capital to labour) willalso not be unexpected.
I
I

It would not perhaps be out of place to mention here the controversy between

4

i

*
StAmerican and European authors on the merits of migration in the economic conquwst '

1 ) ■
of the New World. American authors following Walker contended that migration did If

i -V
m
I-

If 1
not,in the long run,add anything to the American labour force.The American birth- , >

-rate declined simultaneously with the influx of foreigners and Walker believed to
'it ■ s

ve found an inverse correlation between the two phenomena.According to him there
m

*08 a causad relationship between these tv/o facts,an increase in migration provok- p

a fall in the birth-rate.His final conclusion was that immigrants supplanted

Partly the native American stock and that the numbers of the population have not

^>"31 increased through the addition of immigrants. Let us suppose that all the

facta adduced by Walker to support his theory are true. In order,however,that his

^■«6ry should be found valid,it must first be explained why the 'native Americans *

'*re ^able to withstand the competition of Europe in peopling the American Conti- r ;
*rt.An adult American was probably quite cenablc of conrnoting with a European

In t' i long as10 our K»r?tct,at least no\the stnnrbrds : of life of the two did not differ

*. •The influx of Europeans cannot thcrforc be coniidcdcd an necesni- i.
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/

'rllEB a lirn'tation in the numbers of 'native American' workers.For the explanation
of the decline in the American "birth-rate -we must turn rather to the attitude of

of 4-ru>

Acerlcan parents and potential, parents.Desirous torain'c their standard of living

♦h*y voluntarily restricted the number of their children.Those workers -who replaced
the un-born American children were "brought up in other coxantries.lt was cheaper for

JL-»ricn to import grown xip European workers,than to rear an increased nximber of chil

iren.And as the rearing of children usually falls on the parents,the desire of the

'n«~,e,Ti worker to improve his standard of life can "be teken a.« eocoxinting for the

peculiar form of the increase in the American population.And if that attitude of the

'nthe American ' had prevailed throughout,the popxilation of the U.S. would have

*i'T?r attained its present umiak figure without the addition of immigrants. .
»

The fact that America did not need to rear a part of her -workers (who were
.

hfought up in Europe) occasioned the formulation of another theory,worked out

'•'inly in Germany and in Italy ,contending that the countries of the New World

»' :uld be considered as indebted to the countries of emigration for 'the capital ^

• bodied in emigrants' (Pareto).The extent of this indebtedness should be measured

"cccrding to Engel end Pareifio by the cost of rearing up the emigrant until his ma-
It

txirlty minus the value of the labour performed by him while still in his country
. . .

ongrrx.This argument is based on the tacit assximption that migration is a net

303a to the country of origin and a net gain to the country of destination.Pareto
*""" clearly that this assximption need not necessarily be valid,but pointed out that

question of the codt of rearing the children could not be entirely dismissed,

'h® Gratuitous surrender by a country of a number of units of a factor of production
•n certainly a loss •, and the gratuitous acquisition by a country of a nximber of units

R factor of production can be considered a gain.But xonder given conditions of

fly the loss and the gain may be far from being net.And if the factor of produc- r

on happens to be labour,i.e.represent the human element with it3 claims to a share

n tional income,the loss may become a gain,and the gain a loss.The worker who

n°t leave an overcrowded labour market,forces down the final ±hs utility of



Irbour and hence the vra.ces.Hc 1ms rn equal share in the totfel product with other
■rorkers of the same trade and nbilityjbut kfca though the total output may be increas¬

ed through his co-operation,the output per head vdll - in the hypothesis of an over¬

crowded labour market - most certainly be diminished. If then the welfare of the poepds

of rjcountry at a certain time be measured by the output per head of consumers'
goods,then the supposed loss of the country of emigration can really be considered
es a gain. On the other hand, however, that part of the national income which has

been snent on rearing the emigrants in their childhood and youth cadbe considered as

mated.If the cost of rearing up a person in a given country until his or her maturi- _

ty he KomtidK calculated wittec with plausible accuracy, then the yearly earnings of

nuch a person in his occupation should at least equal the interest (at the prevailing

rr tc) on the cost of his upbringing. If he cannot earn wages equal to that rate of

interest, then the marginal productivity of his labour is smaller than the marginal

productivity of the capital spent on bringing him up would have been, had it been

used for other purposes.In other words- the economic effort of the previous generation

has been misdirected.The country of origin can therefore be considered as losing the

B
9 i

capital invested in the emigrant - at least partly - even before he leaves its shorese d 51
I

And although the country of emigration may gain by having him, it owes this gain not

so much to the liberal emigration laws of the country of origin, as to the improvi¬

dence of its poeple.A tentative calculation based on interest rates,cost of upbringing I
ill

and wages,shows that there has hardly ever been a period in the recent history of
'» f *

European nations,in which the wages of the workers were lower than the interest (at
the prevailing rate) on the part of the national income spent on rearing them up in

their childhood and youth.But such calculations are necessarily very crude. The

situation in these countries wan, however, nuch that it can be assumed that the margi
j

produotivltyof labour hns declined so much that emigration would mine the output per
yj

head.

Let un turn now to the limits imposed by demand on the transformation of the

increased potential productivity resulting from imnrrntion into effcctivo producti-

•/^oun.tries of «.dn*rntion gained considerably frnrxc by the remittances of emigrantnfthese were m Hr.o*rtant item in the balance of payments of some of these countries. |On r badmoo ahscVfcoascn and gains through migration they should bo written to the r
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vitv.These Hunts will be ver-r rUff e-e~nt according to whethdr we include the immi-

grunta among the -prospective consumers or not.A situation corresponding to the

first assumption is treated under the heading of the influence of migration on

A
conmurption|only the hypothesis of the immigrants -working for on external market

Trill therefore "be treated here.If the country of immigration is eminently suitable
*

to the production of a certain type of goods,the produce of that country may,-when

the labour force is provided,find -under competitive conditions- a market even to

the detriment of older producers.But if the conditions of production do not afford
81

any pre-eminence to the new country,the expansion of demand will depend on the chnli¬
the,

ge in tastes and in the incomes of the consumers.The changes in tastes are difficult

to predict and do not seem to develop according to any easily discernible law.Chan-

£cs in the income of the consumers affect the demand for different commodities in

different ways.In precise language;the income-elasticity of demand for the various
■

roods is different."V7ith a constant income-elasticity of demand for a certain good

fand a rising trend in the national income of the importing country, there might be
I

a steady increase in the production of the exporting country (in this case the
|

country of immigration). At any given moment,however,there is a very definite limit

to the production of goods (at a certain price) imposed by the demand of the con¬

sumers. If the cost ^of production cannot be reduced any more, the supply cannot over¬

step this limit -without disastrous consequences to the producers.The possibility of

expanding production will thus depend closely on the fluctuations in trade and on
. IS.

the fluctuations in income and in demand consequent upon them. It is conceivable

that during a depression the difference hetweea the y/nges in two countries r/ill
. ft

he so great,that it vddl appear profitable to the workers in one of them to move to

the other; they may do so even only to secure advantages given by the higher unem-
I

Plpyment relief and other social services in the country of immigration.If such

a situation would he allowed to arise,the increase in productivity consequent upon

the increase in the labour force in the country of immigration,w/ould have to re-



/nain at the potential state and wait for better times to be

transformed into an increase in effective productivity.

Immigration exerts an influence on the labour market of

the country of immigration and effects in that way other changes

in equilibrium on the side of production. For the analysis of

this influence a distinction must be made between the migrations

between countries with a similar standard of life, and those

between countries with widely divergent standards of life.

V/hen two countries have a similar standard of life, better

opportunities of employment in one country attract a certain

number of workers from the other, and migration will tend to

keep the labour markets of the two countries' in a state of
. /

stable equilibrium. A temporary increase in the opportunities

of employment in one country may result in a quasi-rent for the

workers of that country; the workers in the less favoured

country would probably be anxious to have a share in that

quasi-rent and they would migrate to the country with better

opportunities of employment. Their influx into that country

would, however, not be larger than what would be sufficient

to eliminate the quasi-rent. It would probably be even v

smaller, as there is a certain disutility involved in

migration, so that the quasi-rent may not be completely
eliminated.

Conditions are quite different, however, when the two

countries (say A and B) have widely different standards of
« 1.

life. Then we shall see at work

the/
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tie tendency of lo-vering the standard of life of the country of immigration

(nay A) to the level of 3. I •-hour in different parts of the world lias "been
-hrc of that tendency and has shown marked hostility to certain typos of

imigrants. flair., the dislike - and should I say the dread?- of the

Asiatics has developed, throughout the English-speaking world, into a real pliohia.

"Wrmto Tcliihsshi writing on Japanese migrations states tliat the cry "Japs

rart go" resounded throughout California when Japanese immigration into tliat

country had "been on a very small scale (400 Japanese lived'there). Similar,

MttUgh not so violent, egressions of the same feeling are to he found all along
1

do history of American Immigration vritli respect to the immigration from

Southern and Eastern Europe. The distinction "between ^preferred countries',

'nort-p referred countries' and'other* countries' in the immigration* to {jauada
lias "been drawn on the same lines. *

I
i o\r does this tendency (of lowering the standard of life of the country of

Emigration)really world? The worker migrates in order to derive some benefit

out of the change of his domicile. He is, therefore, quite willing to work

lor as high wages as he can possibly get. "'/hen there is a substantial demand

-or labour in A, lie v/il.l work for the same wages as those paid to the local s

orhers and the equilibrium will not be disturbed. But after migration had
" t tanned a certain volume he will still find it beneficial to migrate and to

0 dor his services for lower wages,until the, ra.ther unspecified, point is

"cached, when the utility derived from Ms wages plus the dis-utility involved

Ijicra.tion vd.ll equal the wages in B. This lev'5N3*Imny, of course, be much

•;'0v< the standard of life already acquired by the workers in A and thus be a

great/

(s, ;;da :' a ov®-y n tendcnoy,v.Mch will probably never be allowed to go all the way.
fir- i othor tIlQ tri0 countries may not ho completely comwa.rablc: the &atiipment

2 minting in A may render n lowering to the level of B: irmra.ctioahlej even
; wo gtpjuiard of A became very low, the form in which it would awnear won! a differ

1 tint of B.
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jrett disadvantage to them. A number of these -workers may find themselves out of

«rfc or be obliged to -work for very low wages or in bad conditions..

There are, however, two considerations which affect the final effect of such a

process on the level of the standard of life. The introduction of cheap man-power

»ff«ot3 direotly the marginal utility of the other factors of production and

lukeir possible the execution of works which vould not have paid at the former

i«r«l of wages. If the type of work executed by cheap immigrant labour is
■

eoqplonentary to the work of other industries or of other types of workers it.

sa,j be the necessary c an d i t i oa for the existence of whole

branches of production. If a line of production consists of (,say) five stages

«hich, for the sake of convenience,, we shall call 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, we may find that

the paying of labour at all the stages at a rate of p' will result ih a cost
I • !

exceeding the market pricey if,, on the other hand, we are able to employ at

stage 3 workers who are willing to work for p-n', then the bill of costs may fall at
' I

or below the market prioe, and production would become profitable. In such a case

the other types of workers will become employed, possibly at the rate of p.

It must be marked that it is of t y p e s of workers or stages of production

that wc are speaking, and not of a number of workers occupied at the same task.

*h« employment of skilled white workers in South Africa -was rendered possible by

•he practice of importing unskilled black workers from the Portuguese colonies.

"never this source of supply of the unskilled labour force failed there was
x

"svere unemployment among the white South African workers.

It may, of course, happen that the newr workers will r?,lso be drawn from

-•dgrants, so thnt-^>ne type of migration wall facilitate other types.

x

Professor Khowd.es: "The Economic Development of the British Overseas
Eixpire, v.Ill The Union of South Africa,p.35.
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It la not argued Here that equilibrium is ultimately shaken; on the contrary

It can be re-established, and erven on a higher level* But for good or for

-ril, the conditions of equilibrium are changed; there is a redistribution of

: rx''Motive effort, a reshuffle of elements in production, a change in the very

roportions of material capital, and labour employed*

We shall refrain herefrom giving examples from economic history,

is this -nould involve a good deal of reasoning on the lines of "That "rrould

■ •'ve happened if this had not occurred"; we tllihk of this sort of reasoning,

probably very useful in equilibrium analysis, as completely out of place

•tore we have to do with real facts whose effect is mainly dynamic.
I

Y/henever the cheap immigrant labour is employed at a type of

; reduction: which is not complementary to any other type of production, or when it

occupies

all/
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all the stages of a line of production, it con still "benefit other .workers as

consumers. If, like in our first hypothesis, its very cheapness made
oreduction profitable, the fain is net; it is only because labour ras cheap

that enternreneurs could start production and the fall in the pri.ces of a good
%

-io
so produced, consecutive to an increase in supply is a gain accruing4the

consumers. If, on the other laand, re do away vdth this hypothesis, re see

tint workers liave to balance the loss incurred b3'- them as producers with the

gain they obtain as consumers. Professor Aftalion said in his book on

Socialism that people are much more susceptible to what happens to them a.s

producers than to v/he.t happens to them as consumers. There are many reasons

for it. The most Important is probably that changes affecting people as

consumers act imperceptibly while those affecting them as producers are

brought to them vdth violence. ".Then the price of bread increases by 2 per cen

the price of turnip by 3'5 per cent., the price of potato by 5 per cent., the

price of meat by 8 per cent., and the price of sugar by I'S per cent., this

may mean the lowering of the standard of life equivalent to a fall in rages by

5 per cent. But v/e never see so much vehemence displayed about it as when
1 do not

employers try to lover rages by 5 per cent. Prices usually/go up or do-.vn
J afat the same time or«the same pane 4except when money itself is affected, but

even then the proportional changes are not identical.. This gives scope to

substitution, v/hile a change in rages affects the v/holc range of buying

possioilities or the wagegearner. — Then, a fall in prices rust be fairly

general, or, at least affect articles of great importance to the workers in order

to be able to counter-balance thfe fall in wages. Finally, workers who lose

their,

1



their work an butchers v/ill probably find little consolation in the news that

therefore the price of veal Ivan fallen even as much as 15 per cent; they wont

linve the money to "buy it.

'■Tith all this in mind rre can see, that even when, socially spending, the loss

in wages incurred by the working class is counter-balanced. by the gain accruing ^

than as consumers, many individuals or groups inside the -working class can be

adversely affected, and feeling against immigrants may become Very bad indeed.

„ 11. It must be remembered that the fall'in wages, or rather in the
-

general rate of wages, may often be only apparent. Employers pay their
; ' \ 1

workers for the work done, even if time-pay is the prevailing system. ",7e

have hitherto for the sake of convenience spoken of labour as if it v/ere homogeneous,

But this is obviously not the case. There are differences in skill and in
■ ■ I

efficiency. A lower-paid worker may be less efficient than a higher-paid
I

one, and a oerson working longer hours may execute less work-per hour titan a
-

person working shorter hours. As long as the pay for the same amount of work

done is unchained the conditions of equilibrium are not affected.
§ 12. Another effect of immigration on production is tlia.t it can, in

certain circumstances, overcome the difficulties of the initial stages. This

may be so either because there is not other labour available, as at the

"beginnings of colonisation in a certain area, or because there is no labour

employment of which would pay. wi^iinoortance of overcoming initial
difficulties and costs is paramount. Tt works particularly conspicuously

when newr natural resources are being opened up. The task of separating the

merits of labour and of capital would be an impossible one. But it can, at

•°iiy rate, be stated that immigrant labour may, in certain cases, be a necessary

requisite/
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v quisitc in the overcoming of initial difficulties. Tn that case the

rio.r of orkcrs to the area concerned may go on increasing instead of

fiulrwding as the case vjould "be when no account of the initial difficulties
V-r<- , itvwj&v. rvvi tal-en.

•j 15. Vfc said formerly that immigrants may change the conditions of

equilibrium also on the side of consumption. They do so "by enlarging the

interior market of the country of irmiigration, and "by "bringing thereby cliangcs

in the distribution of economic effort.

The presence of an increased number of persons on a territory creates a
«.4«l;4i'o)i t.

flu and for consumption goods and services in a\U*« ivif the previous derrnnd.

In a first approximation we shall distinguish between services and goodd

vMch cannot be Deported from abroad and tliose which can. '.7e shall see later
•T

on that the effect of the two may he very similar indeed,
I

lir«* cotiteniratioril
It has oeen observed that "/herever nim?wwvunwfoinw)»v> of nr.iigrants had been

foinied the marginal utility of the produce of a number of 5ndustiics liad

thereby been directly affected. In localities which had existed before the

immigrants' arrival some old industries liad become more prosperous. If the

number of newcomers was restricted and if labour engaged in these industries

was in surplus of the old demand, this newly acquired prosperity could be

fill the change that tool: -.whsco. But it should he noted that certain

industries and all personal services cannot face an expansion without

increasing the number of norsons engaged in these pursuits. If, then, the

two conditions mentioned above are not fulfilled, the arrival of limigrants

would wrovoice either l) the redistrbut ion :in the occupations of the local

population, or ?,) a new demand for the extension of the migratory flow.

Their/
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Their rarity too gives to the products of these industries and to the services

r lusher marginal utility and helps the growth of these occupations, The
coiM.f.nti-at'rJks

, _ . .

creation of ncv: n\%wlrtnv\waiuwysa of immigrants increases the marginal utility

of industries of direct consumption, such as bakery, butchery, tailoring,

catering, in certain cases masonry, etc$, and of professions such as medccine,

teaching, ministry etc.. Sometimes when the habits of, the immigrants are

very different from tlioce of the local population (like when the British

arrived in Australia, or the Italians to the U.S.A.,or the Chinese a little

hit every1,here) the needs of the newcomers create special occupations e.g.*

sellers of maccaroni; there is reason to distinguish, at least in theory, those
I

cases from other ones when the immigrants bring with themselves new arts:
|

answering the needs of the whole population. We see that the pursuit of the

maximum of utility demands that in many cases, around and above ee.ch
^ ^ I

of immigrants, a superstructure of secondary immigration should be
formed. With respect to this superstructure the immigrants play the r6le

of consumers, of creators of an extra demand and no more tliat of producers

or of 'labour'. Some misunderstandings should be dissipated here.. The ca.se

v/Jiich vre have just beeXhreating is exactly similar to tliat when a demand for
"•'■X

services of certain industries or of certe-in professions results directly from
'old'

social and economic changes of the/population: it is the secondary character
_ , , tfo Ac-re

Oj. tins plienoncnon with respect wf immigration that interests usAinost

especially. It goes without saying that the people who take a nlace in

certain ocoup .ations belonging to the superstructure resulting from the
f-0 r\cc i . n

of foreigners need not necessarily belong to the same nationality

these foreigners. Tliey may he .autoclitones or belong to another

'w-dgraut national.ity. Some ixauigrant nationalities may even specialise

in/
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in one or more of such occupations.

The formation of the superstructure is most evident in new

colonies of settlement, in new towns, around new mines, in short

everywhere where these industries were non-existent and had to be

created. But the same phenomenon also takes place where the

immigrants find an already organised society. Only that in such

a society local industries may, for a certain time, fulfil this

role while the marginal utility of their services is growing.

It would be difficult to imagine that a similar development

could be stopped through lack of capital. Industries, the

products of which are in demand among immigrants are those

producing necessities of life, and the impossibility of obtaining

such products in one way or other would rather tend to check

immigration altogether, than stop the development of phenomena

secondary to it. These considerations affect more the marginal
•* 'J

utility oC labour which has been spoken of before, as they affect
I

directly the standard of real wages.

Let us now consider the case where certain goods in demand

afcong the immigrants are imported from abroad. Let us take a
1

community of miners e.g. in gold mines. To make our reasoning

even clearer we can imagine that- the land had not been, until

that moment, xN;abited at all. Certain articles needed by these

miners may come from the very land where the nines are situated,

rovided circumstances are favourable to their production and so

to the creation of the superstructure of which we have been
speaking before. But it may also happen that, for reasons which
need not be examined here, these articles have to be imported
from abroad. As we have said before, this

can/
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can only be done with certain goods. We shall presently see
. I

how it affects certain types of services. But it is evident

that, at least at the present stage of material civilisation,

it is absolutely impossible to import certain commodities like

bread, vegetables, etc. which certain races can hardly do

without. Uodern inventions, which allow long distance

transport of meat, butter, even of eggs and milk, under certain

forms, are relatively recent and were not known at the time when
the most important migratory movements took place. However it

may be, and it should be added that the examples taken from

among food articles which we cited are far from being the only

possible ones in the demand of the immigrants, it seems apparent
that there is a possibility that at least a large part of the

needs of a community of immigrants could be satisfied by

imported goods. Under the regime of free competition these
I

circumstances will continue as long as it is more economic to

import them than to effect a change and tituut they will cease as
rk

soon as it is apparent that it would be more advantageous to

produce the goods in question on the spot. What interests us

here is the influence of such a situation on the volume of th$
migratory flow. Xx1 the cost

of/

It was not until the arrival 'of the Italians to Argentina
that the advantages to be derived from the production of
wheat in that country were noticed.
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of importing certain products from abroad should be considerable

it may forra a check to immigration. The prices would be too high '

for the immigrants to pay. But these considerations appear under

the heading of marginal utility of labour and of the general

conditions of immigration. The volume of the migratory flow may

also be otherwise influenced by the impcr tation of commodities

desired by immigrants. In this way, namely, the creation of the

superstructure may be arrested, at least as far as the production
of imparted goods goes. The superstructure may, however, be

formed in a different way. A country may develop a transportation
j

service; the demand for labour may increase as a result of this

development, and immigrants may arrive as the demand increases.

If then, they are not needed in the new industries directly
i

supplying the. market, which are usually formed as a result of
!

, f
.

immigration, they may be needed in auxiliary industries being
•t.

themselves also a result of the increased demand due to the

expansion of the internal market.
Such a development is, of course, not a necessary one. If,

for example, another country is better equipped (say in ships) to

take over the transportation of goods into the country, of

immigration, transportation industry may never develop and"the

required number of transpor tation workers, or people working at the
construction of means of transport, may not settle in the country
of immigration.

\Jc have spoken throughout this paragraph mainly of industries
producing goods supplying directly the needs of immigrants. But
naturally the production of such goods requires also tiiat
complementary goods of higher orders should be produced. If the
demand be sufficiently great it may also provoke the creation of
such industries and that even on a very large scale. That is,
after all, what liaonened in the big centres of Europeancolonisation " in/
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in North and South America, in Australasia and in South Africa,

at least as far as industries there work for the home market.

It is mare difficult to point to the places and times at which

migrants with a lower standard of life than the rest of the

population arrived as to examples of a similar development.

As these places had already existed and were fairly well
I . /

developed when the immigrants came, the objection becomes easy
i

that the development would have come anyhow, and is not due to
• /

immigration. It seems, however, unlikely that a consequence

I I- • .
I •

which follows directly from well-established premisses would fail

to produce itself in a case by no means exceptional.)

§14. We have tried in the four preceding paragraphs to

outline the changes in equilibrium brought about by immigration.

V/e pointed qnt more especially the way in which these changes
X

effect the volume and composition of the migratory flow. Let us

now summarise these changes and see how they are interrelated.

A. The introduction of migratory labour into a country will

increase the potential productivity of that country and, under

favourable/
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favourable conditions of demand, also its effective

productivity. The employment of a considerable proportion
of the increased labour force in the production of capital

goods and in making the natural resources available acts as

an important factor in promoting the material progress of

the country and gearing it up to ever higher states of

equilibrium.

D. Y/hen migration takes place between two countries
/

with a similar standard of life the labour-markets of the

two countries will be in a state of stable equilibrium.
/

Changes in equilibrium on the side of production will

therefore be only such as are described under A.
• /

C. Immigrants coming from a country having an equal j
or higher habitual standard of life than the country of i

immigration are liable to produce changes in equilibrium
on the side of consumption (as described above).

D. Immigrants from countries with a lower standard

of life than the ^ne prevailing in the country of
immigration may either:

\

(a) displace local workers or

(b) engage in production made profitable only by their

arrival.

13.- The case under D.(b) rm^y in turn take the form of

i) production in which local workers do not take part

or/



ii) occupation at one stage of production, \vhile local workers are

occupied at the other stages.

I a) Immigrants with a lower standard of life than that of the rest

of the population t e n d to enlarge the home market;

b) this tendency of theirs must be confronted with a tendency in
an opposite direction resulting from circumstances mentioned under

D.a)(displacement of local workers).
G. The demand for labour increases under the influence of factors

C., 13. ii, F.a) (enlargement of home market and occupation at stages
of production in lines of production rendered profitable by the use

of cheaper immigrant labour).
II. The raising of the general standard of life of local workers
results from i) an increase in the demand for labour (F.) and

ii) from a cheapening of commodities produced by immigrants (S.i).
I. Conflicts between local workers and immiijrai ts arise mainly from
considerations under D.a.)(displacement of local workers by cheaper
immigrant labour), though the action of these considerations may be .

countered by the influence of a tendency towards an increase in the
standard of life (II.); it must be noted, however, that; the losses
through displacement from work being more direct tend to overshadow
all possible gains.

K. The changes a^y .Inscribed in the points from C. to II., whether
regarded as-beneficial or as harmful, are changes in the data of

equilibrium and provoke the re-distribution of economic effort,vthe

displacement of capital inside the country and all the frictions

involved in the change from one position of equilibrium into

another.

L. Factors under C. D.b.), and F.a.) (enlargement of home

market and

increase/



increase in the demand for labour through rendering certain branches |
of production profitable) may result in a further enlargement of the

immigratory stream. Two considerations follow:

a) a distinction is to be made between primary and secondary

immigration,

b) whatever the form (in time) given to the flow of immigrants by

the primary causes of immigration, the causes of secondary immigra¬

tion tend to enlarge the stream of immigrants and to prolong its

duration.

.

If. Immigrant labour may, together with other factors of production

exert a direct influence on the primary causes of immigration by

overcoming initial difficulties and costs

of production connected with these primary causes. They

ore, therefore, capable of provoking an increase in the demaiid for

labour after the initial stages have been passed and thus change
a

the form (volume .and time) of the migratory flow. I
II. It follows that the principal question requiring solution is

the type of primary causes of immig¬

ration. We shall take up this point later on.

115. In several'-Njreceding paragraphs we have been concerned
mainly with drawing distinctions between different types of

\
■

immigration and with the effects of migration on the

country of immigration. We have spoken only very little about
different types of emigration. There are reasons for this.v One
type of emigration seldom provokes another«. Gases of secondary

emigration i.e. of emigration being the economic result of

previous emigration are exceedingly rare. This is so because

of the

relative/
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relative density of population in the countries of

emigration, where even a greater intensity of emigration

may not be strongly felt.. The same applies to the

conditions of equilibrium in the country of emigration.

If there is a fundamental cause for emigration (low

marginal utility of labour), emigration may either prove

a remedy for it or not. When it does prove to be a

remedy the marginal utility of labour grows and emigration

is finally arrested. When it does not prove to be a remedy

then the fundamental cause istill acts. The relative

importance of extrusion and absorption or of the

'push' and 'pull' in migration has been frequently
I

discussed. From the point of view of economic analysis

working on the assumption of the economic man who weighs
the advantages and disadvantages of the different places,

this question is not very important. But from the point

of view of the art of political economy and of economic

policy, the solution of this problem may - in individual

cases - be of paramount importance. The conditions in

the country of origin leading to dissatisfaction and

hence to emigration may be of such a character as to

necessitate effective counter-measures; in that case

accurate knowledge is an essential preliminary to action.

If a survey be made of conditions in the various important

centres of emigration no universal rule can be established

which/
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which would define under what circumstances people are

inclined to emigrate. It appears that the simple

psychological notions on which the e conomic science is based

prove insufficient tony more when this complicated situation has

to be analysed. The reaction of various peoples to similar

economic conditions varies greatly and is probably the result
■I

of a different cultural and historical development. This
/

question is treated somewhdt more extensively under the heading

of psychological obstacles to the perfect mobility of the
J I

I
international labour market. Certain authors (Philippovich)

-I

have observed that rural overpopulation creates 1

particularly favourable conditions to emigration. This

seems to b<?^borne out by the experience of some Continental

European countries; but the rule is certainly not universally

valid. There is a greater agricultural overpopulation in

India thai there is in any part of Europe, and still the

Indians do not seem to exhibit any propensity to emigrate

comparable to that of the
Europeans./
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There is, on the other hand, no or almost no agricultural over¬

population in Great Britain and the British are nevertheless an

eminently migratory race. The relation between rural overpopul¬

ation and migration may, perhaps, be re-stated in a somewhat

different form; among people belonging to the same 'psychological
universe' those groups will have the greatest propensity to

emigrate which are occupied in industries working under conditions

of diminishing returns. The restriction, however, that the

psychology of the various groups must be very similar, is so wide,

that the rule so formulated has little theoretical value.

From the purely analytical point of view the whole question
is much less important. The economic man compares two countries

and decides to migrate because the comparison is favourable to the

country of destination. As is always the case with comparisons
the values of the respective objects to be compared need not be

absolute!^ great or absolutely .small (as measured by an objective
standard). The dissatisfaction resulting from poverty need not

lead to migration; it may result (say) in revolution. And the

same sort of poverty may affect different people in different

ways and spm^hem to different kinds of action.

$ 16. V/e have said before that the appreciation of present

and future utility is widely divergent where migration is

concerned. In order to understand the reason of this 'deprecia¬

tion of futurity' more marked here than in other economic

phenomena, we must become completely aware of the fact that

economic ties units people into different groups, the interests
of which are often divergent. It may vjry well happen that an

event very useful
to/
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the one, uroves to be contrary to the immediate interests of the others.

And human nature is so formed tint when re see other people profiting by

vMt uir.l-.cs our disadvantage, -re find it difficult to imagine possible future

advantages to he derived from Such a happening.

Tt 1 s, pexliapsv, not out of place to quote here the opinion of an early

writer on the reactions of American Society to immigration;
I ' . /

" There is no one subject on which so many complaints arc to be heard

from every class of American society as the immigration of foreigners.

The incapacity of men to recognise blessings in disguise has been the theme
'

- j '
of moralists in all agest but it might be expected that Americans, in th&s

case, would be an exception. It s wonderful, to a stranger, to see

Id'.

;

lioit they fret and toil, and scheme and invent, to supply the deficiency of
•r

lielp, and ell the time quarrel with the one means by which labour is brought

to their door. The immigration of foreigners was the one cor.plaint by

i.hich I was met in every corner of the free States; and I really believe

1 did not converse v.ith a do sen persons who saw the ultimate good tlirough
.. ' -5. . • •

the present apj^^cnt evil.
It is not much to be -wondered at that gentlemen and ladies living in v

Boston and ITevr York, and seeing, for the first time in their lives, half-

naked and squalid persons in the street, should ask where they come from,

and fear lest they should infect others with their squalor, and wish they

i/ould keep array. It is not much to be "Tendered at that the'managers of

charitable institutions in the maritime cities should be weary of the claims
t

advanced by indigent foreigners: but it is surprising that these gentlemen and

ladies/

,
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ladies sliofO.il not leam "by experience tliat all this ends well, and tliat

letters arc taking their natural, course. It would certainly "be "better that

the emigrants should he well clothed, educated, respectable people* (except
that in that case they would probably never arrive; ) but the blame of their

bad condition rests elsewhere, while their arrival, is, generally speaking,

almost a pure benefit. Some are intemperate -and profligate; and such are,
i

t /
no doubt, a great injury to the cities where they harbour; but the greater

number show themselves decent and hard-working enough, when put into employment.

Every American acknowledges tliat few or no canals or railroads would be in
I 1 ' * •

existence now, in the United States, but for the Irish labour by which they

have been comnleted: and the best cultivation that is to be seen in tho land
II

is owing to the Dutch and O-emans it contains. • V/liat would housekeepers do
,

_ I X . i <

for domestic service without foreigners? If the American ports liad been

barred against immigration and the sixty thousand foreigners per annum, with

all their progeny, had been excluded, where would have nova been the public work's
V*

of the United States, the agriculture, the shipping?"

./lien an event changes the da.ta of equilibrium in such a way that after

the shock lias subsided equilibrium is reestablished on a higher level than,

before, we can say that the operation has been advantageous. The trouble

with migration is that even nations with much economic foresight, with a well-

developed 'effective desire of accumulation' find it difficult to postpone

consumption with a view to better futurity, when the operation seems for the

moment (to benefit\e;:clusively/ foreigners,

A similar attitude can be found among migrants. It increases inversely
to the permanence of tliei.r change of domicile. The more a migrant is

mobile/
"

'-".rtincau 'Society in America' 13.^-1830 v.j. p.53?-340 ^Q^^c^-stoiy of
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Mobile the Icrs he is interested in the general conditions of the trade in
\t'P

XB?
which he works* Attempts i® brans* in foreign vorkers into trade-unions have

generally failed. Except for those viho, through their acquaintance with

the world conditions of the working classes, acquired political convictions

and an international class-consciousness, most migrants have been a poor

element of syndicalist organisation. Complaints about their lack of class-
• <

feeling Tiave been a commonplace in the Prench syndicalist movement. The

efforts of A. Merrheim, especially in the Das sin de Briey, where they were

a majority of Yorkers, to bring them into the movement, have proved

unsuccessful. They v/ere competitors, Owing to the relative cheapness

of their labour, to a necessity on their part of selling it quickly, owing,

finally, to their mobility, they became more intensely free-traders than any

other branch of Labour. It is interesting to see that the more atomistic
I

a social group becomes, the greater is its tendency to free competition*

The ti.es that unite industrial workers seem to rely mainly on a feeling of

co-partnerslip in production, of equality of posi.tion in the bargaining with

the employer. These ties are strengthened by the organisations and

institutions' vMch^&s^S out of problems confronting a group of workers -
at the same time. ibny of these institutions require a certain time for'

their development; they also require a. sacrifice of money. Stability of

rights and engagements is their requisite condition. This is especially

true of the various institutions of mutual help, but it also refers to trodo*-

unions;, The industrial proletariat, therefore, may become a class, because
. .i-

there are ties which help to unite it. It has something to lose: the

prevailing/
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prevailing rate of v/ages; and it lias an immediate object to gains the

Recognition dc facto of the stability of employment and of the stability

of its institutions. Iiarx said that the "bringing of workers together in

one factory unites.them. The position of Migrants is different. They

are proletarians i 11. the original acceptance of the v.ord; perhaps not

'Vollblutprolotsrier' in the terminology which late Professor Sombart

borro. red from horse-breeders; "hat they are proletarians ill the meaning

that they rely for their livelihood on their labour alone. Very often
•■! ■ | /

no other alternative is left them than to sell their labour. And they

know that they can sell it 1 hen they undersell the others. And it is

rather that they are not interested in aofleers' organisations;
A i'

sat it is sc because these tend to do away with the elasticity of wages

and cannot provide 'passage birds' with help for which other workers liave

often been paying for years. As fan as this last point goes, Pemand

Pelloutier tried to find a remedy vdth respect to Prench internal migrants.

It consisted of the 'viatic', a sort of help in the adniinistration of vjiioh

different Bours es^^Travail collaborated.
v

It seems very lihely that the slow development of American trade-unionism

was, at least partly, due to the presence of large numbers of iixiigrants, who,

by their mobility, impeded the stratification of American society. An

interesting type of migration proceeding on an almost purely commercial

basis is that of the masons from Priuli. This is hov; Professor Poerster

describes this some-.hat unusual phenomenoni "...the children of Priuli'



year or two later, drawn perhaps towards the primal trade of all, the

mason's, they "become hodcarriers, next undertake the coarser forms of

masonry and fhially the more shilled worh with cement and stucco. The

winter season nay be devoted to the study of a. foreign language or

attendance at a scliool -/here the finer technique of the mason's art is

taught. In time many wall become contractors, supplying troops of other

masons and risking their own capita].,. By a similar/procedure the other

sorts of skilled workmen may be developed. i'fliat is remarkable in tliis

story is hardly that boys are trained with, reference to work in other lands,
.

but rather that as a result of such training a. population should grow up

which absolutely depended for its livelihood upon employment abroad. Here

are scores of thousands of worbacn retaining a winter habitat in Venetia
'

who would probably not survive an enforced prolonged stay at home. Indeed,

it is likely that they would never Imve been born, except fop the command of

sustenance which this temporary emigration lias brought into the country.

There is here no longer question merely of on outlet for an otherwise

'starving agricultural population. That exists, but alongside of it is

the recurring defrsnture of worsens vho Iwave never expected to be other than
'hs

emigrants." ' In such a case the exportation of labour is very much like

the exportation of oranges.

There is, how/ever, one form of organisation developed exclusively among

migrants , and that only among tliose coming from Southern and South-eastern

Europ e/

'■^'Robert Poerster: Italian Emigration of our times, p. 123-124.
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Europe. I mean the institution of 'Padrone'. The Padrone System ha.3
i

teen described by Dr. Gordon 3. Uatkins in the following words:

"The term 'Padrone' implies absolute authority vested in some persons to

control others, normally labourers, and is of Italian origin. The

Padrone has the right to prescribe the character of the work, increase or

decrease i/ages and hours of labour, punish violations of contract, and adjust

differences between the v/orkers. In the United States the Padrone System
! /

developed because of the scarcity of labour in the period of expansion

following the Civil '.Tar, and lias been practised among non-English speaking

races. In the majority of ca.ses the Padrone is a labour agent, who agrees

to furnish and control a certain supply of labour in return for which he'

receives specified privileges, such a.s the commissary ofr household privileges

in a railway or construction camp. In other cases, he acts merely a.s the
I

representative of the labourers in negotiations with employers, and for this

service each labourer in the gang pays him regularly the sum agreed ipon.

Padrone labour lias been greatly exploited among the Italians, Greeks, llexricans,

Bulgarians, Turks, and Syrians in the United States. Pedaling, shoe^sllining,

mining, and other occupations have been invaded by the Padrone System but the

constructive efforts of foreign governments, and .organisations of foreigners

in this countiy co-operating vdth our own government have done much to reduce

the prevalence of exploitation. The Padrone System loa.s been characterised

ty long hours and close confinement to work; total disregard of the necessity

of fresh air and proper sleeping quarters; over-heated and poorly-ventilated

'niiplaces; lack of nourishing food; inadequate ".caring apparel; and lack of

-facilities."

n
uoruon S. .Tatkins: An Introduction to the Study of Labour Problems p.284.



It is difficult to say whether the 'Padrone' answers the need for protection afm

illiterate group °1 workers not knowing the language of the country, or i3

merely a survival of old liabits of half-feudal countries whence these

-orkers cone. Especially in the case of Sicilian workers the proceedings

of the 'Padrone' bring reminiscences of the " mafiosi", " gabellotti"

and others so well described in books on the m a f i a by UntiltA, Cutrera,
.

Allongi and others. The following description of the 'Bosses' by Rossi

(.quoted by Poerster) is typical: "and wiiile the workmen fag from morning to

evening, the bosses smoke tranquilly and superintend them with rifles at their

sides and revolvers a.t their belts. They seem - and ore - read brigands."
1

And they remind Rossi of the Camorra. After all they are the same jas
i

the 'mafiosi* and 'canorristi': armed middlemen. The fact, however*, tint

the institution spread over gi*oups of immigrants from places outside Southern

Italy infringes somewiiat on the validity of the deduction ascribing their

role to a survival of ancient habits.

The vorking claifc^'.-T/voment is, at leant officially, international•

Tire conditions of competition, however, which prevailed especially between
\

temporary migrants and tire local vorlqpeople,- vrere generative of clashes

between nationalities. ^

The hostility of the local workers against immigrants, especially of the

lower type, is a vrell-knov/n fact. But migrants liave also something to say

about it. They often heartily dislike the society amid which they are

living, and oblivious of the benefits they derive from it, stress the

hardships/
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lrrdsliips mid the exploitation to vhich they are subjected. Economists

and social students belonging to nations sending nany emigrants to work

in other peopled lands- give a system to the tale of their countrymen's

sufferings. Such a distinguished socialist as Arturo Labriola remarks

bitterly about the international solidarity of the proletariat when he

speaks of the treatment of Italian emigrants by the trades-unions of the

countries to vhich they go. j In Italy, I think, more than in any other

country, migration influenced the development of social thought. The

Italian proletariat felt the uniqueness of its position, and the Italian

nation become aware of its proletarian character. The emigrant vrorker, vho

has in front of him on employer of alien race and around him a more or less
f

hostile throngbf vrorkers of alien race too, looks naturally for protection to

his mother country and often gets it. "7hy the Italian riling classes, vho
i

v/ere so liard on hira -hen lie v/as at home, remanber him vhen he is abroad, is

another question. And vhy Italian land-owners and speculators vho

crush relentlessly any attempt at social betterment in Italy, have adopted
i in—T i—'

the philosophy of a. proletarian nation, v.orked out by Sorel and developed by

Lenin, is also another problem. But they do so and a. feeling of national

community arises fl-om this fact, a feeling vhlch probably even 19 years

of the reign of national.ism coupled vdth the i^tbewa/r/sf Whtavtv' cotild

not e:etfrpatc.
ends

'Vb have seen tlia.t many reasons- co-operate, at both geuro'ee**of migration

to- make it a movement in response to ii.Eneflio.te advantages and disadvantages.

•V
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• 8»j11 now 3ec the action of refraining, arresting and deterrent motives.

J 17. The obstacles opposing the responsiveness of the international labour

irket to differences in economic conditions between two countries, in other words,

itacles to a perfect liquidity of the market, are $««>-fold* First, come those

•isdng from the cost of transportation; then those which can be described as

vclwlogical obstacles; next tho3e resulting from the inperfect occupational mobility
nut

labour; those which come under the heading of restrictive legislation*,

further obstacle to perfect international mobility of labour is found in the

fficulty v/ith which the knowledge of conditions- in the country of immigration

reads among people desiring to emigrate* This lack of knowledge is partly

sponsible for the fact that certain countries, like Italy or Austria-Hungary, began

participate in the migratory movement only late in the XUth century* It also

oounts for the lag of several months observed by Jerome in the reaction of the
I

migration to the U*S„ to changes in business conditions*
!

Obstacles arising from the cost of transportation are particularly important

oi the emigrant has to meet these costs out of his ovn earnings* Te would be
I

dined to think that the disposition to emigrate is a decreasing function of the *

onomic conditions of the worker*, Indeed, the worse a person is off, the more

would be inclined to emigrate, the greater is also the difference in utility to

derived by him from the application of his labour in a foreign country*

6 come causes should act on the relative intensity of emigration from different

""tries; it is reasonable to suppose that the worse off are the working classes in a

-'try, the greater should be the intensity of emigration from that country* The

it of transportation changes this functional relation* It is only after

aching a certain level of income that the worker can think of emigrating* what is

"5 of individual cases is also true of social and national groups* The cost of

'Asportation crushes- certain groups out of the migratory movement*

similar phenomenon appears on the side
of/
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of the countries of immigration. Even a vexy high marginal utility of

labour may prove helpless to attract immigrants v/nen opposed by a strong

preventive obstacle, magnified by great distance as in the case of-

Auctralisia. Several types of assistance have been devised both by-

countries of emigration and by countries of immigration. In countries

Acre the need for the labour force had been particularly acute the
I ■ I

entrepreneurs thei iselves made the necessary outlays. / Sometimes they made

arrangements with shipring companies. The bringing over of foreign
, 1

..orhers was the avowed policy of certain countries $ in such cases transport

facilities './ere provided by public bodies. The fact that the cost of

transportation excluded from emigration precisely those classes of society
! , . ■ ' I '' V

vMch -/ere in the greatest need of it, induced certain governments, charitable

institutions and philanthropic individuals to assist the enigra-frion of those

v.iio could not afford to pay the fare for themselves#. The competition

between shipping companies in the last years of the 19th and in the beginning

of the 20tli century succeeded in reducing very considerably the cost of

transportation. The nl^ coot of transport did not act without provoicing

practices of spoliation and exploitation. The scandal).s of 1 aiigrant ships'

-ere notorious. Professor Peronesi notes that "it nan not uncommon ( in the

Cirst part of the 10th century) fox- 1 to 10 per cent, of the emigrants to

perish on board ship or soon after landing." In more remote times

emigrants tried to i elude the high cost of passage by indenturing themselves

A

"illcocc International Iiigrations v.I p.33..
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to captains and masters ox1 ships for a period of years in return for the

payment of their transportation.

Vfc itust ta3:c account of these facts for two reasons:

l) they have a powerful psychological influence on prospective emigrants

acting as a deterrent to emigration,

S) they diminish effectively the number of migrants girriving into the

country of destination. i

Psychological obstacles are probably still more important. They also

stress the difficulty mentioned^ previously, of treating migration from the

economic point of view only. The love of the native soil, the dread of

engaging in an adventure the i.ssue of which cannot be foreseen, a certain

lack of initiative which nay be the characteristic feature of nations being

even on a high level of spiritual culture, doubtlessly played a'most

important role in the determination of the volume of the migratory flow.

But these are quantities which we cannot measure. The difficulty presented

"by the existence of these err£ra -economic motives is very great indeed.

If ve want to emamine the effects of economic circumstances on the ^intensity

of migration in a. country, we are faced with insuperable difficulties, even

if we have all the economic data. Y/hen the inhabitants of a. country are much

tiorc enterprising than those of another country, they will react to clianges

•'•n the economic conditions,both at home and abroad, much more quiclfLy and

J-Uch more intensely than the inhabitants of tlia.t other country. It would be

—- - •, , ; ridiculous/
X- * rofcssor Ernest Ludlow Bogart: Economic History of the American People,p. 129.
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ridiculous to say that the decision to emigrate is formed preponderantly

under tlieAinfluence of the cconor.dc factor, and that the influence of other

factors is only accidental ox- sporadic. On the contrary, the influence of

such factors as tenacity, spirit of adventure, etc. is permanent and it would

he hard to imagine a decision of such an irpoi-tance in the life of a person

as migration v/ithout malting due allowance for these non^economic motives.

This importance of non-economic motives could "be diminished, if the

conditions of life of the migrants would become les3 risly; and there seems

to be no doubt that the protection offered to the migrants by the State

and by pliilantlxropic associations lie.s had such axx effect. It is curious to
i ■ 1

note that certain, immigrant states have protested against the endeavours to

abolish the difficulties acting as factors of selection; thus the U.S. and
• ^

Cuba do not admit immigrants coming with the assistance of public bodies of

charita.ble institutions •

The obstacle arising fvoyptoho imperfect occupa.tional mobility of labour

is of another character. 77e have hitherto, except in one ca.sc, spoken of

Labour as if it were a homogeneous mass; now, tlxis is not the case. 77orkers
\

cannot move from one trade to another with complete case, just as raa.cliines

cannot always be adapted, to make other things than those wi\ich they r/ere

originally meant to produce. There are, however, certain channels through

'hich the occupational mobility of labour can exercise itself. The

structure of Labour resembles that of a tree. There is, at the bottom,

the great mass of unskilled occupations from -filch we pass to the semiskilled

occupations (still fairly homogeneous); then come, like branches, the great

crafts, apart from each other and subdivided into ever more specialised

tap es/



.tjpes. The higher we move, the greater is the skill# Some of the

divisions are fairly near to each other, some arc distent from each other.

If -re consider the occupational mobility of labour without taking account

of the possibility of acquiring neu luiovdedge, we see that there is almost

perfect mobility in the lower stratum (unskilled labour), independently

of the industry employing this labour. The range is still quite large

then xre come to semi-skilled occupations} it narrows-as xre proceed to ever

more skilled occupations. The movement dovnwardsj along the divisions of

crafts is quite easy too. Unless xre want to move from the Mgliest

grade of skill downwards,or unless xre take exceptional cases, the mobility

from higher Id lower strata along the divisions pf crafts will appear

almost as perfect. The movement in the opposite direction will, oin the
i

contrary, present great difficulties. The movement from one craft to

mother may be more or less difficult, according to the proximity of these

crafts. Such a passage will usually require at least some learning.

The effect of imperfect occupational mobility of labour on migration

is of extreme importance. Conditions in the country of i.'migration

increasing the marginal utility of a skilled type of labour nay not influence

the migration of unskilled labour or of labour belonging to other skilled

trades. .Then there is an increa.se in the marginal utility of unskilled

labour in the country of immigration, it will attract skilled workers

from other countries vutf if it is great enough to surpass the advantages

derived from skilled labour in the country of emigration and to coirrpensate
^ ci t ^ y "X i"t'o ufor the social involved in. passing from Uglier to lower grades

of skill. The action of imperfect occupational mobil.ity of labour lias

been/



been at work in the case of migration also because of the difficulty of engaging

in skilled occupations resulting from the lack of knowledge of the language of

the country of immigration*

Restrictions on migration, when successfully enforced, may form a real check

to migtation* In the years between the end of the Napoleonic Wars and the

beginning of the War 1914-1918, they were, however, of no great iaport, except

in the case of Asiatic immigration* They v/ere usually confined to sanitary

or police regulations* The only outstanding exceptions axe formed by the

countries of the German tongue and by Russia, where the incessant care of
' enlightened' governments weighed rather heavily on the economic development

of the peoples* Restrictions on emigration were done away with simultaneously

in Austria and in the Northern Germanic Confederation in 1867r and were never

officially evoked in Russia.* They were, however, not successfully enforced, as

the heavy figures- for German, Austrian and Russian emigration testify* We may,

therefore, say that the migration of white races was unrestricted during the

century between 1815 and 1914*

§ 18* It appears now that the investigation of the economic background of

migration should aim at elucidating those economic conditions affecting the

marginal utility of labour which act in such a way as to induce the people to

Edgrate* The development of the respective countries involved in the process

°f migration and the conditions and stages of this development should be

investigated in order to find the causes of the volume and direction of the

migratory flow. The line of investigation
should/
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should guide us to those conditions of production which affect

the marginal utility of labour in a way to influence the free will g

of the workers so that they decide to migrate. In this connection

we always ,—er that non-e=0nomic .otives are capahle o, !
influencing the will of the people, and that the volume and

i
composition of the migratory flow will thereby be affected. It

must also be remembered that the volume of the migratory flow from
! 1

or to a country will also depend on the action of the various other
/ / * • 1

obstacles to migration.
The distinction has been made between primary and secondary f

i
migration. It entails that a distinction should also be drawn

. i ' . . I / ' .. h i
between economic conditions affecting the motives for primary

I
migration and those affecting the motives for secondary migration.

Ivloie especially conditions of primary migration should be fbund out.
I I j

It seems plausible to say, in a first approximation, that the
•r j

shape of the curve of immigration should be similar to that of the

marginal utility of labour as applied to the basic factor provok-

ing immigration. It is very likely to be a curve of diminishing

utility. But its fall may be retarded or its downward slope made

less pronounced as a result of the changes in equilibrium (on the

side of both production and consumption), due to the action of

innmigrat ion.

It may finally be remembered that the relative strength of the

'push' and 'pull* in immigration that is, the relative rSle of the

country of emigration and of the country of immigration, demands
to be investigated.

It should be stressed, in conclusion, that the purpose of the

present work is not only to investigate the ebb turd flow of

migration as times , , ,

become/
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"Is* -te^n
become jsood or bod, but (to find out the lons~laati»G causes vM.ch roade

possible the centennial flow of Europeans to distant countries.
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THE

SCOPS AND METHOD OP/1IMKJCTIVS INQUIRY.

§ 19.

The economics of migration are primarily concerned "with the

study of the interspatial movements of one factor of productiont labour.
, t

As such they belong to the theory of production. The general aspects

of the theory of production have been evolved in the past few generations

so that they form, to-day, a fairly compact body of doctrine^. All these
in

doctrines are centred now abound the theory of the marginal productivity

of factors,as evolved by v. Thunen, Jevons, Walras, Wicksteed, and most

particularly by John Bates Clark and Paul H. Douglas.. This is not the

place for a re-statement of these theories.. Let it be only said that the

theory of marginal productivity,like all the theories which have stood the

test of time and of criticism- in the social sciences and elsewhere-, has

been elaborated partly by observation and partly by deductive reasoning.

Even when one of these methods has been most emphatically upheld by some
ib

theorists almost at the exclusion of the other, observation was usually

at the root of deduction and deduction was helping to draw conclusions

from observation. '.Then observations are compiled a number of

conclusions may be deduced from them. As long as the process of

deduction lasts there may be a tendency to neglect further observation, but a

moment is reached when further fruitful deductions cannot be drawn from old

observations even though these may have, in the meantime, been erected into

principles. New investigations are necessary to determine the detailed

structure of phenomena, the general theory of which had "been previously

evolved. The theory of production seems to have reached such a stage

that inductive studies are necessary in order to discover the actual working

°f the great theoretical principles upon which it is based. Prom these

I facts/
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facts empirical laws may be composed which have a more limited application

than the general laws expounded by modern economists* Professor Paul H.
Unirtnity

Douglas of Chicago''"!has made fan-going inductive s-tudies into the theory of
a.

production bringing out certain fact3 in a quite^new light* Mo3t of his

■work has been summarised in his book "Theory of Wages" and, as the title

itself duplies, the problems of production have been treated by him mainly

from the point of view of the factor which interests us here, i.e.labour*

The problem of migration lies ih one of those alleys of economic

theory into which the deductive reasoning unarmed with observation does not
■ict'e+i-t*-4 ft

reach* It belongs to what i's termed by certain ecsf 'realistic economics'

and is conditioned precisely by those facts which are abstracted 1 in
it-en.

purely theoretical studies* Long-dasting differences in productivity of
f

industry* in the natural resources available, in the economic structure of

society, ih income distribution, in capital equipment, in the habits and

attitudes of the various peoples involved, form the background upon which

migration appears, for if it were not for these, it would form only a

passing phenomenon which would, at the most, deserve a passing remark* And

if we search for an elucidation of the causes of migration, it is among

these differences in the economies of the nations that we must expect to

find them, and we must not treat these 'other circumstances' as 'being equal'

If, on the other hand, we consider migration as being, at least partially,

a way in which these differences come to adjust themselves, it is of the

greatest inportance to know how this adjustment takes place, what are its

phases, how it is timed, in what way the various elements of economic life

act on it as immediate causes and how it, in turn, reacts on them*

Economic fact3 appear mo3t clearly when presented in the form of

statistical/



statistical data arranged. 30 as to suit the requirements of the investigation*

In this form they also lend, themselves to quantitative statements showing, with

ftB much precision as the "basis of the statistical data allows, the

extent to which certain phenomena determine the others

121*

. Tit the treatment of the factors of production, whether -we take

than as homogeneous elements or "break them rep into several components, the

"broad issues to he determined are:—
I /' '

1* -what is the demand for the factor?
/ •

2* what is the supply of the factor?
I

5* what is the responsiveness of the supply to changes in demand?

4* what is the effect of a given supply of the factor on production?

In the case of labour an additional query presents itself : will the changed

volume of production meet the wants of the increased population at a higher
7"Too /<

or at a lower level than before the change had'taken place?

1.2?»

Production, in the modern economic system, is in a state of

permanent flux exhibiting variations- according to seasons, phases of the

trade cycle, and the long term changes of which so little is known up till now*

TOien we set up to determine the interaction of the demand and supply of the

various factors and the results of this interaction on production, we mus-fc

proceed step by step, disentangling the causes and effects pertinent to the

various types of time series. Only by caidoin© can wo hope to grasp the

changing reality and establish more general relations in a way which will make

'conform!them)to facts*

The lack of adequate statistics for the month to month movement of
xramigratioiy
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immigration for the important points of destination, except the
seasonal

United States, compels us to leave untouched the problem of c*&o«ueie»al changes

in migration* For the United States these fluctuations have "been studied "by

Dr. Harry Jerome*

§ 23. MIGRATION AMD TRADE CYCLES,

Next in the length of their duration come the waves pertinent to the

trade cycle. They also have the greatest bearing on the well-being of the

TOrking classes* In prosperity the bargaining power of the proletariat

is greatly increased as is evidenced both by the greater number of strikes and

the higher percentage of Successful strikes than in depression* At the same

time money wages are increasing* Full employment and overtime secure further

advantages* In depression the labouring class have to face the burOien of

unemployment or the almost permanent threat of unemployment* Concurrent with
i

it is a fall in nominal wages rendering the working of workers' associations
I

oe.

extremely difficult and further diminishing the already increased bargaining

power of the proletariat* The position with respect to the real wages of the

occupied part of the working population © is less clear. The cosb of living

fray increase in prosperity at a quicker pace than the nominal wages, bringing

about a fall in the real earnings; on the other hand, the prices of the

Accessaries of life may fall in depression quicker than the money wages with the

result that real wages are increased* This point has been particularly

®tpbasised by Professor Aftalion of Paris University in his "Crises periodiqu.es
Ae surproduction" »

When we turn now to the question respecting the r^le of migration in
- e business cycle, we see that the query arises whether migration responds to

changes/



changes in business cycles and v/hat is the extent of this response. "Will

migration relieve the over-crovjied labour market of the country of origin

during the depression, Toll it swell the ranks of labour an the country of
i.e.

immigration -when it is most needed,/^ its during periods of prosperity?

or -will it crush 1f\t dtaw local labour force out of employment in periods of

depression? And if it responds to the trade cycle in either country, will

itB response be quick enough* or extensive enough to have an effect on the

position of the labour market?

A thorough investigation of the relations betr/een business cycles

and migration has been carried out, for the United States, by Dr. Harry Jerome,

of the Staff of the National Bureau of Economic Research. The results of his

studies have been published in 1926 in a volume entitled "Migration and

Business Cycles". We shall attempt to give a brief summary of Dr. Jerome's
I

results.
oct

The main conclusions- arrived;\by Dr. Jerome may be summarised as

follows

1) There is a close positive relation between oscillations in the business

cycle in the United States and the immigration thereto #

2) This relation is much closer than any relation between business cycle

and emigration found in a detailed investigation of conditions in the United

Kingdom, Germany and Italy and in a more summary study dealing v/ith Sweden,

Russia and Austria-Hungary.

3) Despite the general similarity of United States business cycles and

U./
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U.S. immigration, certain notable differences between the two

aeries may be found

(a) changes in the volume of immigration tend to lag behind

changes in employment conditions, the most common lag in

•migration fluctuations being from one to five months, though lags

up to a year are not infrequent;
■

/ • |j
(b) periods of increased industrial activity stimulated by war -

are - for obvious reasons - not followed up by increased migration;

(c) cyclical fluctuations in migration are more erratic and

have a greater amplitude than the corresponding movements in industry?

(d) in spite of the set-back suffered by immigration during
• ; i '' ■ jij

periods of depression, the cumulative immigration adds, in these

periods, to the numbers of employable population; part of this
increase may be absorbed by the upward trend in employment, as

periods of depression are calculated by Jerome in deviations from

the trend in employment. j

(4) a significant feature of the way in which migration

responds to the changes in business conditions is presented by the

fact that the net movement of aliens tends to be positive during

the periods of prosperity and negative during the periods of
\

depression, but that both the time in which it responds to bad

business conditions is shorter and the number of people involved

smaller than in the upward swing pertaining to the period of

prosperity;

(5) the relation between cycles introduction of pig-iron

and the

ratio/

! # >
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ratio of departing alien male steerage passengers to male

immigrants (1870-1909) shows a marked degree of inverse correlation

pointing to the fact that net immigration is closely correlated

with conditions in employment.

IM*

However important the trade cycle may be in itself, it is

only significant of changes of medium duration and lays no

emphasis on the deeper-rooted structural changes which occur over

longer periods. The fairly well-marked international character
'

/

of the cycle shows that it represents better the variation in the

conditions of the market than the specific changes in growth

pertinent to different countries. It is, as it has been said,
.

superimposed on the various longer trends and comes out rather

in spite of them, than as a result of them. It is common

i

I

knowledge that the rate at which different countries, and

different industries have grov/n has been uneven, in the last 150

years at o.ny rate. The results of this uneven growth have been

comprehensively summarised by Mr. Colin Clark in his book on the

"Conditions of Economic Progress". If, therefore, we want to

look for the more lasting causes we have to endeavour to rule

out the trade .cycle from our investigations and observe the

long-term movements.

xhis.......
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This is practically the reverse of -what, is done when the stress is

being laid on the trade cycle* In the past the attention of those

economists ■mho investigated the time series in economic conditions

has been almost completely absorbed by the. phases of the business

cycle* It is only relatively recently that attention has been

drawn to the importance of an inductive study of long-time development*

There are two -ways in -which such an inductive study may be conducted*

The one consists of attempts at establishing the existence or otherwise

of cycles of long duration in the various- economic series. The
;

other aims at stating the direction and the rapidity of the

development irrespective of such cycles* In order to establish

the long tendencies in migration we must, first, find out whether
f

migration conforms to any long waves forthcoming in the capitalistic

system* It is only after completing such an investigation

that we can say whether an international comparison of the trends in

production can be fruitful* If migration conforms to some

type of long cycles, the character of the cycles decides whether a

further scrutiny of trends is necessary* If the cycles have an

international character, it is fairly obvious that they do not explain

the causes of migration. If, on the other hand, they are particular to a

certain

country/
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country or to a number of countries grouped in a Tray significant for the

study of migration, then they are in themselves an explanation of the

causes of migration- If, finally, migration does not follow any definite

cycles its causes must he sought ih the more general trends of development-

We propose to investigate these trends hy making comparisons*- in the

various series - between years which appear* to have been crucial in the

movements of migratory labour- So,, for example, if we find that migration

increases over a range of years, we shall try and establish v/hether some

other series which might have had an influence on migration also increased

over approximately the same range of years' and possibly make international

comparisons so as to find out whether interspatial differences ih the

direction and rapidity of economic development could mat account for the

geographical shifting of the labour force.

§ 25.

Professor N.D. Kbndratieff of Moscow University drew i

attention to the fact that besides the trade cyclej there existed long waves

of approximately 48-60 years which appear both in the value and natural
'

series. These cycles have also been observed by van G-elderen, "Wolff and

Spiethoff. This is how Kondratieff described in his "Die Iangen "Wellen der

Konjiuiktur" the way in which he discovered the long waves- He smoothed

out the series which showed no secular trend by the method of nine-year

moving averages. For the series which showed a secular trend he found

first the trend and then smoothed the deviations from trend by the method

of nine year moving averages- In order to "better define the curves

expressing the real, grov/th of society" and in order to avoid the

incomparability created by territorial changes, some of the figures wrere

reduced to a per capita basis before being subjected to the secondary

statistical/
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statistical analysis described above. The Kondratieff investigation

gave the folio-wing results t

1) during the 130 years from 1789 to 1920 there -were 2 long cycles

of from 47 to 60 years each (approximately from the late 80's of the

XVIII century to the middle forties of the XIX century "with a peak about

1814, from the middle 40*s to the middle 90* s of the XIX century with a

peak about 1873, and a period of growth from the late 90's of the past

century until about the year 1920 from which time on a decline set in, the
termination
. A i of which was not in sight -when Kbndratieff -wrote in 1926) •

2) The series exhibiting long cycles were found by Kbndratieff to

belong to all three: groups of economic seriest

i. Value series; gold prices of commodities in Prance, England,

and the U.S <■.A-, interest rates in England and Prance, deposits and the

portefeuille of the Bank of Prance, deposits in the Prench Savings Banks;
/

ii. Series of a mixed value-natural charactert wages of English

cotton workers and of English agricultural labourers expressed in gold

values; the series expressing the totals for the Prench foreign trade;

Prench imports; English imports; totals for the English foreign trade*

iii. Natural series (expressed in volume/weight or numbers); s

production of coal in England; consumption of coal in Prance; pig-iron pro¬

duction in England; lead production in England; U.S* coal production;

German coal production; world production of coal; U.S. pig-iron

production; German pig-iron production, -world production of pig-iron;

production of lead in the United States, U.S. steel production; number of

spindles/
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spindles in the/,cotton industry* acreage under cotton in the United States*
acreage under oats in Prance*

3* Kondratieff ms unable to trace the long waves in the French

consumption of cotton, in the production of wool and sugar* in the United
States and, as he puts it, "in certain other elements"*

Some of Professor Kondratieff's conclusions concerning his long

rnves are of special interest to the study of migration*

First, he found that these waves had an international character, from -which

we can deduce that if the series for migration arranged so as to iron out

the trade cycle, had to conform to them, the explanation of the causes of

migration had, at least partly, to be sought elsewhere* Second, he admits

that there is a possibility of a slightly different character of these cycles .

in the case of the United States* In his own words "It is to be presumed

from the data given above that the same (general agreement in the cycles as

"between countries) holds true for the United States* But in spite of that

the dynamics of the development of capitalism and in particular the periods

of fluctuations in that movement may have their peculiarities in that
x

country"* The differences between the United States and the other

capitalistic countries are emphasised "by the fact that the American index

numbers of prices show a pealc in the second cycle as early as 1866 i.e* about

seven years before the other countries, a fact which as Kondratieff points
out

x

Auf G-rund der angefuhrten Daten lasst sich behaupten dass dasselbe
auch fur die Vereinigtcn Staatcn von Amerika gilt. Aber trot^dem
mogcn die Dynamik der Entv/icklung des Kapitalismhs und insbe . sondere
die Pcrioden der Schwankungcn in dieser Bev/egung in diesem Lande auch
ihre Eigentximlichkeiten haben*



out can "be easily explained by the Civil War* These differences do not

at any rate influence the general shape of the curve of long -waves*

Third, during the downward phase of the long cycle agriculture passes

through a prolonged and severe depression. As a very large body of emigrants

are recruited from the rural districts of Europe and as in some countries

emigration has been correlated with cropt and food prices, the establishment

of the existence of prolonged conditions propitious to emigration cannot ^be/but)
of utmost importance to a study of migration*

Fourth, at the beginning of the upward phases- the capitalistic economy-

is extended to new countries, the use of new territories becomes profitable

as the need of old markets for outlets and raw materials grows* The importance

of this fact for a study of migration needs hardly any emphasis. It is

precisely to these new countries that the main flow of European emigrants

was directed during the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century*

If the need of the world market for raw materials, caused by the upward

movement of the long cycles really determined the development of these

territories, then it also was at the root of the great migrations of labour

in the last one and a half centuries.

Professor Eondratieff does not attempt to give an explanation

of the causes of the long waves beyond saying that these cycles were not the

result of any accidental changes, but sprung from causes inherent 3-n the

essence of capitalistic economy* This is not the place to decide whether

this conclusion of his is right or whether the truth lies with those writers

■"ho attribute these long-term fluctuations to changes in the volume of gold

production
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production, the discovery of new gold mines, to tots, revolutions, the settling
of new countries and other causes not "inherent in the essence of capitalistic

economy"» "What interests us here is the fact that the long waves are found!

in some very essential and representative economic series and that they are

not confined to series ejroressed in value terms®.

-

■. The technicjuc used hy Kondraticff for smoothing the statistical

series so as to iron out the trade cycle and to "bring out the longer waves
in +U frtiXhmtnftf JtHa

vdll serve us as a guided. The problem now remains what are the periods for

which the moving averages have to he taken® The 'Business Annals' composed hy

W.L.Thorp of the National Bureau of Economic Research (U.S.A.) tells us that

the average duration of a trade cycle in the United States was of four years,

"but that there were six cycles of five years, four cycles of six years, one

cycle of seven years, and one cycle of nine years. In Canada the average

duration was- of 5.1 years, hut there was one cycle of six years, and two of

seven years. In Australia the average duro.tion was of 5»7 years, hut there
(

was one cycle of seven years, and one cycle of eleven years. In South Africa

the cycles averaged five years each, but there was one cycle of ten years.

In Argentina and Brazil the average was again five years, hut the former had one

cycle lasting seven years, and two lasting eight years, while the latter had

t?o cycles lasting six years. If we turn now to the main countries of emigration

v/e sec that although the average length of the cycles in each of them oscillated

only "between 4.9 years (Russia) and 6.4 (Italy) they each had a few cycles of

nine years and over (England one cycle of nine years and two of ten years, Germany,

two cycles of nine years and one of ten years; Austria: one cycle of eleven years;

Italy; one cycle of twelve years; Sweden: one cycle of nine years)® It seems

that we shall he on the safe side if we take nine years moving averages, the nine

years' period covering most of the longer cycles in the majority of the countries

c°nccrncd.
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Let us now consider -which series are significant for the study of

migration* The very conformity of certain series with the series of migration
is not in itself a proof that a direct causal relationship exists between the

two* In the business cycle for instance many series agree without being

directly related to one another* It is even more difficult to say -in case of

conformity - which of the series represents the cause and which the effect*

Theoretical considerations have therefore to prevail in the choice of the

series* As it has been said before, a study of the factors of production

aims at defining the conditions of the demand for and the supply of the

factor together with the results of a given supply 0U production*

Comparisons are, therefore, to be made between migration and such data as may

be likely to represent the demand for labour* This holds for the medium and

long waves as well as for the trends outside the cycles* According to the

modern theory of production the demand for the factor will be represented

by what the marginal units would add to the total product* The ideal

.measure of demand for labour would therefore be presented by a curve of the

marginal productivity of labour* Unfortunately the statistical material at

our disposal allows only of certain interspatial couporisons at a moment of

time and not of intertemporal comparisons. A fairly high degree of

approximation is obtained for manufacturing by the use of a formula

elaborated jointly by Professor Douglas and Professor-Cabl) * This formula
takes/
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/

takes into account capital and labour, tut, as Mr. Colin Clark pointed out,

omits the natural resources. The formula is:-
4Cj~a I*

^vhere P stands for volume of production.C for fixed capital, L for labour and

b and k are constants to he: fitted by the method of least squares. By taking

the partial derivative of F with respect to L we get the marginal productivity

of labour: - A —/* ~ * A

This formula would be particularly convenient for practical calculations

as k also equals the share of labour in the total product r-

if the figures for percentage share of labour in the product were available.

The formula is, however, only fully applicable to manufacturing and does not

give equally good results when applied to production as a whole. This

probably proceeds from the fact that the sum of the exponents in the original
J

equation ^ ^g A-A
is one, making it a linear function and thus abstracting from any tendency to

diminishing returns which might present itself in other fields of production,

e«g. agriculture.
\

Another formula elaborated by Mr. Wilcox, a collaborator of

Professor Douglas, is much more elastic and can take into account any tendency

to increasing or diminishing returns resulting from the state of natural

resources and from conditions specific to certain industries. The fbrmula is

p = *

Mr, Wilcox points out that the sum of the exponents need not be one, the

funotior/
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function need not "be linear, and, therefore, other influences which may he

forthcoming apart from changes in the amount of fixed capital and labour may¬

be taken into consideration* Differentiating partially P with respect to L

to get the same formula for marginal productivity as from the Douglas-Cob]b •

foimula TP / Z3^ * Z~

The Wilcox foirnula also gives k as the share of labour in the total product*

. /
7>

If k equals (say) ^ ,then labour receives ^ of the product* Marginal
productivity equals in that case the product per head of working population

3
multiplied by ^ • The difficulty consists in finding figures for production,

.

for the total -working population and for the share of labour* Even where

such figures are available, comparisons can only be made at fairly long
I

intervals of time as the computation of such data has not been carried out

from year to year* Nor are the figures always very reliable* It is worthy

of note that in the depression year of 1931 the marginal productivity of

labour in the United States was 908'275 X*U while it was in the same year
f

162'792 l.U* ih Japan » The spread between the two is very great indeed and

signifies that the demand for labour in America at Japanese prices was

higher- than ih Japan, and that American industry would have been capable of

-- absorbing/

in

t
computed from figures given by Mr. Colin Clark in "Conditions of

Economic Progress."

!'S
!x

I»U» (international units) = average purchasing power of U.S.dollar in
America from 1925 to 1934*

1
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absorbing more labour at this price than the Japanese industry* It does

not show, however, that it was capable of absorbing any more labour at

American prices* It also shows that Professor Douglas is right in saying

that his formula docs not represent the short-time changes in demand* It

cm, however, be presumed that variations in marginal productivity dn

represent variations in the demand for the factor* In order ,to establish

the demand for migratory (foreign labour) it should first be stated whether
of demand. >-

the local supply comes up to the requirement^. A This is discussed in a later
passage* For shorter periods, however, such indices of marginal

X

productivity as are available are not necessarily valid, and data for

calculating them are not always' obtainable* It is also almost impossible

to find continuous and consistent yearly data of marginal productivity which

would lend themselves to the smoothing processes described above* In such

cases our purpose is better served by other data which are likely to*
y-

rcflcct the demand of industry for labour or at least the changes in the

demand for labour* Thus the construction of new railway lines is, in a

new country, a fairly good index of the demand for labour in the expanding

agriculture of new territories* A rapidly increasing capital equipment

may be significant of a coming expansion of production necessitating an

increase in the labour force used; thus the series of the production of

pig—iron (an essential raw material in the construction of capital equipment)

may frid extensive use* Great caution should, however, be taken when series Hi

like these are used*

First, they may not represent exactly what they are thought to represent. So
on/

~r by industry we understand all three branches of production-primary
industry, secondary industry and tertiary industry,.

x

Douglas : Theory of Wages,p.154 f. »
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mi increase in railray mileage in the United States during the XTS-th century

need not necessarily mean that new territories have been connected by rail rath

the Atlantic sea-boardJ it may also mean that the density of the railray net

in the coastal States has been increased* Second, the conclusion drara from.
oniy

a correct premiss may be false because there is not^a single ray in which a

phenomenon may exercise its influence on the economic development* Thu3 an

increase in capital equipment may not mean that there will be an increase lit

the demand for labour as the result of an expansion of production, but may

also mean that there will be an actual contraction of the demand for labour

owing to a more extensive application of labour-saving devices. Third, the

conclusions drawn from the observation of certain series may be due to a

circular reasoning* Thus an expansion in production may have been the

result of a given supply of labour and need not signify that there is an

increased demand for it* In spite of these reservations the series of

railway mileage, pig-iron production, coal production and the other indices

of economic development may be found very useful* And if the tradition of

economic research can be a guide, they can also lead to> some important

results*

A step further can be made if the only thing sought is the

establishment of the existence or otherwise of a parallelism between

migration and the business cycle or the long raves* The characteristics

of the business cycle being well known, the existence of such a parallelism

is in itself sufficient for certain conclusions to be drawn* It is common

knowledge that the demand for labour falls off during periods of depression*

A statement to the effect that immigration declines during periods of

depression/



tlcpresnion :1s a good enough basin for the conolunion tliat migration

responds to the changes in demand. This opens the possibility of

using all sorts of series not necessarily representative of the demand

for labouY "but describing 'well the up3 and dovais of the trade cycle.

It may even be sufficient to coixpare statistical series of migration

arranged so as to bring out the trade cycle with descriptive statements

of economic conditions- such as those contained in the 'Business Annals'.

Tfifhen changes- in migration are compared with phases of the

long cycles the fact to be established is whether any correlation,

exists at all. It may, therefore, be presumed that any series

sufficiently representative of the long-wave variations may serve the

purpose of stating whether and to what degree migration follows these

cycles.

S 27*

The supply side of the problem must be solved by different

methods. The actual supply of migratory labour is, of course,

represented by the series- of migration. But it seems that it would be

interesting to learn something more about this supply of the labour

factor beyond the mere fluctuations of its curve in time. By

relating the supply of migratory labour to the real wages we get

a supply schedule of migratory labour. Prom this supply schedule

we con plot a supply curve of migratory labour and calculate its

elasticity. The latter is readily done when the logarithms- of real
wages are plotted against the logarithms of immigration.^. .The

influence of migration on the conditions 0g/
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„ of the labour market are measured when twa schedules of supply are

computed: the one omitting migratory labour, the other taking it into

consideration* Excluding migratory labour from a supply schedule of

labour is a somewhat delicate task* Even when we have figures for the
not easy

working population of a country over a period of years, it is unxmoy

ascertain wiiat change has been effected in them through the agency of

migration* Some migrants might have come and gone* Some of them are

not gainfully occupied* Some have acquired wealth and stepped out of the

labour market* Further, the expectancy of life of migrants is not
I

necessarily given by the figures compiled for either their country of

origin or the country of immigration* Fairly reliable figures could •

therefore only be compiled for comparatively short periods* But, then,
i v

for short periods, the changes in working population are not representative

of changes in the supply of labour consequent upon changes in wages*

The latter is better represented by changes in hours worked (say per year),
and it is impossible to determine with the help of data at our disposal

what might have been the influence of migration on the number of hours

worked* The' only thing that can therefore be done to abandon the

quantitative analysis and to attempt qualitative statements as to the

possible effect of migration on the supply curve of labour*
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MIGRATION AND LONG CTCL53.

iW THS CHARACTERISTICS OF LONG CYCLES, POSSIBLE ROLE OP MIGRATION.
\

The existence of long cycles in production and trade can be traced in

statistical series up to the last quarter of the eighteenth century* Their

existence in the pre-industrial period is difficult to establish for the T^nic of

precise and reliable statistical data* The historical evidence brought forward

by Professor Ernst Wagemann in "Struktur und Rhytbraus der T7eltwirtschaftw

points to the existence of two long cycles in the course of the eighteenth

century. The first of these cycles -vrould have begun about 1700 and ended about

1730} the second, beginning about 1730 would have ended about 1790. They were

3f uneven length and strongly influenced by war speculations. They were

rurthermore limited to exchanges at the big trading centres of the day, or ta

"hat Tfagemann calls peripheral activity. This was only natural at a time when

the process of production was carried on either not for the market or for

separate, disconnected markets. Good and bad times resulting from good or bad
there

larvests, peace or war,/might have been) but they could hardly expand into

nternationnl cycles; the international dependence of countries upon one another

•■as too small for that. It is only with the extension of exchange economy that

Kfflie of the most essential features of the upward and dovffvsvard phases of the

°ng cycles could appear, together with the internationallsation of such trends.

The period of advance in the long cycles is characterised by

1) rising prices and interest rates;

2) a strong upward movement in industrial investments;

3) favourable terms of trade for agriculture;

4) long periods of prosperity and short periods of depression,
"his increase in activity brings about a strong tension in economic relations

ending/



ending in war and inflation. The period is supposed to be one of intensive

conpetition in which the tendency to expansion is so great that it brings into

play extra-economic forces to which resort is had by the several powerful

competitors. 'Whether such an explanation of wars and other international

conflicts is justified, remains a debatable point.. It may be argued that the

rmrs of the French Revolution and the Napoleonic Wars lasted throughout the

period of increased economic activity as shown by statistical figures, and

did not appear at the end of that period as the final outbreak of a growing

tension; it may be doubted whether the American Civil Won, the Austro-Prussian

War, the Franco-Prussian Wan which fell at the peak of the long cycle were
i

so much more important than the Crimean War, the Russo-Turkish War, the war

/
between America and Spain and the French and British colonial wars which all

took place either during the descending phase of the cycle or very near to its

trough.

Without, however, falling into the extreme of deducing all

important political incidents from previous economic development, we can

say that the economic conditions pertaining to the upward phase of the

long cycles are such as to create a strong and dangerous tension. Rising

prices, intensified industrial investment, increased coirpetition for the

markets of raw materials followed by an upward movement of the terms of trade

for agricultural products and raw materials, are in themselves significant

of tension and conducive to violent conflicts. These conflicts, in turn, lead

a further rise in prices and to a new intensification of industrial

activity. The latter, being adapted to war conditions easily outgrows any

future past-war requirements. It remains to be seen whether the downward

phases of the long cycles actually result from war conditions, or whether

they form the aftermath of industrial over-investment in the whole preceding
upward/
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upward phase* Be it as it may, the downward phases of the long cycles
vhich set in with the long periods of peace, are characterised by:-

1) declining prices and interest rates)
\

2) a decreased intensity of industrial investment)

3) an agricultural depression accorrroanied by a movement of the terms

of trade favourable to secondary industry)

4) short periods of prosperity and long periods of depression*

One phase of the long wave easily takes into its span more than

a thole period of formation of a new generation* It should therefore not

"be astonishing that conditions characteristic of the phase exercise an

influence upon the minds of the people and are reflected in the sociological

and political literature of the day* The study of the variations in the

attitude of social writers from optimism to pessimism and vice versa

according to the period in which they have been intellectually formed is
most interesting

in itself a .passdonarting study* Still more significant socially are the

fluctuations in the popularity of different authors and schools of thought*

The attitude of the -wide masses to social and economic changes is even better
\

reflected in the activities of political parties, of trade-unions and of

enployers' associations* A feeling of confidence in the future, an

embattled attitude to social conflicts, in short a spirit of enterprise

characterises the social movements of the upward phases of the long cycles )

reliance upon the protection of the State, reluctance to enter on the path of

conflict, a certain preference for collective rather than individual action,

seem to mark the periods of decline* Pietri-Tonnelli, who in his

^ t /
Traite d'economic rationnelle" gives a short account of these politico-

economic variations, notices the buoyant optimism of the periods of
advance/



advance and a certain sluggishness and a lack of initiative, if* not outright

pessimism, of the descending phases. It must, of course, "be "borne in mind
that - as far as most economic series go - the long cycle fluctuations- are

a

superimposed upon an upward moving trendj it can, therefore, hardly be

ejected that the descending phase 3hould let loose a flood of pessimistic

literature and plunge the wide masses of people into despair and hopelessness.

It -would much rather, as Pietri-Tonnelli notices, effect a slowing down of

social and political activities and introduce a note of doubt into the

writing of social philo sophers. In particular, the rate at -which cabinet

changes are effected decreases, a fact which Pietri-Tonnelli, in the witty

way peculiar to Latin authors, ascribes to the decrease in State_budgets.
v f - I

The psychology of the business community in the two phases of the long waves
6

is better described by Dr. Johan Akerman in "Economic Progress and Economic
(

Crises". He says in factt "During a period in which the price of goods

rises on the average and the formation of new means of production proceeds

with especial vigour, the whole of industrial life is based on the

assumption that this general tendency is permanent. In particular it

passes into the general consciousness that the level of prices has a natural

tendency to rise. No one is surprised that everything, from a packet of

needles to an estate, costs more than it did ten years earlier, and

everyone expects in ten years' time to pay still more for all commodities.

This increase in prices, which is itself a consequence of increased

formation of new means of production, becomes in its turn the cause of fresh

raising of prices. Political causes apart, it is not surprising that such

a development culminates in general inflation. The -whole psychological

situation i3 favourable to such a progress of events, and a study of the

economic/



 



During the decline of the secular rnve the opposite happens.
r

The whole industrial life adapts itself gradually to a general falling price ^
level and a relatively quieter formation of new means of production. Just

as the prolonged rise was marked by willingness to take the offensive and by

individual enterprise, so now thoughts are turned to the retention of the

position gained. The secular period of decline is the era of organisations.

The trusts have been called for this reason "the children of necessity*, and

it is not by chance that the rise of the modern system of trusts and

combine^ dates from the eighteen-eighties, the time of a prolonged downward

movement. At the same time the labour organisations began to develop and
:

// • /'
to attain great importance in industrial life.

It does not, on the other hand, seem to be proved that the periods of

advance are associated with increases in the well-being of the masses or that

the 'slack* periods are associated with a fall in popular welfare. We have

computed - from data given by Mr, Carl Snyder in "Business Cycles and j

Business Measurements" - index numbers of real wages by dividing the

relatives of nominal wages by the relatives of the cost of living. These ^ ■

index numbers( smoothed by the; method of nine-year moving averages) actually
Ifmount from the late seventies to the late nineties only to fall during the

(Chexrti.) *x/
next phase of advance in the long cycle. /] An actual regression in the

Canadian national income per head of the working population between 1903 and
1911/ i :

'

j
:i

VAkerman gives the name of 'secular* waves to the long cycles.

Ipprre also the following passage from "An Introduction to the Study of Prices" by'r "fritor T. Layton and Geoffrey Crowthcr (p.ll):
W-0 divergence of interest between various sections of the community is explained in

- answer of Professor Marshall to the chairman of the Gold and Silver Comission.I think,' he said, 'that it wants very much stronger statistical evidence than one yet !1''" to prove that the fall in pricds diminishes pepoeptibly or in the long run the total
tt(luctivcnes3 of industry»Si.Tpposing that it doesTdirninish considerably the total pro-"ictivenesa of industry,then its effect in,T tliinI:,on tho -.-hole good,because it certainlyndn to cause a better distribution of wealth than wo should othexnd.se have ... and real* could not any that there wrva any serious attoispt to prove anything clod than a dc-ession of prices,a depression of interest,and a depression of profits - there is that
■ioubtsdly.' 'Then',said the chairman of the Commission, 'do I understand you to' think"t the depression in those thrco respects in consistent with a condition of prosncritI ^ Professor Marshall replied, 'Cortninlyjtho cnolyer gets less and the eranloyeeca more.* "



1911, and a slowing dovrn of the rate of growth in the national income per head

of the -working population in the U.S.A. in the period from 1900 to 1914 is
~h

evidenced "by data collected "by Mr. Colin Clark. The progressive phases of

the long cycles are therefore not epochs in which the fruits of labour are

reaped. They are periods of increased activity, of intensive investment, of

rapid expansion, of great social mobility. They are characterised by

tension and extreme competition bringing political factors - such is

at least the interpretation of the chain of causation given by the materialistic

conception of history - as agents for the economic forces. This interference

of extra-economic elements lets loose, in turn, a new and powerful upward

tendency in production and prices. At that point we are no more in a position

to say, whether the political development results from the action of economic

forces, or whether it is the cause which governs economic phenomena. Even if

to mw jd>«a\Ksy©A to admit the preponderance of the economic factors in the

previous years of the upward phase - an attitude which we are by no means

conpelled by the evidence to adopt - we can hardly say that this preponderance

i.3 maintained throughout the latter part of the progressive phase..

An economic expansion associated with - if not leading to — political

expansion would hardly take any cognisance of national boundaries or racial

barriers. The need of raw materials pushes the capitalist enterprise?, nay

the geographical limits of the whole capitalist system, um* tos tfoy

syptera, far away from the old capitalistic centres into non-

capitalistic or half-capitalistic countries. The expansion is not only

^tensive, it is also extensive. The period is, therefore, characterised by

■tfiat Kondratieff term3 the ' drawing of new countries into the world economy. *
"

———- There/

/Colin Clark - Conditions of Economic Progress,p.148.
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There is an apparent contradiction between this opinion and that expressed by
it is

Akcnnan that4during the declining part of the secular wave^relatively more is

invested in agriculture than in industry, with a consequent lessening of the

purchasing power of agricultural produce.. It is worthy of note that the great

expansion of North-American agriculture occurred ih the latter quarter of the

nineteenth century,, i.e. during the declining phase of the long cycle. There
O

is, however, one point at which Akerman's and Kondratieff's explanations meet.

Kondratieff attributes the expansion of world economy into new countries

during the periods of advance to the need of industrial raw materials on the
©

port of the old capitalistic countries* and Akerman tells us that it is that

part of agriculture which is devoted to the production of consumption goods

■which experiences an increase in investment during the declining phase. A

more* extensive utilisation of the natural resources of new countries, on the

other hand, need not necessarily take the form of agricultural expansion,

lining, transport, and in more recent times, manufacturing may also take part

in the geographical extension of world economy. In the periods characterised

hy a particularly strong drive- in production a need is felt for mineral as well

as agricultural raw materials and the relative cheapness of these raw materials

near the places where they are produced forms an additional incentive. So the
/j fostered,

creation of manufacturing centres/\ especially if the country is sufficiently

advanced to provide its own local market for the produce of manufactures. In

countries, moreover, which, though new, have already entered the sphere of

TOrld economy, the drive in production has its own peculiar repercussions, little

different from those experienced in the old countries; the building of

railways and canals, the construction of roads and of harbour installations is

organically bound up with a similar development in the old countries.

One more element deepens the effects of the general advance in

production/



production on new countries,. The ascending phase of the long cycle is
characterised hy an increase in the purchasing power in -world economy as a whole. •

The liberality -with -which credit is supplied and the belief in the

permanence of a rise in prices are in themselves a cause of rising prices of

agricultural products (both raw materials and consumption goods)» And

though agricultural investment is small relatively to industrial investment,

9. part of savings is still diverted to increasing agricultural production.

It is difficult to deduce from That has just been said about the

features of the long cycles what are the phases during which migratory

movements are most likely to occur. The descending phase would probably have

the tendency to create condi tions propitious to emigration. The greatest

'pull' on the other hand, -vrould be: exercised by countries of immigration
ffttrt f 's

during the ascending periods of their development A directed to the

production of industrial raw materials, to the expansion of transport or to

manufacturing* and during the. descending phases of the long cycle if their

development is directed mainly at the production of consumption goods

(foodstuffs and the like).

HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL EVTDETfciE.

§ 7 4.ft i» i, ■

The scanty material from the pre-industrial times seems to- indicate

that the first tidal wave in migration appeared almost simultaneously with <

the formation of the great trading companies in the XVII century, and thus

niarked the coming of age of commercial capitalism. pp. those days the

attaints at colonisation were often directly associated with the activities of

some companies or were the 'by-product* of such activities. The first

colonists at the Cape of Good Hope were servants of the Dutch East India

thich considered the Cape as little more than a port of call for EMps/ ^
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thips on the way to India# ^ certain cases colonisation -was the express

purpose of the formation of a company, so- that labour and capital werejjointly
provided by a concern -wishing to exploit the natural resources of a new

country. In the way peculiar to that epoch the spheres of influence

of different companies were separated and Royal Charters guarded the monopolies

of exploitation. It is interesting to observe that - at. least so far as the

snail statistical and historical evidence allows any inference- there -was but

little international migration from the last quarter of the XVTT century to

the last quarter of the XYIH century. We cannot say whether the first tide

of migration was in any way associated with secular waves, as we do not know

whether these waves were apparent in that period* But the tide did coincide

Tdth an expansion of commercial activity*

As P* Kapp, the German specialist on migration, pointed out*

migration sensu stricto differed from colonisation in that it was not

organised but that its flow resulted from an addition of individual
Ictxf

migrant3, each moved by his own proper motives* As such it could appear only

after the restrictions on individual freedom had been removed and the

geographical as well as the individual distribution of the factors of

production left to the care of free- individual owners in search of the

highest remuneration.

§ M

In order to investigate the relation between migration and long

cycles in the period for which statistical data are available, the latter have

been smoothed out by the method of nine-year moving averages. The results

We found in the adjoining tables and charts.

The table for the total immigration/to the United States/)shows
^-ves entirely different from the long cycles. Prom 1824 to 192o four

complete/
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comnlete waves are discernible. These waves are, however, of unequal length

»nd intensity. There is also a slight upward trend whose linear character

seems to be indicated by the fact that on the diagram a straight line can be

drawn which is almost a tangent to three of the troughs and to the whole

■raveless part of the curve (1824-1841) and reaches the year 1919 (fourth trough)
only slightly above the ordinate for that year resulting from the smoothing

process. The first wave begins somewhere about 1841, mounts rather evenly until

lB5d, remains at the peak until 1853 and falls down until 1869. The curve

starts mounting again in 186>2, reaches the peak in the year 1890, begins to fall

from 1870 on and reaches a trough in 1875. It immediately begins to mount

rather sharply and attains a new peak in 1884 remaining at or near the peak

until 1886, when a rather hesitant fall sets in; this fall becomes more marked

in 1891 and a trough is reached in 1897. In 1898 a sharp upward movement

begins, checked only once, and only very slightly, in the period 1907-1908;

the curve mounts steeply until 1910, from which time a decline almost as swift

*s the previous rise sets in. A trough is reached in 1919. A new advance

crn be noticed between that year and 1920, but there our figures end. It would

therefore appear that immigration into the United States oscillated in a wave—

1 ike manner around a slowly rising secular trend. The point of inception of the

first wave is' rather difficult to ascertain. It looks as if this first wave

~rre preceded by a period during which ru> noticeable fluctuations took place.

frhLy a slow upward movement, almost equivalent to the secular trend can be

-ejected in that period. A more marked advance begins with 1841, and

it inny he surmised that the first wave begins in that year. The duration of

the cycles would therefore appear to be as- follows-t-

1st cycle: 1841 to 1859 Ar 1360,i.e. 18 or 19 years.
2nd cycle: 1860 to 1875, i.e. 15 years.
3rd cycle: 1875 to 1897 or 1898, i.e. 22 or 23 years.
4th cycle: 1897 or 1898 to 1919, i.e. 21 or 22 years.

The/
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The average duration of the cycle thus appears to be of 19 or 20

years- The last two, but not the first two,'take in their span almost,

exactly one phase of the European long cycle.each*.

The intensity of the fluctuations would be better perceptible if the
(charts)

figures were expressed as percent deviations from trend- A But as it is, the

wave which culminated in the early 50's and that which reached its peak

about 1,1910 ( in actual unsmoothed figures 1913), seem to have exceeded the
/

others in the violence of their fluctuations-

The second -wave, from I860 to 1875 is remarkable by Its short

duration, and even more by the fact that 2/3rds of it are consumed in the

advance, leaving only l/3rd or 5 years for the downward movement-

It is easy to see by comparing this graph with the one of long-time

movements in American prices plotted from data in Professor Kondratiefffs
(ChwrftJ

"Die langen Wellen der Konjunktur" ,/j that the waves in U-S- immigration do not
coincide with the long cycles as observed in the United States¬

men attention is turned now to other tables representing the volume

of immigration in the several occupational groups into which American

immigration is subdivided, we see that there is- a close agreement between all

these series and that for the volume of immigration as a whole- Certain features

•ire, how/ever, more marked in some of the occupational tables- Thus the series
(<. ho^rY" $1)

for agricultural immigration4stresses more markedly the greater relative

importance of the wroves culminating in the early 50' s and about 1910- The

other two w/aves arc hardly present at all-

The series for the immigration of Domestic Service and General

Dabour^is distinguished frpin the one for total immigration in that it shows a

n°re definite upward trend- Associated -with this is a tendency for the

waves/
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tolV«s to fall loss sharply and lass- deeply than do the waves in the

series for total immigration{ this is more particularly true of the two

wives in the second part of the XIX century* The series for industry

and miningfibears a closer resemblance to the series for the whole

immigration than any other occupational series* The only important

difference is that the first rave (1840 to I860) is less marked out than

in the other series*

Another set of tables has been compiled shov/ing nine-year

moving averages of the percentage part of the three maim occupations

(Agriculture, Industry and Mining, Domestic Service and General Labour)
in the total stream of immigrations. Here the position is quite

different in each series, and in each of them different from That has

been observed for the volume of immigration*
(cha-yfH)

The percentage share of Agriculture/Ihas been increasing

almost right from the beginning and a fairly high level has been reached

before 1840. Oscillating slightly around 15 cm the curve remains

at that level until about 1855 -when it begins' to fall* to the trough of

1865. A new rave begins at that time, but is only very slightly marked

(the peak in 1876 is only 10«55%)» A new trough is reached in 1891 -with

6'93%. A rapid advance then sets in;culminating ih 1910 with 2^-//l%,the
highest percentage figure of the whole period. The then ensuing fall is

g
( equally rapid and lasts until the end of the period under statistical

review. Comparing the series of percentage distribution v/ith those for the

actual volume of immigration (smoothed by the method of nine-year moving

averages), we see that the relative importance of Agriculture was

particularly marked during the first and the fourth cycle. But the

importance/
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Importance of Agriculture during the first cycle was relatively great
somewhat before the tidal rave in immigration set in, and began to fall off

"fa'X
only after the decline in the cycle had been going on for about three years.

Several years before the advance in immigration pertaining to the fourth cycle

started, the relative importance of agriculture began to grow. This growth

in the importance of Agriculture -was extremely persistent during the whole

mounting phase of the fourth cycle. The two curves (volume of immigration

and percentage share of agriculture in total immigration) reach their peak

simultaneously ih 1910. They both decline very swiftly after that date,

but while the figures- for actual immigration "begin to rise again after 1919,

the figures for the per cent share of Agriculture do not regain their upward
"trend.

awing.
I

The figures for the percentage share of Domestic Service and

General Labour in total immigration to the United States smoothed by the
(chart9J

nine-year moving averages/)show a constant though uneven growth from the

year 1824 up till 1901. Although the curve is rather rough the only

narked interruption of the upward movement is that which occurred between

1851 and 1858 i.e. during the downward slope of the curve in the first

cycle. Prom 1901 till 1920 the relative importance of Domestic Service

and General Labour diminished, but fell only to the level it reached in the

early seventies. We are thus faced with a continuous upward movement

taking no cognisance of any waves and with a subsequent downward trend

equally independent of either the cycles in migration or those in the more

general indices of economic activity.

The figures for the percentage share of Industry and Mining in
(charT/o.)

the total U.S. immigrationJshow more variations than the respective figures

for Domestic Service and General Labour. The curve representing these
variations/
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variations' can roughly be divided into three cycles (from trough to trough)

1824 to 1852, 1852 to 1888, 1888 to 1917, vdth the outline of a new

advance after that date. This division into three cycles is only very

rough indeed, as the uneven line of that curve would allow the admission

of two or three other cycles inside those already described. No connection

could be established between variations in this series and the long-time

fluctuations in migration or in the long cycles.

It may be noted that* as Professor Ferenszi, who- directed

the vrork of statistical compilation undertaken by the National Bureau of
/

Economic Research pointed out, the figures for the firsb decades relative

to occupational distribution are not very reliable. Apart from that

the method of compilation has been somewhat arbitrary on the part of the

immigration Officials. It is difficult to trace whether the basis of

classification was anything else than the individual statements of the

immigrants; and these may have been influenced by many causes. An

r'mportant source of error lies in the possibility of two-way statements:

some immigrants giving their past occupation and some their prospective

future occupation.

Immigration to the United States between 1820 and 1924 moved

in a wave-like manner. The cycles obtained after ironing-out the
v

influence of the trade cycle, began to show about 1840 and were of an

average duration of from 19 to 20 years. The wave culminating in 1869

to 1870 wa s somewhat shorter than the other waves, its descending phase

being particularly short- lasting only five years. The volume of

immigration in the several occupational groups moved in the same wave-like
manner/

/National Bureau of Economic Research-
•International Migrations,
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manner as the volume of total immigration* Agricultural immigration,

however, showed the waves culminating in the early fifties and in 1910

more markedly than did total immigration and outlined only the other tro

waves* The immigration of Domestic Service and General Labour showed

a more definite upward trend than the total immigration* The curve

of the volume of immigration of persons who gave their occupation as

Industry and Hining was/lmost similar to the curve of total immigration*

The only outstanding difference between the two curves lies in the fact
wave

that the firstAis less marked in the curve for Industry and Mining than

it is in the curve for total immigration* Tire tables for the nine-year

moving averages of percentage distribution of occupations in the
• '

. •/ |
immigration to the United States show that the relative importance of

Agriculture in immigration was greatest in the periods of advance of the

waves culminating in the early'fifties and in 1910* The increased

relative importance of Agriculture set in, however, before the beginning

of the waves and in the case of the first wave fell off only a certain

time after its decline. The percentage share of Domestic Service and

General Labour increased from the very beginning of the statistical

period up till the first years of the 20th century when it began to fall,

its fall coinciding with the rise in importance of Agriculture*
v

The shape of the curves and the length of the waves do not
•resemble anything found in the other representative economic serines:

pv-vt i t u U'Y
especially the curves do not follow the accustomed line of long cycles*

In ord/?r to establish the international meaning of these new
y

cycles/



 



cycles we must compare now the curves of total immigration into the United
the

States with the curves for/)immigration from the different sources of

immigration and with the curves for the immigration to countries other

than the United States®
i

The material for the computation of tables according to the

country of origin of immigrants to the United States is much more scanty

end much less reliable than the figures upon which we have been working in

this paragraph until now. The basis of classification has been changed

twice from 'country of birth' to 'country of origin or nationality' and from

this to 'country of last residence'. Furthermore, the collection of data

has been interrupted from 1855 to 1869. For these reasons- three series of

nine-year moving averages had to be conputed separately and the resulting

curve is a disrupted line; the three series conprise the years 1820 to 1855,
I

1869 to 1898, and 1899 to 1924. "We have conputed tables representing

nine-year moving averages of numbers of immigrants arriving in the United

States from some of the most important sources- of American immigration for

which the figures were available over a sufficiently long stretch of time .

It must be stressed that owing to the insufficiency of the data our new s

series omit the whole second cycle and a part of the third cycle. Our

series for immigrants coming from the British Isles and from Germany

arc representative of what is termed the 'old' immigration- and the series
of (chcurT/*/a„c//f~J

for Italy and for Spain what is termed the 'new* immigration. A The

results are as follows.

TUB BRITISH T3LE3.
(cheerf

The curve mounts until 1849 when it is interrupted. A The upward

slope is more marked after 1341 than before that date. It should be

remembered/
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remembered that the yepr 1841 is also the most probable year for
*Y\ t oi a-1 im m igra.titry\ ho M t lt*$

t)ie inception of the first cycle'. When the curve is resumed again
in 1873 it is sloping downwards; it reaches a trough in 1876 or

1877 from which year on it moves upwards until 1886. From 1886
till 1894 - when it is again interrupted - the line is almost

continuously falling. From its resumption in 1903 the curve rises
until 1907 and remains at the level attained in that year until

1909. It then falls until 1916, rises slightly in 1917, falls back
to the 1916 level in 1918, remains at it in 1919, and rises again
in 1920. The curve is, as was said, disconnected and leaves out
the whole period of the second wave in U.S. immigration and a part
of the third wave. Such as it is, however, this curve does
correspond in its general shape to the curve for the total

immigration to the United States. It mounts rapidly during the
J H

forties: it reaches the peak of the third cycle in 1886 (two years

later than total immigration) it mounts during the first (decade of
the twentieth century and falls thereafter; it also shows signs of <

'!

slight revival after 1919. In all these respects it behaves
I

almost exactly like the curve for total U.S. immigration. The
differences between the two curves lie in that the curve for

British immigration reaches a trough in 1876 or 1877, while the

corresponding trough in the curve for total immigration is reached
in 1875; the decline in the last wave begins in the British curve

in 1909, whiijfc it sets in in the curve for total immigration only
in 1910. The most important of all differences is, however, that
it is the first wave which seems to have the greatest importance,
and not the last as in the figures for the totals, and that each
subsequent crest seems to be lower than the preceding one. The
reverse is found to happen in the curve for total U.S. immigration.
The change of the sources from which America was drawing her alien

population is reflected in the downward trend in the immigration
.of Britons to the States as compared with an upward trend in total
U.S. immigration. What interests/
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interests us lie re most, however, is the fact that the same waves

which /e found to exist in the series for all the imnigrants are also!

outlined by the series for British immigrants only. This holds true

even for the last cycle during which British immigration was relati¬

vely not very important. Pending further enquiries we can say that

this makes probable the supposition that the cyclical movement ,
/

depends on causes in the country of immigration.
/ 0

§32. GERIhUjY.
The curve for the immigration from Germany to the United States

(Chart 12) shows many similar features to•that for British immigrat¬

ion, with the difference that its highest crest falls in the

eighteen-eighties, and not as in the case of the latter in the
eighteen-fifties. The peak of that crest.is reached in 1885, a

year after the peak for total immigration,' and one year before the
peak for British immigration. The trough which precedes it agrees

in this curve better with the curve for total immigration (than in
the curve for British immigration; it falls namely in the years

1875-76. The peak of the last wave is reached by tl/iis curve in
1907, three years sooner than in the Series for total immigration
and two years sooner than in the series for British immigration.
On the whole, hov/ever, the immigration from Germany shows the same

cycles as those previously observed in the series for the whole
immigration for the' various occupational groups and for British
immigration.

§ 33. 30 :,/) II70/IAII II1 PEGU .IT 101J.

The curve showing the immigration from the Scandinavian
countries to the United States (Chart 13) shows almost the same

features as the curve for the immigration from Germany; a fairly
high peak in 1884 (same year as for total immigration and two years

before the-peak for British immigration and a year earlier than the
immigration from Germany), a new peak in 1906 (a year before the
peak of the curve for

the/
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the immigration from G-ennany, three years before the peak for British

immigration and four years before that for total immigration) and a marked

revival of immigration after 1919.. The most essential difference between

Scandinavian immigration and the immigration from the British Isles and

Germany is that tliough Scandinavian immigration mounts during the eighteen-

forties, its up-ward slope is neither so marked nor so persistent as that for the

Immigration from the other two 'old countries'. TOien the participation in the

first migratory cycle is considered, the first' place is taken by the British

Isles, the second by Germany and the third by Scandinavia. It is, however,

irorthy of note that although the participation of the latter countries in the
... .... .... J

Immigration to the U.S. was much smaller during that period than the

participation of the British Isles', they nevertheless show approximately the

same fluctuations as those exhibited by the British curve. The same remark
(

is spplicable to the curve;for total immigration from, the 'old sources' during
k (yc/t fvt /'-r-Ti rn ij-rcxtf'oi c-uruts

the last, ifimagawtojfy sgXKfca: its relative role is small, but iti)maves parallel
to the curve for total immigration from all sources, the only marked difference

between the two being that immigration from the 'old sources' tends to reach

its peak from one to four years earlier than total immigration; or - what comes
•ffu'n® '

to the sarae^- that it does not follow 15) the general movement in the last years
/

before the First Ubrlt( fehr..

paliait miiGBATiorr.

If we turn now to the series for Italian immigration to the United
(cha-rt />/)j

Jtatesjto investigate the tendencies of the immigration from the 'new sources',

see. that, at least in those parts of the series which can be traced, Italian

immigration showed a constant upward trend until it vus checked by the war in

^ (shown in the smoothed series in 19Io) TJ_ , ,'* It dad not scan to participate
w
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the rate of growth between 1873 and 1894, we find that Italian immigration

to the United States grew veiy. rapidly between 1876 and 1879 (as much as 62'95^
orver the previous year( in 1878), and muchf\ slowly from 1880 till 1894*
Although this is an evidence of the existence of a wave-like movement

superimposed on the trend, the wave is certainly not the same as the one

found about that period in the series hitherto examined* The last cycle

in immigration, on the other hand, is marked much better in this series than

in the series for 'old* immigration* The peak also agrees more closely
I

with the one for total immigration to the United States than do the

corresponding peaks of the series for 'old* immigrations it falls on the
... ... I

year I9IQ, the same as in the case of total immigration*
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E5£[GRATI0IT TO CAIIADA*

In order to ascertain the character of the long cycles in

emigration we must compare them internationally* In the case of the

United States we found that the immigration from various sources conformed

fairly well to the curve for total immigration* This was particularly

•well marked in the curves for 'old' immigration, which run parallel to the

curve for the totals even in those years when their relative importance

was small,i.e* when their influence on the shape of the curve could not

he decisive* 1 New'immigration did not show the same regularity in the

earlier periods, hut showed a remarkable similarity of tendency during

the last cycle* The external check provided hy the war of 1914-1918,
tt-rtai'H,

and for Gsptral countries by the entry of the United States into war in

1917 accounts partly for this similarity in tendency, so that the

immigration from 'new' sources is marked more hy its trend than hy its

long-wave fluctuations* A comparison is now necessary between the long-

term variations in the immigration to different points of destination*

Immigration statistics "began to be collected in Canada in

1816, but continuous figures are available only since 1827* The basis

of the conputation for the figures we possess has been changed in so far as

that the series for the first period (1827-1880) comprises all passengers

arriving at the ports of Quebec and Montreal, while the latter series

(1881-1899. and 1905-1924) refer to immigration to Canada. A We had

therefore to compute three separate series of nine-year moving

averages* The graph of the series shows a striking resemblance to the

graph of nine-year moving averages of the total volume of immigration

to the United States* The only notable difference between the two waves

lies/
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lies in thet the last two cycles in migration seem to have a much greater
OVL

relative importance ire the Canadian curve'than in the United States curve.

This is consistent with the fact that Canada came into prominence as a centre
$

of immigration later than the United States, It remains to "be seen whether

this similarity "between the Canadian and United States curves is a sign of

essentially similar conditions in the two countries with respect, to

immigration, or whether it only reflects the fact that many of the so-called

immigrants to Canada were actually going to the United States, so that the

curve for Canadian immigration is up to a point only a curve for U,S»

immigration through some special ports of disembarkation which have only
I

that peculiarity that they lie outside U,S, territory,
i

}:£• BllIGRATIOU TO THE ARG-EKTIKE,

Statistics for the immigration to the Argentine Republic are
I

available since 1857, They comprise all second and third class passengers

arrived by sea, "When the influence of the trade-cycles is ironed out by the

method of nine year moving averages, the series shows clearly two waves and

less clearly a third wave, /rom the time Then the series begins in 1861|it

till 1871, It remains on the level of 1871 till 1872, falls

down slightly in 1873, remains on the level of 1873 till 1875, rises slightly

in 1876 and 1877, and falls again until it reaches the 1873-75 level in

It is difficult to say whether this whole period (1861 to 1879) constitutes

a cycle, but if we assume that the fluctuations of the immigration to
■

Argentina in the years 1861 to 1909 were superimposed upon an upward moving

trend, then the movement between 1861 and 1880 was probably cyclical. Prom

1879 the curve mounts sharply till 1888 and then more slowly till 1893,

•Prom 1893 the curve falls till 1896, xt then rises, at first mildly, until
1899/

; if
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1899 and then very sharply; this quick rise lasts until 1909 -when an equally

sharp decline sets in. A trough is- reached in 1917, after -which date a rather

rapid revival is outlined. It seems then that the smoothed series for the
h't'Q.l

,V«Kq1 immigration to the Argentine describes three cycles, of which the first

is only slightly marked, the second and third, on the , other hand, come out

quite clearly. If we take the curve for 1861-1920 as a whole, only a slight

upward moving trend is discernible; if we take, however, the period from. 1861

to 1909, the upward trend is very pronounced. The length of the cycles

varies from 16 years (second cycle) to 20 (first cycle) or 21 years (third cycle).
The average duration is of 19 years (American cycles 19 or 20 years). A

comparison with the cycles in U.S. immigration yields the following results.

In the period covered "by Argentine immigration statistics, immigration to the

United States shows, like the immigration to the Argentine, three cycles.

The first of these ( second American cycle) is, as it has been already stated,

less distinctly marked than the other American cycles; the same holds time for

the Argentine. With each successive cycle immigration grows in importance

both in the United States and in the Argentine; so that the second Argentine

cycle is betteijmarked than the first cycle and its peak is higher than that
of the first, and the third cycle is better marked than the'second, and its

peak is still higher; and the third American cycle is better marked than the

second, and the fourth American cycle is better marked than the third, each

successive peak coming higher than the previous one. There are, however,

important differences between the immigration to the United States and

lc®iigration to Argentina. Thus the second American cycle is shorter than
the/



the corresponding first Argentine cycle; it lasts from 1859 or

1860 to 1875, while the latter lasts from 1861 (or earlier, a thing

which cannot be stated for the want of statistical information) to

• 1880. The third American cycle is longer than the corresponding

second Argentine cycle, as it lasts from 1875 to 1897 or 1898,

while the second Argentine cycle lasts only from 1880 till 1896.

Although the .third Argentine and the fourth American cycles have

approximately the same duration (about 21 years) the American cycle

begins and ends later than the Argentine cycle. The years of

inception and of termination of the American and the Argentine cycle
were respectively:

1897 or 1898 and 1919 (U.S.A.)
1896 and 1917 (Argentine)

nor do the peaks of the cycles fall in the same years
PEAKS. Trough after the

resn. cycle.
1st Argentine cycle .... two peaks

1871-72 and 1877 1879
2nd American " 1830-,0 1875,
2nd Argentine " 1893 1896'
3rd American " 1884 1897 1
3rd Argentine " 1909 1917
4th American " 1910 1919

Summarising we can say that' there is a certain similarity in
the long cycles of immigration to the United States of America and
the Argentine Republic; but that serious discrepancies are found
to exist between the two tables and that especially the

correspondence in the years which the resj^ective cycles take into
their span is far from complete. The difference in t he years in
which the troughs and the peaks fall is also considerable,-,

particularly'as between the first and second Argentine cycle,
and the second and third American cycle.

§ 37. innaruTioh to brasil./
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$37. IMIGIiAIIOM TO UR,^IL.' ' ' "' ' "II

Continuous figures for Brazilian Immigration exist from 1845.

When the series is smoothed, by nine-year moving averages in order

to iron out the influence of trade cycles, the curve plotted from

it shows three waves and - between the first and the second wave -

a period marked only by minor fluctuations (Chart 18). The first

cycle lasted from 1849 till 1866 or 1867, with apeak in 1858.

After 1858 and up till about 1082 the curve slopes upward without

showing any cyclical tendencies. The second cycle begins in 1882

and lasts till 1905 with a peak in 1894. The third cycle begins
/

in 1903 and lasts until 1918, reaching a peak in 3 910. The period
\

1919 to 1920, coming after the trough of 1918-19 shows a new revival
' A ' j ■

in the immigration to Brazil. A comparison between the American and

the Brazilian series shows that there is almost no parallelism

between the two. The peak of the first Brazilian cycle (1858)
falls only two years before the American series shows a trough

between the first and the second cycle (1860). The waveless period

in Brazilian immigration corresponds roughly with the second cycle 1
in American immigration, a cycle which, as we know, was lerSs marked

than the other American cycles. This waveless period in the
\

Brazilian series lasted however, until 1882, while the second

American cycle lasted only until 1875. The second Brazilian

cycle, beginning in 1S82 and ending in 1903 was of approximately

the same length as the third American cycle which began in 1875

and ended about 1897. But it began seven years earlier than the

American cycle and ended five or.

six/

h
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aix years later than the latter, so tliat when it reached its peal: in 1894,

the American curve was already nearing the trough "between the third and the

fourth cycle* The third ""Brazilian and the fourth American cycle are

similar in that they reach the peal: simultaneously, "but the American cycle

"begins in 1898 and lasts until 1919, while the Brazilian cycle Begins in 1903

pnd lasts only until 1918, so that it is six years shorter than the

corresponding American wave. The duration of Brazilian cycles extends from

15 years (third cycle) to 21 years (second cycle), the average "being about 18

years which is not very different from the American 19_20 years*

A comparison "between the series for Argentina and for Brazil shows

that there is only very little similarity "between the fluctuations in

immigration into the two countries*

2nd Argentine cycle .... ..*.*******. *1879 - 1896 *
2nd Brazilian cycle.**.**.. .*.*...*»...».**1882 - 1903 j
3rd Argentine cycle.....** .*....*.1896 — 1917
3rd Brazilian cycle »..*.*....»•*..*.. *1903 — 1918.

"When we group the cycles according to their relative importance,

rre see that in Brazil it is the second cycle and in Argentina the third cycle

'flhich is the most important* •>

' w
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/3? MIGRATION TO AUSTRALIA.
There are no reliable statistics for the immigration to Australia as

a whole* , Of the three most important Colonies (later States)of Australia -

New South Wales, Victoria and South Australia - only Victoria has a fairly long

record of immigration statistics* The figures ektehd over the period 1865 to

1916. Smoothed by the method of nine year moving averages this series shows
ipka-it II)

two cycles and the outline of a third cycle* A The first cycle extends over

the years 1874 — 1895 with a peak in 1886; it is twenty-one years long*

The second cycle lasted from 1895 - 1907, i.e* barely twelve years. The peak

of this cycle is reached in 1898, i.e. only three years after its inception*

At the end of this cycle a trough is reached in 1907; then the curve mounts
I • "

quickly till it reaches a peak in 1910;after that date a decline sets in,
'

"but our figures do not go much further*

The Business Annals of W.L.Thorp tell us, however, that in that
/

period Australia passed through a trade cycle of eleven years' duration (1890-1901)

It is, therefore, not quite sure whether nine year moving averages really ironed

i
I j

out the trade cycle. To avoid any misinterpretations eleven year moving
fcAa rtf Z.0J |^|

averages have been used. f\ These show again two and a half cycles; the first

lasting from 1872 to 1895, i.e. twenty-three years, the second from 1895 to

1906, i.e. eleven years. The end of the third cycle is not seen in our table.

The£>eaks fall in the years 1885, 1897 and 1909. There is not much difference

between the shape of this curve and the shape of the curve resulting from the

use of nine year moving averages. One difference is, however, very

important; the second cycle -which was rather small and aflittle intensity,

■when nine year moving averages were used, becomes, when eleven year moving

averages are used, quite insignificant; little more indeed than a bulge on

the/

A I j
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the downward slope of the first cycle. Its period of advance

! j
does not last more than two years; the cycle starts in 1895 and

by 1901 the curve is already well below the 1895 level. It should,
i !

therefore, be assumed that this was not a proper cycle, but that the

fall in the previous cycle was only checked for a period of several

years. The cycle beginning in 1906 and reaching Its peak in 1909,

on the other hand, seems to have been an ordinary one, though our |
i *■

figures do not allow to trace it beyond 1911 (in actual figures

beyond 1916).
V/e also have for Victoria figures relating to net Immigration.

i'

These figures are much less reliable than those/for total

immigration and include arrivals from and departures to the other i
I ; jAustralian Colonies (later States). The curve showing nine year

i
I i'

moving averages on these figures is, however, interesting in that it
shows the cycles previously observed in total immigration in a

slightly different light, (Chart 21). Between 1864. and 187G the

curve is moving in such a way that it suggests that a cycle has been

developing in the previous years. In fact the curve reaches a peak

in 1866 and 1867 and then slopes downwards until 1876. In this

year there begins a cycle corresponding to the first cycle of the
series for total immigration. This cycle lasts from 1876 till 1896:
the peak is reached in 1886-87. The cycle shown in the total for
total immigration (nine year moving averages) between 1895 and 1907,
which is shown to be much smaller when the series is smoothed by

eleven year moving averages is not shown at all by the series for

net immigration. There is only a period (1896-1900) during which

the curve remains at approximately the same level. A third cycle is

found to extend from 1900 till the end of the series. V/e also have a

short/
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We also have short series of figures (1900-1923) relating to total
(cha,rt li

immigration to New South Wales and to net immigration to that country. /[ The

curve for total immigration mounts till 1911 and then slopes down-wards. The

curve for net immigration reaches the ;peak in 1910 and 1911 and slopes dovan
after 1911.. This cycle /(responds in time with the cycle which is outlined in

\v/ If
the last figures of the Victorian series. It would he remembered that while

our series for New South Wales extends until 1923, the series for Victoria

ends in 1916. It is rather interesting, however, to note that the increased

importance of New South Wales in that period relative to Victoria is shown

"by the much larger figures of immigration to New South Wales (total immigration

in 1912: 87.916) as compared with figures for Victoria (total immigration in

1912: 35,648). Figures for the v/hole of the Australian Continent are not

available hut the evidence at our disposal seems to point to the fact that
/ •

Her; South Wales received the hulk of the immigration to the Commonwealth

during that period.
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The twenty-years-' cycles in migration stand as an isolated

phenomenon among the series representative of economic conditions and

development. Neither the value-series nor the natural series show any

fluctuations -which vrould resemble the long waves in migration. If migration

conforms to the medium cycles in prices and production in the countries of
x)

immigration it certainly does not conform to the long cycles exhibited by

these series. TThen this conclusion was arrived at, v/e were confronted with

two possible solutions: one was that migration — strongly influenced as it is

by factors lying outside the immediate reach of economic science - did not

conform to any changes which could be observed by the means at our disposal j

!

the other possibility was that migration responded to structural changes in
itt-

world economy not reflected in the long cycles -sf production and trade. There
.

is much more to be said for the first solution, than At might appear at first
oh'4 /y-i.itCon

sight. If the theory of production really explains the distribution of the

product as between the different factors, ii^loes not pretend to explain how
the distribution of the ownership of the factors takes place. The latter ±3

indeed much rather the result of historical development than of the action

of forces reducible to the notions of the economics of equilibrium. And

among the historical factors, force, law and custom play as great a role as

the economic forces themselves. If, therefore, we examine the conditions

in a country, the actual distribution of the means of production together with

all the body of civil laws which regulate property and inheritance must not

be left out of account. Most especially will the lav/sgoverning the real

estates affect conditions in agricultural countries. The very extent of the

labour market is dependent upon the number of people in possession of

remunerative means of production. The position with respect to migration
^ *■(0 r.' t ' 4't/ , *■ _ .

vdll/



Tall "be substantially different according to whether a large part of the

population depends for their means of subsistence on labour alone or on

labour applied to land and capital owned by those who perform the labour

themselves. In the latter case the fluctuations of the labour market will

affect a much smaller number of people than in the first case. The incentive

to emigration, for example, is much smaller if the labourer is bound to his
' dwelling-place by the ownership of some immovables. On the other hand,

the incentive to immigrate is enhanced if, apart from greater earnings, the

country of immigration offers new-comers an increase in security from the

instabilities of the labour market, by giving him the ownership of other-

factors of production (homestead system). The conditions primary to the-

fixation of any equation for the marginal productivity of labour are thus

widely different in various countries. The numbers of vrorkers- - one of

the most essential variables of such an equation are themselves dependent

on the distribution of the means of production. A fall in the social

marginal productivity of labour will have very different results according to

whether the workers (say in agriculture) own themselves the means of

production or work for others. In the first case a fall in what may be

described as the wages-part of their income may be compensated by an increase

in the interest or rent part of their income; in the latter ca.se no such

compensation takes place. Thus the legal position of the lower strata of the

population, and especially their position with respect to the ownership of

the means of production has both an indirect and a direct influence on the

formation of a migratory labour force. First, the very number of persons

dependent 3olely on their labour is affected by the distribution of the

means of production; this number in turn acts upon the marginal utility of

labour/



labour in the country. Second, changes in the distribution of the

means of production generate vertical social movements, which may,

in turn, result in interspatial movements. Thus, quite apart from

any differences in marginal productivity of labour, a nation with

property strongly concentrated in the hands.of a few, will show a

greater propensity to emigration, than a nation where property is

more evenly distributed. The ownership in itself is, however, not

enough. It must be of remunerative means of production. This is

what Philippovich meant by saying that a country with a great

subdivision of land was a propitious terrain for emigration. The

ownership of too small an amount of means of production comes to

the same thing as the possession of no mean3 of production; the

more so that very small holdings (too small' to support a family)
1

are often met in countries where great tracts of land are owned by

a few families. This was the case in Ireland and in the Highlands

of Scotland during the period of the clearance. It was also the

case in Italy (especially Southern Italy) in the times when

emigration from that country began on a great scale; such was the

position in Spain in the days of the great Spanish emigration to

Argentina; it was also the case in Austria-Hungary and in Russia
in the years preceding the Great V/ar. The eviction of the tenants

in Ireland is a typical case of a vertical social movement result¬

ing in a horizontal (geographical) displacement of population.

Although economic motives entered into the decision of the landlords,

they were hardly of a nature to be reflected in economic statistics.

! :

?he influence of law, custom aid secular inheritance weighs so

heavily/

* Pitirim Sorokin: Social Kobility.



heavily on the formation of the labour market of a countiy and on the extension

of that market into the international sphere, that it may "be vrondered whether

it is not the changes in the legal systems that determine the direction of

migration and the longer periods of time in -which the migratory movement

revolves itself*.

It may be argued, however, that changes in the legal system and

especially in the measures affecting the distribution of property and of income,

are themselves generated by structural changes in economic life.. Thus the

clearances are explained by the passage from crop production to husbandry.

Law and custom have also a greater influence dn agriculture than (in secondary*

and tertiary industry where the influence of technical and economic factors
I

is more strongly felt. Structural changes recur then, as a possible

explanation in this field too.

The tracing of structural changes in the economy of a country is a

very difficult and delicate task. This applies even more to the rates at

which the various- structural changes have been occuring in different countries.

The production of goods and services is so varied a thing that it has been

even doubted whether any intertemporal or interspatial comparisons can be

attenpted. Any country producing a number of goods - among them, goods of

higher orders - may, and actually does change the proportions in which these

goods are produced. It may stop the production of certain goods altogether;

it may add some new ones to its stock. An actual enumeration of all the

possible goods produced in a country over a period of time, similar to the

enumeration on a ship's- manifest would give us so confused a picture of
Om. fe <t>-ya tV) cyv/7y f>au>tsj-u.C

economic conditions, that it would require tho^brain of a- Monardo-'daraTinoi to

make anything out of it. But if we -were presented with a succession of such
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pictures describing, say, the yearly changes in economic conditions in a

film-like manner, -we would stand "before an absolutely superhuman task.. Let us

suppose that an economic manifest of this sort -would be divided into two parts
I

showing clearly what and how many goods were; — in each year in question -

.

produced by the means of other specified goods of a higher orders and that

both the order and the durability of these goods were stated. In such a case

any structural changes in some definite branch of production would be capable

of being traced. But it is rather- doubtful whether the variations of the

economio organisation as a whole could be read out of such a list. The way in

which changes in production - and up to a point changes in economic structure

too — have been observed in the past is much more indirect. Thus the great
/ "J- |

variety of actual production is reduced to homogeneity by the use of value-series.
y?aitkcC

A box of cigarettes and a lunch can be reduced to meaning the same thing when

they are expressed as two shillings' worth. The same can, of course, be done

with production goods. In order, however, to trace the physical volume of
i

production, the series is deflated by means of index numbers. These index

numbers vary according to the series which has to be deflated: it will be

different for crop production and for the construction of fixed capital.

The elements which are most relevant for the observation of
«•
gj

structural changes ih economic organisation are those which reflect the

varying proportions of factors used in the production of a given volume of
x

physical output. Our figures for the United States show that in that

country between 1080 and 1900 ever smaller amounts of capital per unit of labour

were necessary in order to produce a given volume of physical putput; that the

amount of capital per unit of labour necessary to produce a given volume of

physical production was growing in the period from 1900 to 1922; and that from.
'l CfccrK: Co 11 c/1f~re> jz &/ £Cc> /ram r'c frropre js /•. 3 8<3
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that: date onwards (i.e. until 1929) the amount of capital per unit of labour
(TaJM /)

necessary to produce a given output was diminishing. f\ These alterations tally*

with the characteristics of the phases of the long cycles and appear in the

periods corresponding to these phases. It may, therefore, be surmised that

it was not actually necessary to use more capital to produce a given output

between 1900 and 1920, than between 1880 and 1900. . It probably means simply

that a great part of the effort was directed to the construction of new means

of production in the period 1900:1920, so that capital appears here on both

sides of the equation i as capital and as product. It should therefore not be
!\TA frit

astonishing that its amount per labour unit grew/lquickiy^than the amount of
production as a whole. Owing to the great expansion of capital investment

during the period of advance in the long cycle, the rate of progress in the

accumulation of real capital -was greater than the rate of progress in
■f-arit

production and the rate at which the labour sr/upoe increased. For this reason

the. proportion of factors existent at that moment of time, related to the

physical volume of output was' more significant of cyclical than of structural;

changes. The introduction of the physical volume of output in our reasoning
c

seems to have obscured the structural changes* by dividing L (Capital y labour)

by the actual output in order to obtain the ratio of capital to labour per

unit of output, we have introduced into our reasoning an element extraneous to

structural changes. The same amount of physical output may be obtained with

more or less units of capital per unit of labour, as a greater or smaller

effort is directed to the production of capital goods providing for future

needs/
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needs* The elimination of physical output from our reasoning and the

concentration on the sole relation bet-ween the amount of capital and the

amount of labour would therefore seem to be more significant of actual

structural changes, to the exclusion: of changes pertaining to the long cyclical

movement in investment* The ratio bet-ween capital and labour is one of the

most important elements in economic structure, and the changes in that

ration are significant of changes in the economic structure itself® The

volume of physical output produced with a certain amount of capital and
C

labour would give the co-efficient L a more definite aspect, did it not itself

contain fixed capital and thus reflect the cyclic long-Yvave changes better than

the structural changes themselves*

"When the ratio of capital to labour in American, production is

examined apart from the volume of output, it is found to increase over the

whole period 1880 to 1929. This- is not -unexpected in view of the - .

€>f octfot
<C

progressive character of modern society reflected in the growing fertilisation A
# f\

and an ever-increasing use made of round-about methods of production.
The first conclusion as to structural changes is thus that society is

becoming more and more progressive and that there is in production a growing

use of real capital per unit of labour.

It is, however, also found that the rate at which these

structural changes v/ere taking place was not even. It was greater between

1880 and 1890 than between 1890 and 1900; it increased again from 1900 to

the period of 1909 to 1914; decreased again between that period and 1922 and

continued to decrease after that date until 1929® The figures at our

disposal are not arranged in a yearly sequence and the rate of increase in

the ratio of capitalto labour cannot be smoothed out by the method of
nine/



TABLE 2.

United 3tates of America.

Occupied Population. Hours actually worked.
(in millions) (in a week)

h L.h

59 '• lo23,8
56,4 1315,2
55,3 16o7,6

13 oo,oo 52,4 1995,8
n Al,2 49,9 2o55,9
39 45^8 47,6 2179,1

L

17,39
23,32
29, o7

13 38,06

United States of America.
/'

cent yearly increase in L.h over preceding period.
I

t ' "
• 9o 2,8
ISoo 2,2
19o9/l3 2,19
5-1914/21 o,5 /
1- 1922/29 0,74

United States of America.
,«

-iera in -work (millions) Per cent yearly increase in numbers; in work ©ver
preceding period.

16,o 188o - 9o 3,5o
21,6 189o - 19oo 3,o5
27,o 19oo -19o9/l3 2,96

'■5 35,8 1909/13 -1914/21 l,ol
'a. 38, o 1914/21 -1922/29 1,59
•9 42,8

United States of America.
-'ational Income at 1925-34 Prices

( / billions )

17,97
27,2
4o,2
52, o
57,5
7o,o

<U

w

, United States of America.
''Pital at 188o Prices

( / milliards )

9' 76
^ f V 4 o

\ r.r 7'i

United States of America.
Per cent yearly increase in the Real Natio¬
nal Income over the preceding period .

188o-189o
189o-19oo
19oo-19o9/l3
19o9/l3-1914/21
1914/21-1922/29

5,14
4,78
2,66
1,76
2,72
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nine-year moving averages so as to show exactly what movements

outside the trade cycle, have prevailed in the development of this

ratio. As they are, however, they conform roughly to the cycles in

American immigration which occurred in the same period of times an

advance in the eighties followed by a decline in the nineties, a new

advance from 1900 to the outbreak of the war 1914-1918, a fall

during the war period and until 1922 -• and a further fall until

1929.

j
The following account of the changes in. capital, labour and

production (national Income) can be given.
f

Me see from Table 2 that during the whole period 1880-1929,

labour, capital and production increased though at an uneven rate.

The rate was uneven both between different periods for the same item
I

and in the same period for different items. The ratio of capital •

•it
to labour used to produce a given unit of output diminished from

1880 to 1900 and then increased again till 1921, after which

date it began to fall again. As the ratio of capital to

labour increased throughout, although at an uneven rate, it is
rather on the side of production that the explanation of the

movement must be sought. Production, as it lias been said

before/

* C
LP answers the question: How much capital has a worker to
employ in order to obtain a unit of output. A unit of output
wiil usually correspond to a part of the real income expressed
in a monetary, unit (deflated by index-numbers). In the above
question tine has been eliminated as production is tC'Jc Gil Oil £l
yearly basis (National Income per year).
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before, increases throughout. Its increase is, ha; ever,

becoming always slower (51.36%, 47.79%, 26.6%, 17.6%,
A

27.2%). In the period from 1680 to 1900 production
C

increases more quickly than After 1900 it increases
more slowly than £ That means that during the phases

XJ •

of decline in the long cycles the worker has to use

less capital (in a given time) to produce a unit of output,

than during the phases of advance in the' long cycle.

Or, preferably

perhaps/

/ On a ten-yearly basis; changes after 1922 are not token
account of, because of the difficulty in explainingvthe
character of the long wave after the war 1914-18 (see p.142)
denotes approximately the same as Capital per head of
working population.

j .

J i
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fcb hatter, that a phase of decline in the long cycle appears when

the worker has to use less (units of) capital to produce a unit

of output (in a given time), and that a phase of advance appears

when the worker has to use more Capital to produce a unit of

Output (in a given time). 'Even if the demand for the products
'■wx & -v\ <?_ y

and the supply of legal senders were considered as fixed, this

circumstance would be sufficient to explain low prdces in the

period of decline and higher prices in the period of advance.

This situation can be explained in two different ways.
! '

(1) The quality of the capital goods changes, so that with

the some amount of Capital the worker can at times provide a
C

larger and at times a smaller output.With L increasing throughout

but at an uneven rate, the changes in the quality of capital goods

would have to occur rather frequently and be rather ;abrupt.

(2) The relative proportion of the various higher orders of

goods changes, so that at times a greater effort is directed to

the production of goods of relatively high orders and at times to

the production of goods of relatively low orders. When a great

effort is directed to the production of goods of higher orders

(remote in time from the ultimate output), then the increase in
C

production will be smaller than the increase in L. Conversely,

when a great effort is directed to the production of goods of

lower orders (nearer in time to the ultimate output), then the
C

increase in production will be greater than the increase in l.

The/
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The second explanation seems more plausible.

(1) There is no evidence of any deterioration in the quality

of capital goods occurring in recent times (150 years), and it

seems very unlikely that such deteriorations as there might have

been could occur with the rapidity and abruptness which the first

explanation would postulate.

(2) There is ample evidence of (the;} changes in the

direction of investment from goods of higher orders to goods of

lower orders and vice versa. There is furthermore evidence that

these changes occur in the periods of time corresponding to the

phases of decline and of advance in the long cycles.

It has been said before that the amount of Capital per head
/C\

of working population (l) increased throughout and that this

increase gave varying effects according to whether it proceeded

more quickly than the increase in production or not. But clearly
C

this increase in L is not a simple linear function of time. It
above C

has been said before that though I» increased throughout, the rate
Wfl/Vts

of this increase fluctuated approximately like the long cranes

in migration. It is clear that the fluctuations in the rate of
C

growth of L result from the varying rates of increase of C & of L

and that it is in these variations in the rates of increase of

G & of L that the explanation of the fluctuations in the rate of
C

growth of L must be sought.

During the period of 1880-1890 C increased by 90.577$ over

the level of 1880; from 1890 to 1900 C increased by 40.987$

over/



over the level of 1890; from 1900 to 1909/13 C increased by 80.2276
over the level of 1900. This latter increase is really somewhat

smaller (per annum) because of the longer period covered (11 years

as compared with the previous 10 years).

It is seen that although Capital increases over the whole

period 1880-1929 the rate of its increase varies, the variations

in this rate of increase conform approximately to the long waves

in migration.

In the same periods L increased as follows:-

1830 - 1890 42.4776
/

1890 - 1900 25.9276
.

1900 - 1909/13 28.7176 (ten yearly period 26.I76)

The increase in L seems to have been going on diminishing

from 1890 to 1900 and then remained approximately stationary (with

a very slight increase).

To receive a more accurate picture of the supply of labour,

as differing from the mere increase in the labour force, the hours

actually worked should be taken into consideration. This

correlation is obtained when the numbers of occupied population

are multiplied by the number of weekly hour3 of work (holidays

and absenteeism not taken account of).
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Occupied Population Hours
(millions) actually worked Lw

10 23.8

1315.2

1007.0
i

1995.8

Increases in Lrt expressed in percentages of preceding periods.

1880-1890 28.458

1890-1900 22.238

1900-1909/13 24.144
I

It is seen from this that the rate of increase in L" was
.

higher in the eighteen-eighties than in the eighteen-nineties

and again higher in the first decade of the present Century than
•

• '
■ i

in the la3t decade of the past.

When the period 1900-1909/13 is expressed on a ten-yearly
\ •

instead of on an eleven-yearly basis the increases in Lw look as

follows:-
-

1880-1890 28.458

1890-1900 22.238

1900-1909/13 21.948 (on a ten-yearly basis)

. j
This result differs from the two previously obtained in that

*

the rate of increase in L fall3 throughout the period 1880-1909/13

irrespective of the long term cyclical movements observed in the

other series.

It seems reasonable to assume that L increases along a

second/

1880 17.39 59

1890 23.32 56.4

1900 29.07 55.3

1909/13 38.00 52.44
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second, degree parabola (y = L and x = time) that is by ever smaller
increments. If this is the case the variations of L should

present no further difficulties as they can be expressed in a

simple mathematical form and can easily be foreseen.

Compared with them the variations in the rate of growth of C

are very erratic and attention should nof be concentrated on them

as they can probably give the key to the solution of the problem.
c

When the relatives of ileal Capital are plotted (against time)

the points seem to be disposed along a hyperbola of the N.W.

quadrant. when a free-hand curve is fitted to the data, it is

seen that the point for 1890 lies to the left of the curve, thus
■

showing a greater amount of .Capital than would be expected from

the normal growth. The 3ame applies to the point for 1911. The

point for 1985 lies to the right of the curve, a position which
or

probably reflects the War and post-War disturbances. The other

points lie on the curve.

The whole situation is not unexpected. The fact that the

points representing the amount of .Capital cluster around a N.W.

quadrant hyperbola is very plausible especially in view of the

fact that we tend to imagine the growth of Capital, as occurring

in a geometrical progression. as this is a fact given by

experience, the otherwise Justified,objection that the higher

parts of the hyperbola cannot be used in the analysis of time

conditioned phenomena, need not be dealt with.

The amount of Capital tends to follow a hyperbola, but it is

easily/
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easily understood that - in view of the nature of it3 production -

it cannot always follow it closely. capital is composed of goods

of relatively low order as well as of goods of high orders. The

production of each type of goods takes time and various pro¬

portions of these goods are being produced at different times.
M. /

Even if the proportion of Heal National JEncome re-invested were

constant (which is not the case), the varying proportions

invested at various times in the different orders of Capital goods )

would bring about differing results in the amount of/Capital

produced in various times.When much is invested in the production

of goods of higher orders, there will bo for a certain time

afterwards a greater amount of goods of lower orders produced

with these good3 of higher orders; when, on the other hand, much

is invested in capital goods of lower orders it is cpnsumption

goods which will be produced; the amount of /Capital goods at the

end of the period will in this case be less than in the former

case by the difference between the respective amounts invested in

capital goods of higher orders. Thus, unless an economic system
CO

were achieved in which equal shares of National (or World) -income
'

were invested in fixed proportions in the production of capital

goods of specified orders, there will always be fluctuations in

the production of /Capital and consequently the dots representing

the amount of /Capital will often be to the left or to the right of

the curve (hyperbola) fitted into them.

It is more difficult to explain the length of the periods

in/



in -which alterations in the rate of increase in the amount of

capital occur.

We must for the present rest contented with the knowledge

that there is a lil«Lihood of their occurring along waves of a

span of about 20 years, i.e. corresponding to the long waves in

migration.

It is difficult to say at this juncture whether any causal

relationship exists between the two series. An attempt, may,

however, be made at explaining the meaning of these changes in
the ratio of capital to labour. If progress - in the field of

production - is effected through an increase in the ratio of

capital to labour, then the changes in the rate at which such

increases -are effected are tantamount to the variations in the rate
!

at which the economic structure was assimilating the progressive

methods of production. It must be noted, apart from any possible

causal connection between an increase in the ratio of, capital to

labour and immigration, that the simultaneous occurrence of growth

in the two phenomena is indicative of the fact that the American

labour market did not contract as a result of the increase in the

amount of capital per unit of labour. It may be surmised that the

American capital investment at that period was rather extensive

than intensive, i.e. that it was applied more to new utilisation of

natural resources and to a building up of secondary industry than
to the introduction of labour-saving devices. It is a well-known
fact in American economic history that the eighteen-eighties
witnessed an enormous extension of American agriculture, while the
years between 19C0 -and 1914 were characterised by an equally great,
expansion of American manufacturing. A review of American railway
construction over the decennial periods gives a

similar/
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similar picture to that obtained from the analysis of U.S. immigration and of the
t^ayvY 2- VJ

rate of increase in the ratio of capita], to labour in the United States. // The

cole of rail-way construction in the development of new agricultural regions is

stressed by the fact that it is the period of rapid agricultural expansion

in the eighteen-eighties -which shows the highest peak in railway construction.

The fluctuations in structural changes described above do not seem

to have an international character. A calculation of Changes in the ratio of

capital to labour for Great Britain, similar to that made for the United States,

shows quite different results. Although the calculation has been conducted

en a slightly different basis, it should, nevertheless, be pointed out that the

results are so widely divergent from those obtained for the U.S.A. that they
[■/aMx /)

seem, to denote a very different character of structural development. A Thus the
Ax

rate of increase in4ratio 6£ capital to labour declines from 1885. to 1905

and after that date becomes actually negative. It is only in the period

between 1914 and 1928 that the rate of increase in the ratio of capital to

Labour rises again. It has- been observed above that the long-tem

fluctuations in immigration are also of a national character varying from

country of immigration to country of immigration. If variations in the

accumulation of capital per unit of labour are parallel to variations in

immigration and if these parallel fluctuations vary from one new country to

mother, then it may be surmised that these variations represent the

individual bf growth for each new country. Thi3 hypothesis is fortified by the

contention borne out by economic history, that in the new countries capital was

nainly applied to the extension of production and only to a lesser extent to the

introduction of labour-saving devices. In order to make interspati'al

comparisons/
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conparisons between new countries attention must be turned to countries of

immigratiion other than the United States. Statistics of real capital for

these countries are rather defective and only very little could be learned

about structural changes in the economic life of these territories if it were

not for the fact that foreign capital played such an important part in their

development. Statistics for the importation of foreign capital into those

countries (called by "Wagemanni countries of new capitalism "neukapitalistische

LaWer't) are by no means perfect or complete. But they are complete enough to in¬

duce us to attaint some comparisons. In order not to shorten our series too
I -

much seven-year moving averages were used instead of our habitual nine-year

moving averages; this was possible as none of the countries showed in the

observation period any medium cycles of more than 7 years. For Australia,

however, 11-year moving averages had to be taken as that country had in that
CAa.r?S 16,xy*, zfs)

period 1 cycle of 11 years./[ The parallelism between the curves of seven-

year moving averages of capital imports and the curves of seven-year moving

averages of immigration is remarkable. Although none of the series stretches

over any considerable period of time, they appear none the less to be quite
noncontiguous

representative of long-time development, as they are taken from/epochs. They

also represent periods- divergent from the point of view of the economic

development of the countries concerned. The greatest parallelism is

observed when capital import to Australia is compared with the immigration to

Victoria (adequate immigration statistics for the whole of Australia for

the period in question are not available). Almost as great a parallelism is
for

shown by figures ssf capital import and immigration to Argentina, but the curve

for immigration remains, after a certain point, at a permanently higher level

than capital imports; it should be noticed that the shape of the two curves
continues/
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continues to "be similar. A This fact, unnoticed in any other country may "be

explained by the peculiar character of Argentine immigration, and mast
rts

especially of ^ve Italian part* The Italians formed the most important element
in the immigration to the Argentine* It is estimated that a fourth of the

population of that Southr-American Republic is of Italian extraction* Now, the

Italians were "both temporary and permanent immigrants to the Argentine. A

number of them settled there permanently, "but a great many used to circulate

between Argentina and Italy, often taking advantage of the difference in

seasons "between the two countries (the months from October to March being

Summer in the Argentine) * This awnli'es most particularly to rural hands, but

is also applicable to other- workers, such as masons, bricklayers and the like*

It is clear that if Argentine production became extended as a result of
.

. ! •••' ,v? J, •

capital influx, it was imperative that those Yorkers who did not make

Argentina their permanent abode should be replaced by others; if those others

did not settle definitely they too had to be replaced by the former or by some

new ones, lest production should stop* Such a situation as this would prevail

until the natural increase in population in the country itself Mould restorecf

the balance. The fact, then, that Argentine immigration did not follovr the fall

in capital import to that country, but only followed the general shape of the

curve of capital import, may be accounted for by the peculiar habits of a

part of the immigrants to that country.

The relation between migration and international capital movements

has been observed by C*K..Hobson in the "Export of Capital". The interesting

thing about this- relation now is that it holds good also for the longer periods

after the trade-cycles had been ironed out.

The construction of new railway lines which shov/ed such an

interesting parallelism to the long cycles in U.S.immigration does not seem
to/
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/33.
to have been developing in the same way in- other immigration

■

countries. There is a fair degree of correlation between the

immigration to Canada and Canadian railway construction (Chart- SO).

Figures fox" Argentine railway construction are available only from

1890, but from that date till 1920 a parallelism between railway

construction and immigration is to be observed (Chart 33). In the

case of Brazil and Australia, however, no such parallelism can be

noticed (Charts 34 And 32.) • It should be remarked that the

Agricultural development of Brazil which proceeded in the late eighties

and early nineties and the first year of the twentieth century was

less due to an extension of the cultivated area than to the replace¬

ment of other crops by coffee. This is especially true of the period
/ »

of the 'eighties and 'nineties. When, in the twentieth century the

cultivation of coffee was extended to northwestern G. Paolo, into
I

virgin land, it was accompanied by railway-construction, and - for
"

*

that period - the trends in migration and in railway construction agreeo
i

For Australia the only reliable figures for immigration over a

sufficiently long period, refer to the Gtate of Victoria. As is known,

after the Melbourne crash the development of Victoria did not go pari

passu with the growth of Australia as a whole. New South Wales, South

Australia and Western Australia took the lead. It should, therefore,
not be wondered at that the immigration figures for Victoria do not

coincide with the figures showing railway construction for the
Continent as a whole.

| 40. Resuming, we can say that after ironing out the influence
of the' trade cycle, we have observed for longer periods the existence
of cycles of an average duration,of 19 to 20 years. Those cycles are
found to exist in the series for immigration and for capital import.
As far as the available statistical series allow any far-reaching
inferences to be drawn, these cycles are also - at least partly -
reflected in the variations of the ratio

of/



/Jt'/.

of capital to labour and in railway construction. It should be stressed
that their peaks have a very marked tendency to fall in years in ■which

economic history tells us that a particularly strong development of the

country in question had taken place. The agreement in time of such a

development with the introduction of new capital and labour into a new

country is not unexpected. The cycles described by the series of immigration

may therefore be supposed to be the cycles of growth in the development of

new countries. These cycles are found to vary from country to country,

denoting an uneven growth of the various territories in question.

If the existence of a cyclical movement in the growth of new

overseas countries- be a fact, as it seems to be from the evidence brought out

above, then it is very likely that there are some forces which, in an

alternate rytbm create the conditions and circumstances of such a growth.

■What these forces are, and why they act in a wave-like manner, can only

be surmised at the present moment# The description and e:xplanation of the

cycles of growth and of the forces behind these cycles, outgrows the frames

of a study of migration. Hypotheses may, however, be put forward, which it

will be the task of future investigations to accept and amplify or to reject.

Chance might have been one of the generators of the development

of countries at various- periods. Technical discoveries, inventions, the

coincidence of economic,political and technical factors might have decided

upon the time and the way in which the growth of a country took place. The

story of Brazil rubber affords an exarrple of such a development. It would
~//t& ■>ic-r7f\e<y/z.

never have brought prosperity tostates of Brazil if it were not for the
x

discoveries of the nineteenth century in the field of electricity . Its

x

especially those by Siemens.
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Its production never would have declined if it were not for the
vigour

extraordinary figottr of its Malayan and East Indian competitors- These

facts of real life, these single events areltoo much/apt to be takeh)for

granted- In any purely theoretical reasoning they appear only as pro-

existent conditions, but -when real circumstances are examined, chance with.
L*Ulf-/

all it inplies, must be taken account of- Scientific determination should

not be allowed to blurr our perception of the facts of real life-

When due tribute has been paid to the manifoldness of life, the

purely economic conditions of growth should in their turn be analysed#.

There can be little doubt as to the fact that even the most extraordinary

ftr
opportunities a? development in the best-suited territories vjould remain

unexplored if world-economy were not prepared for their utilisation- The
x

reasoning applied by Kondratieff and independently of him by Akerman to

the 48-60 years' long cycles* may be repeated here- It is the need of old
*

countries for raw materials and outlets that precipitates the utilisation

of the natural resources of new countries- It is also, we may add, the type of

needs felt by the- world-economy which determines the character of the

expansion of production and trade. This character in turn, determines

which natural resources and which countries will come to be developed.

If we take the long cycles in production as our starting point,

the tendencies of the development should take the following direction.

Towards the end of a descending phase in the long cycle, the
I

countries of the old continents, which partake of the cyclical fluctuations
■

! Ifsuffer from a severe congestion of the labour-market. JUlong-lasting

Akerman does not quote Kondratieff,



A depression in agriculture lusting a long time has diminished

the value-productivity of workers in that occupation, and has been

acting as a stimulant to landowners to introduce more remunerative

methods of production. Where the land does not belong to the

peasants a severe unemployment sets in; where the peasants are

themselves owners of the land they cultivate, great poverty

consequent upon the unprofitableness of the land under conditions

of depression chases the peasants away from the fields. They come

hto industrial areas (where these areas exist) only to find an
/ /

industry contracting and unwilling to absorb new hands. It is then,

towards the end of the long phase of decline,, that mass emigration

receives a strong impetus. Very soon after the migratory wave has

begun, the long cyclical movement begins to 'show marks of an

upward trend. Migration follows the upward movement in the :i <-a tr

I ' 1
general series of production only to a certain point; thus' the

first peak of the immigration to the United States'falls in the
I

smoothed series in the year 1851-53 (or in the unsmoothed series

in the years 1856-57), i.e. at least ten years before the American

long-wave in production had reached its peak. During the upward

phase of the second long wave migration was interrupted in 1914

(in the smoothed series in 1910) i.e. about six years before the
1

peak of the long cycle. This interruption by the war may not be

regarded as quite significant from the economic point of view.
It may be remembered that Akerman said that during the periods

of advance in the long cycles relatively little capital was invested
in agriculture. It should therefore not seem surprising that the

immigration to the United States during the upward phase of the

long cycle in production extending from the eighteen-forties to the

eighteen/
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eighteen-nineties, differed essentially from the immigration to that country

during the next period of advance. Prom the eighteen forties to^the
eighteen-seventies the United States -was still mainly an agricultural country.

Its development in the period of advance would therefore not "be so great as

during the subsequent period of decline in the long wave. Although the ebb

of that wave set in there earlier than elsewhere, the dependence of the

United States on the development in world- economy was so great that we can

reckon that a big expansion of American agriculture could start only after the

long cycle had entered upon its downward phase in other countries too.

Accordingly we notice a small and rather hesitating wave in American

immigration between 1860 and 1875 with a peak about 1870. We remarked before
... j

upon the extraordinary shortness of that wave and especially of its

descending period. It may be said, somewhat metaphorically, that migration
fletf

tried to adapt itself to the concurrence of ebb in America and tide in Europe $

that it failed to do so, finding few sources in the old world and only

relatively small opportunities in the new; that shortly after it began to fall

off the European long wave showed signs of decline providing for the
-for

extraordinary opportunities of development in American agriculture.

Migration to the United States began accordingly to rise and started its longest
/—• i&cycle. /A word or two are necessary to make absolutely clear the position of

agriculture'during the phases of decline in the long cycles. During these
icwa't-ci^

periods there is a tendency to/\thc production of consumption goods*.

The/



■he real capital necessary to the transformation of (say) the American prairie

nto crop-producing country is not particularly great; the work relies mainly

n the possibility of finding workers to perform it® As the process goes on
-fowoActj

he tendency to/falling prices in agricultural products "becomes more and more

ronounced, so that the old countries tend to yield an ever-increasing

umber of workers. The production in the new territories is markedly cheaper

han in the old countries owing to the fact that no care need be taken to
of

reserve the power of the soil and that the lawyjdiminishing returns does not

perate where there is so much good land and so few hands to till it® A

oment comes, however, when the over-production of crops becomes so gXfcsA

n the world as a whole, that prices- fall below even the cheaper costs of the

ew countries. The immigration begins then to fall off. The period of decline

asts for another decade or so until the trough is reached. Conditions then are

imilar to those which prevailed during the previous trough in the long cycle

of 48 to 60 years). Agriculture haS passed through a period of declining

rices; the labour market, especially in agricultural countries is congested

nd there are many people Tolling to emigrate. But in the case of the

rnmigration to the United States it is a manufacturing country with a rapidly

rponding industry that awaits the immigrants. Although, therefore, the

onditions in their country of origin may be steadily in-proving owing to rising

erms of trade for agricultural products, the needs of the new country are

oo inperative and the reward offered too great to allow any decline in the

nflux of workers. It is only the war which cuts short the migratory flow.

The position with regard to the immigration to Argentina was

imilar to that which prevailed in the United States. It will be remembered

hat the immigration scries for the Argentine begins to show an upward movement

rom 1861 till 1870; that a stationary period sets in during the ten years which
follow#/



follow* and that this period is succeeded "by an epoch marked "by a pronounced

upward trend in immigration from 1880 to 1893. A• £. £ af\c( CA-RLOS (kAKC/b
A7 A~TA give the following description of that period: "Agriculture and

cattie-raising increased greatly, and in the first four years exports of wheat

developed as follows:-

The increase in the total value of exports in these years was 30

per cent. But this prosperity kindled an excessive optimism, a spirit of

speculation, and an unsound expansion in the government and in individuals*."

71c have here the same phenomena which we ohserved before in the

United States*, an expansion of agriculture taking place in a new country

during the declining phase of the long cycle in production and amid a severe

in
agricultural depression en the world, a depression which the increased

exports of the new countries' only contributed to deepen. This expansion in

Argentine agriculture was duly accompanied by a strong influx of immigrants.

The next period of increase in the stream of migrants falls in the

phase of advance of the long cycle, from the late nineties to 1913: was this
x

period one of agricultural or urban expansion? A< E.Bl/W(kc c( A/hA> LC £>

/V/}-77J give an indication that it was directed in both ways,
y*

They say in fact "Those years were marked by great commercial activity,

steady extension of railroads, agriculture and cattle raising"

1881,
1882,
1883
1884,

] "1$7
..1,700
.60,800
108,500

But/

* lot • p . Is~0 r
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But they give important facts showing that it was to the urban occupations
o '/ ■> S e/.

that an ever-increasing proportion of migrants flew. "The immigration of

fanners - they say - has suffered a considerable diminution during recent years.

Prom 1881 to 1890 they formed 55 per cent, of the total; "but 43 per cent.
■i)

in 1891-1900, 32 per cent, in 1901-10, and 18 per cent, in 1911-20". And

further on "Immigrants clearly prefer remaining in the cities to going into

the country. According to the census of 1914, of the 2,358,000 foreign bom,

there were 1,611,000, or more than two thirds, in the cities and only

747,000 in the country". In another place they say "Many of the immigrants

returned as 'farmers' do not take up that occupation but remain in the cities.

According to the national census of 1914, 68 per cent of the foreign bom

resided in urban centres, whereas half the population of Argentina was rural.

The census of business heads shows that 71 per cent, of those in business
I

Y/ere likev/ise foreign bom. On the other hand, of those mentioned in the

census as cattle-breeders, plantation overseers, shepherds, farm labourem,

agricultural day-labourers and the like, only 21 per cent vrere foreign
V

bom." Mr. Colin Clark gives for the nineteen-thirties the figure of

25 per cent, as engaged in primary production in the Argentine. This,

compared to the figures previously quoted, would show that there was a flow

of labour towards the cities in which foreign bom elements vrere leading.
If

It is mainly the development of tertiary production which, according to

Mr. Colin Clark, absorbed this- influx. And the role of the immigrant in
y

this development is briefly summarised in the following phase by A-E
A ,

and C-Q.M'fM "The foreign bom remaining largely in the cities, engage,
by/

1) lec. c ■ 'W

ij . ctY .f)J6o >
■

g . J_ ,._c f. /, ,,,, /$T\. //»



by preference in commerce and business; and it may be said, with some truth,

that, as a rule, the natives devote themselves to producing and the foreign born
x

to trading in the products*"

The United States eld Brazil provide an instance of a country

ievoted mainly to agriculture, the immigration to which grew at two periods,

the one falling in the middle of the falling phase in the long cycle, the other

at the beginning of a period of advance in the long cycle. The first crest is,

however, higher than the second, and if per capita figures (intensity of

Immigration expressed in percentages of total population) were taken, the

disparity would be even greater. Our contention that new agricultural
move

countries develop mainly (or^quickep; during the periods of decline in the long
.vaves i3 borne out most especially by the fact that during those phases

.

relatively more capital is devoted to the production of consumption goods.

Che new producers are also more capable of supplanting the old ones as their

30sts of production are appreciably below the cost of production in the old

;ountries.Unless producers in the old countries work for protected markets

bhey soon have to give way to the stronger coupetitors. The new countries,

thanks to their enormous natural resources also show a greater confidence in
aclircLi-iTccye' of

the future than is expressed in the old countries and profit ©f'the lower

interest rates to borrow/" abroad. The position is reversed during the periods of

advance. Relatively less capital is invested in agriculture. Better terms of

trade for agricultural products allow producers in the old countries to regain

some of the lost positions. Interest rates areVtigh and the competition of

industry for loans is great. But there may still he some development of new

agricultural territories. Pirst, if we take economic development as a whole,
to c . c!~t ■ h . /6c> ~~ '
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le long waves are superimposed upon an upward moving trend and this upward
•vement may show itself in the development of some special area. Second,
.sing agricultural prices form, an inducement to the extension of the area under
iltivation. The latter may especially apply to countries having a practical

>nopoly of some essential commodity* Such was, indeed, the case of Brazil
Lth its production of coffee forming four-fifths of the -rorldjs supply* Here
icre were hardly any coupetitors to take advantage of the enhanced prices, so

iat further expansion could take place.

It was already said that the series far the immigration to

Australia are incomplete and relate only to certain States at different
I

periods. The series for Victoria shows a cycle culminating in 1885 and

another much smaller cycle with a peak in 1909. The doubts about the

existence of an intermediary cycle culminating in 1897 have been given grounds

in a lengthy explanation above. The first cycle (1872-1895) coincided

with the great agricultural and pastoral expansion of Victoria. Although

manufactures have "been set up in that country quite early, it is rather

significant that the boom in Victorian immigration accompanied, as Professor
x

Shann says: " the railway mania and land boom of the mid ^eighties." The

second cycle appearing at the beginning of the twentieth century and

culminating in 1910 in Victoria and in 1911 in New South ¥ales was

acconpanied by an expansion in primary, secondary and tertiary industry.

There was, however, at that time, a general diminution in the percentage of
x x

total bread-winners- engaged in primary production. A graph facing this page

and taken from Mr* Colin Clark's "Conditions of Economic Progress",/ shows

. . the/
x

Echvard Shann: An Economic History of Australia, p. 269 f.jcx Official Year Book, 1924.
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the grovrth of average real income per head in primary and tertiary production,

in manufacturing and in all income. The much steeper line for manufacturing

than for the other industries shows that the progress of Australia between

1889 till 1990 and 1921 till 22 -was carried mainly hy manufacturing. As,

however, the nineties were very had years in Australia it is very probable

that the bulk of the progress was accomplished in later years.
x

Professor Douglas quotes an index of production for New South

Wales manufacturing industries computed by Hr.A Director. According to this

index New South "/ales manufacturing production grew between 1901 and 1913 '

by as much as 75'8 per cent. There are no figures from which the increase

in agricultural production could be directly calculated over that period,
/

but it should be noted that the Australian national income per head of the
xx

working population grew between 1901 - 5 and 1914-15 only by 11* 6 per cent,

which in view of the already reported increase in the productivity of

manufacturing and of the diminution of the percentage of primary producers

among bread-winners, must be taken as an indication of the much slower growth

of primary production as' compared with secondary production.

7/hen attention is' now turned to the increase in New South Wales

manufacturing capital, we find that this amounted to 61*4 per cent, between

1901 and 1910. The ratio of capital to labour increased by 10 per cent.,

which makes a 1 per cent, yearly increase, much less than the rate of increase
N observed/

x

Paul H. Douglas: Theory of Wages, p. 171.
xx

Colin Clarke: loc. cit. p. 148.
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jbaerved for the same period in the United States, hut more than in Great

The series for the net capital import to Australia shovra a great

larallelisra with the series for Victorian immigration, especially during the

'irst long cycle in the immigration to that country.. After that period

tine year moving averages for the tvro series have a very similar shape, hut the

leries for immigration shows the cycle culminating in 1897 much clearer than the

leries for capital imports; eleven year moving averages stress still more that

Liffcrence. Capital import in the next cycle grows slower than immigration

oth to New South Wales and to Victoria. But it should he home in mind that

>ur figures for capital imports (Wilson's estimate) end in 1913, while series

or the immigration to Victoria end in 1916 and those for the immigration to ,

'ew South Wales in 1923. Wilson's estimate of capital import has heen carried

n heyond 1913, hut his figures did not lend themselves to the process of smoothing

y moving averages, because he lumped together eighteen months of the period

914-15. His figures show, hov/ever, a further increase in capital imports to

ustralia during the war 1914-15 and that to such an extent that it can safely

e said that if the figures for capital imports could have heen smoothed in the

ame way in which immigration to New South Wales has heen smoothed, the curve for

apital imports would have heen of a very similar shape to that for New South

'ales' immigration.

The e v idenee at our disposal seems to' point to the fact that there
was /

x

By cycles in this context we mean the long cycles in migration.
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of
a jpreat similarity in the long term movement/immigration to the United

States and to Australia. The observation of the latter is rendered more

difficult by the fact that statistics have been collected separately for the

various Colonies (laterStates), that they are not continuous and that the

statistics for the Continent as a Yihole, are not very reliable.. The changes

in the direction of immigration from one State to another also contribute to

obscure the picture of the whole movement. It seems, however, that during the

period.under observation there were two long waves in Australian immigration, the

one directed mainly to Victoria, and culminating in the mid-eighties, the other

directed mainly to New South Wales and culminating at the outbreak of the first

Tforld War. The first fell during the period of the decline in the long cycle,

the second during the upward phase of the long cycle. The evidence at our

disposal seems to indicate that, like in the case of the United States, the first:

■wave accompanied an expansion of a mainly agricultural, the second of a « mainly

industrial character; the latter seems particularly true of New South Wale3,

which at that time received - as far as our statistics indicate — the bulk of

immigrants and whose industry increased greatly during that period.

It may be interesting to find that nine year moving averages of

capital export from Great Britain show, between 1870 and 1912, waves very,

similar to those observed for the immigration to the United States and to
(Cha r-i 5^'

Australia, a As these countries constituted on important outlet for British
x

capital, end as they borrowed mainly in Britain, the similarity between these

— . cycles/
x

31 'I per cent, of British Overseas Investments in publicly issued securities
were, in December 1913, owed by the United States' of America, Australia and
New Zealand. - Royal Institute of International Affairs: The Problem of
International Investment: p. 121.
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cycles wwould tend to confirm our previous hypotheses. This would be so

especially in view of the parallelism between the long cycles in immigration

and in capital import observed for various countries. It is particularly
a

valuable as an indirect confirmation of the existence of/similar parallelism

between long waves in immigration and in capital imports to the largest single
x

debtor of Great Britain at that period, the United States,

The similarity between the long waves in migration and in capital

exportsilt from Great Britain■ raises the question which of the two factors

was primary. This problem is dealt with at some length at a later stage.

It may* however, be pointed out hero that, if the conditions on the capital

market of the creditor-country are of great importance, the borrowing capacity

of the debtor-countries plays, vhen the lending policy is wisely conducted,

an equally great and important role. And it is natural that this borrowing

capacity is enhanced when the country is progressing quickly and lessened

when the rate of progress is slowed down. There is also bound to be much

interaction and interdependence between the movement of the various elements
<Z

upon which the progress of iflh® country depends.

x

20 per cent, of British overseas investments in publicly issued
securities were owed by the United States of America,
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$bt.. if our observations- are now summarised, the following statements

can he made:

1. Immigration into the various new countries has moved in the past

century (1820-1914) in a -wave-like manner- YJhen the trade cycle is ironed

out, the longer cycles appear to have been of a length of approximately

19 or 20 years- In the United States and in Canada, for -which we have

figures ranging back to the eighteen-twenties, the cycles seem, to have set

in only after 1840- Some of the cycles, and notably the American cycle

culminating in 1870 and the Brazilian cycle culminating in 1910 have been

considerably shorter- (15 and 14 years respectively)-
; ........ |

2- A marked parallelism has been observed between the series of

immigration from -which the influence of the business cycle has been

eliminated by the method of moving averages and the available figures for

capital import which have also been subjected to the same treatment- These

two series- were the only continuous series for which the existence of

cycles of approximately 19 to 20 years' duration could be established®

Among the discontinuous series a similarity of movement with the long cycles
-the

in immigration can be found in^rate of increase of capital per unit of labour

in the United States and in the construction of railways in the United

States, in Canada and in Argentina-

3. The parallelism Joining in one type of cycles: immigration,

capital import, the rate of increase in the ratio of capital to labour
m (Mav 0-f> ('ac^'cAoi.

and finally railway construction, points - aaosjpa&e - to the fact, that

these cycles mark structural changes in the economy of the countries

concerned; the simultaneous growth of each of the series would be
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characteristic of periods of growth in the development of these countries.

4. It is found that the cycles in the immigration into the

agricultural countries fall in the phases of decline of the long -waves (48-60
years' long), while the cycles in immigration into countries in process of

(frfee C-h, rive.
industrialisation fall in the periods of advance in the long cycles./] Tw

notable exceptions are found to this rule: the American cycle culminating

in 1870 and the Brazilian cycle culminating in 1910. We have found that

these cjrcles were about 25 per cent, shorter than the average cycles

observed in migration. It was also found that the peak in the American

cycle fell approximately in the mid-year bet-ween the peak in the American-

long wave (1866) and the European long -wave (1873). It is- not quite sure

"whether this American cycle should at all be reckoned as an exception, as it

did fall in the years of decline in the American long wave. But its
*" " ' ' ' 1 IWl ■

x

shortness as well as its small intensity shows probably that the lack of
I

. J/'"/ ■ '
concordance between the long cycles in Europe and in the United States of

America made 44s- the normal growth of this cycle in-possible. This is

particularly well-evidenced by its short downward slope and a quick

resumption of the upward movement in the next cycle almost as soon as Europe

found itself also in the declining phase atf the long cycle. m the case of

the Brazilian long cycle in immigration culminating in 1910, it is very

likely the almost' monopolistic position of Brazil in the coffee market which

allowed it to expand its coffee plantations to which jthe main stream of

immigrants was directed.

5. The greatest intensity of the fluctuations in the long cycles in
migratior/

*

x " ' ' '
Of. nine-year moving averages of deviations from trend»(<r/*><*-»~>t 3)
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"The Economics of 19Go"by Mr.Colin Clark appeared only after
this thesis has been written;it was therefore impossible to discuss in the text the
opinions expressed in that hook. It should,however,he pointed out that Hr.Colin Clark,
on whose statistical information published in the "Conditions of Economic Progress",
so much of .this thesis liar been based,arrived in rcvoect t<jr the changes in the ocou- ■
Rational distribution within certain^countries to conclusions very similar,to those
which are exoressed here the international flow of 1abour.Here- is the
relevant passage from Ms book ( C.Clark:"The Economics of 1960"^^ 8"-^97) •'

"The next development of the hypothesis concerns the varying
rates of flow of labour into primary and non-primary industries.Por two countries
with comparatively large primary producing populations (U.S.A. and Australia) suffi¬
cient data are available to test this out over the period since 137o.

"In the U.S.A. the depressed phase began in the early 187o's
and agriculture absorbed 42 per cent of the net new labour available during the de¬
cade 187o to 188o,a much Mgher proportion than in subsequent periods.Por the decade
189o to 19oo this proportion was'17 per cent,but from 196o to 193o - .the period of
active investment - this proportion was trifling or negative.But it is particularly
interesting to notice that the first eight years of the next capital-sated pha.se,
namely,1929 to 1937,were marked by a net inflow of labour into agriculture during
the period when there was a substantial net outflow from all other industries.

"In Australia,as has been mentioned above,the capital-hungry
phase continued to the 188o's,and up to 1891 most of the flow of new labour went into
non-primary industries.During the decode 1891 to 19ol,however,this proportion was
substantially altered.During# the subsequent capital-hungry period the proportion
of the new labour going into agriculture was again small.

"These data,although inadequate,do at any,rate give some
support to the proposition that an acceleration of the world flow of capital,by
developing secondary and tertiary industries,causes a relative diversion of labour
away from primary industries and is thus the cause of Mgher relative prices for
primary products."

The difference in the interpretation of the economic pheno¬
mena in the 183o's in Australia between "The Economics of 196o" and the present
work proceeds from

1) a slightly different conception of the long waves,and
2) a different interpretation of the direction of the econo¬

mic development in Australia during that period.
The conception of the long waves (of 48-Go years' duration)used in this thesis is based mainly on the investigation of Prof.Kondratieff whoshowed that^ the long waves could he observed both in the money series and in the x

series of pnysic\l output. Mr.Col in Clarkecontention that the periods of advance in
W-VOu < re perious Oj. capital hunger anu "Che periods of decline in the

long ,,ave are perious ol capital satiety is borne out by the long term movements
ox interest rates.I,lost of the continuous statistical scries for Australia do not
begin early enough to show the point of inception of the long terra decline in the
latter part the nineteenth century in that countiy.Iir.Colin Clark used the series
or capital exports and imports (for Australia the same estimate by Dr.R. Wilson which

was used here).It lias been said in the text that international capital movements
probably do not follow the long waves in production and tra.de hut move along shorterwives of approximately 2o years' duration.TMs is only reinforced by the infection
of the chart published in p.93 of "The Economics of 190o" (Capital Outflow or Inflow
as Percentage of Ifetioanal Incomes).Of the 4 countries represented on that chart
(Great Britain,Erahce,U.3.A.^nd Australia) only Prance docs not show the
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typical 2o years' waves;but it does not show the 48-Go years' waves either.LIr.Colin
Clark himself appears to have certain doubts about tie 188o's;he says in fact: "The
British data ppen with a clearly rxrrked peak in the early 137o's,followed by a slump
to zero.The whole period from that date to 19o4 is one of comparatively low capital
outflow,except for the years 1886 to 189o,which recovered the 1873 level.This recovery,
however, appears to have been peculiar to Great Britain (it may be associated with the
active inflow of capital to Australia during that period,as shown on the lower part
of the diagram) and was associated with low internal investment."In another passage
he speaks of "a partial recovery in the latter 188o's"in the United States.It is not
suggested here that I r.Colin Clark's interpretation of the two phases of the 48-6o
years' cycles as 'capital-hungry' and'capital-satiated' respectively is incorrect;
on the contrary,the movements of the interest rates appear to bear out this inter¬
pretation very closely.But it is suggested that the international capital movements
do not follow these waves]? but depend also on the specific growth of the different
countries and need not have a universal character.The fact , therefore,that the capi¬
tal imports to Australia, increased during the 188o's does not mean per se that there
was at" that time a peak in the cycle of 48 - 6o years in that country.

The other divergence between Mr.Colin Clark's statement and what was said in
the text consists in a different interpretation of the direction of the economic
development in Australia during the 188o's.It was assumed here that the development
of Australia, (and especially of Victoria) in that period had a predominantly agricul¬
tural character.This was based by statements by economic historians (like Prof.Shann)
who believe that in spite of the efforts of Victorian protectionists the development
of manufatures in Victoria was slower thai the development of agriculture.Mr.Colin
Clark bases his argument on± the rate of net inflow of labour into agriculture
coripared with the total net increment of working population;his figures show that
relativelyiK less labour was directed to agriculture during the 188o's than during •
the preceding or subsequent decade.He concludes therefrom that the development of
Australia during that period wrs mainly in the direction of secondary or tertiary
industry.Admittedly,Mir.Colin Clark's argument is very convincing. But in view of the
±h difficulty of interpreting these phenomena and in view of the uncertainty about
the direction (a.dvcnce or decline) of the cycle of 48-So years in Australia at the
time in question,this problem should be left open.

One more thing:the flow of migratory labour to sdcondary and tertiary produc¬
tion on one hand,oxld to primary production on the other,need not have the same inten¬
sity as the flow of local labour;thc final conclusions regarding the two may,therefore,
be differcnt.lt was unfortunately impossible to find in the Official Year Book of
Victoria (ivhich was chosen as a representative State for Australia during that period
for reasons given in the text) any information relating to the -distribution of the
foreign-horn as between town end country at the close of the 188o's.

In spite of the differ ..noes between"The Economics of lS6o" and the present thesis
in the interpretation of the economic phenomena in Australia in the 188o's,the under¬
lying theory given there and here does not diverge at all.For,if Mr.Colin Clark'd,
double assumption that the period was one of industrial rather than agricultural deve¬
lopment and that it was part of an upward movement in the long cycle,"be accepted,then
the statement gists made here that migratory labour flows during the aliases of advance
in the long cycle to countries showing an industrial development and during the phases
of decline in the long cycle to countries showing an agricultural development,is not
shaken but rather fortified. In this case,namely,our contention would be borne out by
facts relating to a phase of advance belonging to another cycle than the phase of
advance on which our previous statements referring to industrial countries were
based (1896 - 192o).
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migration is found in the United States in those cycles which fall at the

■period when the long cycle in production passes from its downward to its

ttp-ward slope.- This- greater intensity is- associated with higher crests in
the curves for the total volume of agricultural immigrants and with an

increase in the relative importance of agricultural immigration* This
x)

situation is- probably originated in the countries of emigration in which the

long agricultural depression of the preceding period has contributed to

create a rural overpopulation* It is also characteristic that immigration

in those periods finds its source in the countries of Europe where

l) secondary industry finds itself in its beginnings,

2) but agricultural production is already mainly for the market so

that the influence of the conditions of the market is keenly felt*

The British Isles, and in particular. Ireland, were' in that

condition in the eighteen-forties and in the beginning of the eighteen-fifties;

so was Germany,* Italy, Austria-Hungary, Russia and the other Eastern and

South-Eastern European states were in a similar condition in the nineteen-

nineties. The lack of conformity on the part of the series of immigration
^ ofSouiCiffTL iXuM fa r-/t. So rcpo.

to the United States from these countries/jwith the series for the total volume

of immigration to the United States during the earlier long cycles in migration

may, in all probability, be accounted for by the fact that the dependence of

the conditions in agriculture on the world-markets in those countries was not

— yet/

x) it is probable that when 'agriculture' is given as occupation it
rather denotes former occupation than future occupation* This
holds true especially for the last long cycle*



yet develop ed-

The series for the immigration to the United States is used here as

representative of generally prevailing tendencies because of the relatively
much longer time for which these series are available as compared with the

x

series for other countries , and because of the paramount importance of the

United States as a country of destination for European emigrants-

6- As it has been said before the simultaneous occurence of waves of a

certain length in immigration* capital import, in the rate of increase of the

ratio of capital to labour and, to a certain extent, in railway construction,

points to the fact that these cycles denote the specific growth of the country in

question- 'v7e say 'specific* because these cycles do not coincide in time as

between different countries; at- least the coincidence is not great enough to

venture to characterise them as 'international'- "What is the cause of the

existence of these cycles? "What, in particular, is the cajpc of the cyclical
character of the growth and why is this growth uneven, both in time and in

I

?p ace? As it has been said above, these questions outgrow the frames

of a 3tudy of the economics of migration- Some suggestions may, however,

be put forward on the ground of the facts which such a study brings into

light- During' the phases of decline in the long cycle capital is directed

to the production of consumption goods, and among these very prominently to

the production of food-stuffs- In the past century or so the simplest way of

extending that production consisted in talcing new lands into cultivation-
The/

I

x

The series- for Canada though long is not continuous and is
probably more representative of the immugrat^og. to the United States than of
the immigration to Canada itself; many people/disembarked at Quebec or
Montreal proceeded to the States-

' -!



The relative lack of confidence in the future, -which, at those periods,

hampered the expansion of industry, would he less marked in countries

There abundant natural resources stimulated the optimism and initiative of

the people- New countries would, therefore, be both tempted and enabled to
take advantage of lower interest rates on the great capital markets, in

order to extend their production of consumption goods- The falling prices

of these goods would, in conjuncture with falling interest rates, form - at

least at the outset - rather a stimulus than an obstacle to expansion- The

lower costs of production on the new lands compared to those of the 'old'
t'-H cctittfo-t'tj

countries would put the producers of foodstuffs/jin a favourable position
on the market, enabling them to dislodge their competitors- This fact is

of such a paramount importance that it has been suggested by some writers

that the extention of acreage under crop in new countries was the primary

cause of the long^lasting agricultural depressions and hence of the very

existence of the phases of decline in the long cycles and in such a way a
x

cause of the existence of the long cycles themselves. It is doubtful

whether in such a complex net-work of interactions as is to be found in all

cyclical changes any primary cause - except perhaps some features of the

human nature-may be given aa- determining the course of events- It is, for

examplej rather doubtful whether the production of consumption goods, and

in particular of agricultural produce could be developed so fully at times

when an expanding industry and an increasing production of goods of higher

orders would tend to absorb as much of the available capital as possible,i.

. at/

x there wild, of course, he no cycles, if there were no declining
phases-
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at times known to us as the upward phase of the long cycle.

The phase of advance in the cycles of approximately up to 20 years

in the agricultural countries does not, however, cover the whole period of

decline in the long cycle in production. How can this fact he explained?

As stated before the phase of decline in the long cycle is characterised by

decreasing prices of agricultural products. Up to a point this decline in

prices in conjuncture with falling interest rates and lower costs of

production on new lands,, puts the agricultural producers of new countries in a

favourable position. But after a point- and under the action of the increase

in production in the new countries themselves - prices fall so low that the

extension of the area under cultivation is arrested. Immigrants, and
' I ■ :

probably also the lenders and borrowers of capital, over-rate the

possibilities of gain and, after a time, the wave in migration and in capital

iirport has to recede. '

7. The period of advance in the long cycle in production is

associated with a new expansion of the migratory movement. This time,however,

the movement is mainly directed to centres with a growing secondary and
Of

tertiary industry. In the two periodsbf advance in the long cycles in

production over which our data for the United States, Canada and Brazil

cxtended,it is mainly the second^period?)beginning of the XX century which

attracts our attention. It is somewhat difficult to say when the period of

advance in the long cycle in production which, lasted during the latter part of

the past century began. The outset of this cycle is usually put towards the

end of the eightcen-forties. The first cycle in American immigration reaches

its penik in the early fifties (1051-52),i.e. very near to the beginning of the

upward phase of the long cycle in production. It may then, be assumed that

this/ j
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this- first cycle in the immigration to the United States took place mainly

during the chh of the long -wave in production and subsided as soon as the

signs of a tidal movement could be sufficiently strongly felt* This would

only be natural in view of the predominantly agricultural character of the

United States during that period. As for Canada, it has already been

emphasised that the immigration through Quebec and Montreal was in great

part directed to the United States so that an explanation of this movement

based mainly on conditions in Canada may prove spurious. It should,however,

be noted that British North America was, at the time in question, at very

much the same stage of development as its southern neighbour, i.e. also a

mainly agricultural country. The similarity between the waves in the
) •

immigration to the tvro countries may, therefore, have a common ground and a

similar explanation.
<

In the case of Brazil, we find in those early years only a very

slight influx of immigrants contrasting sharply with the great masses of

new-comers who arrived during the next decline in the long cycle in

production. A smaller intensity of immigration than during the declining

phase of the long cycle is also found in the early years of the present

century. The persistence of immigration to Brazil during that period has

been explained by the peculiarities of Brazilian agriculture, and

especially by the almost monopolistic position of Brazil on the coffee

market.

The expansion of world-economy into new territories during

the phase of advance in the long cycles in production and trade has been

postulated by Kbndratieff. We find that this expansion takes indeed place,
t/Kt/Vl(A

but that it is mainly directed towards territories capable of directing this

expansion/
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expansion to the channels of secondary and tertiary industry.

Among primary industries- an exception must he made for mining and for other

industries producing industrial raw materials. This is in general agreement

with the character of expansion in world economy during this phase of the long

cycle. It is a period in which great investments are made and a drive in

the production of goods of higher orders sets in. The period is characterised

"by severe competition for markets of industrial raw-materials and for markets

of outlet. It is only natural that during such a period all the

possibilities of exploitation of natural resources which could be used in

secondary production should be taken, and that great advantages should accrue

to the labour force which presents itself to perform the necessary tasks
i

connected with the development of secondary and tertiary industry. In the

case of countries like the United Sta.tes of America the proximity of the
/

sources of raw materials gives a potent stimulus to secondary production* the

existence of a large internal market - created uossibly by previous

immigration - and protected by high tariffs, enables secondary producers to

face the competition of the better established manufacturers of the old

countries. It is for that period (a.ctually for 1899 to 1920) that

Professor Douglas computed the rate of growth of American fixed capital

as being 6 %( compounded average yearly rate of increase after deductions

have been made for depreciation and replacement) • This compares very

favourably with Professor Cassel's estimate of the rate of growth of capital

in "Western Europe at 3 °/o . The rate of growth of capital in the Eastern,

Southern and South-Eastern states of Europe, from which the main body of

immigrants/
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immigrants to America^Y/as recruited, must have "been even slower. The expanding

North-American industry could not fail to present a great attraction to the

labouring masses of those countries.

The rapid growth of emigration from Europe*to the countries of the ilew

World, and especially to the United States of America#, Canada, the Argentine,

and to a smaller extent to Brazil, has been arrested by the outbreak of war in

1914. It is a matter for conjecture whether this big wave would have

exhausted itself in a more 'natural' my, or whether the continuation of peace
yx

would have witnessed a further increase in migration* The students of long

waves in production and trade have hitherto refused to treat the wars coming

toY/ards the apex of the phases of advance separately from the whole previous and

subsequent development. They may be, in the future, induced to separate the

political elements from the economic, as the long period of decline which
• ' /

followed the war 1914-1918 was by no means a period of calm and that/ended

in the present war. True, the economic tension, which accompanied the

political tension, Y/as also not characteristic of the 'phases of decline

during the long periods of peace', so that it may be argued that the whole of

our world economy is entering upon a new phase in a much longer cycle. It is

difficult to present any evidence as to the existence of such 'still longer
O

cycles', but it may be pointed out that Akeiman admitted the possibility of

their existence already in 1931.

The quick revival in migration after the War 1914-18 and befoi*e the

restrictions/
x particularly from its Eastern and South Eastern parts,

e fact that the peak tor the immigration from the old sources' is reached (in the
^smoothed series) before the outbreak of the War^shows that the War is not necessarilythe cause of the dov/nward slope of the wave.
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restrictions on it were imposed, seems to prove that the wave in migration

did not exhaust itself with the outbreak of the war. But this might have
■

been a passing phenomenon resulting from an accumulation of prospective

migrants during the years of war. In the year 1920 when the Americans did

not realise that they had entered upon a declining phase in the long cycle,

and had as yet no inclination to 'retrenchment', it was stated before the

House Committee on Immigration and Naturalisation, that there was a
x

shortage of labour in American industry amounting to 5,000,000 men, There

was at that date no obstacle to these 5,000,000 men arriving to the United

States, and had the wave in migration- not passed its climax, they would have

probably arrived. It can, therefore, be surmised that the immigration to

industrial countries passes through the same phases as immigration to

agricultural countries. Immigrants are likely to overrate the possibilities

of expansion of the industry of a country Just as they are likely to overrate

the possibilities of agricultural expansion, and Just as business people

themselves overrate the possibilities of expansion in industry. After a

point, therefore, the ebb in migration to industrial countries must set in,

Just as it sets in in the migration to agricultural countries*. "Whether the

same period of time vrould be necessary to acconplish the two phases^in

migration to agricultural countries is not sure. The statistical evidence at

our disposal points to an affirmative answer, but the incidence of war

detracts somewhat from the plausibility of this evidence?

8. The relative importance of migration, capital import and the rate

of increase in the ratio of capital to labour in the formation of the cycles
—

x

quoted by H. Jerome: Migration and Business Cycles,p.4.
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of 19 to 20 years' duration is a matter for discussion. 'fere it the capital

imports that attracted migratory labour, or was it the influx of workers which

paved the way to the profitable investment of capital? Or was it a quickening
in the rate of growth of the ratio of capital, to labour which enabled the Yorkers

from abroad to find employment in the new country? Or was it perhaps some cause

extraneous to movements of capital and labour and even to the accumulation of

capital which v/as primary to all these changes.;

It should be pointedout at this place that the really great achievements

of the mathematical school have been paid for with, a certain darkening of some

important notions. Thus interdependence has become almost exclusively a notion

of equilibrium, while in fact it is also a notion belonging to dynamic economics.

It is' only comparatively recently that mathematical economis-ts have begun to

make excursions into the realm of time. Interdependence in time means that

increases in one factor create a situation favourable to other factors and if

these factors ee-r respond to this favourable situation they, in turn, create a

favourable situation for the first factor; it is the fact that the factors -

especially the more mobile ones: capital and labour — tend to flow more freely

than the conditions of equilibrium would require, which creates-'interdependence

in time. The supply of labour, for instance, is somewhat greater than the

supply of capital vrould warrant; this creates a situation favourable to the

import of capital. Capital, in turn, may overstep the limit set by the

available supply of labour, thus creating a situation favourable to the inflow of
v

labour. All this happens' of course, inside the existing network of other

interacting forces, like the fluctuations in the demand for the products,

in interest rate3 end the like, on -which it in turn reacts. How can

-vre/

v
The difference between this reasoning and the economics of equilibrium

consist/
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we, then, sperJk: of a^primnry cause in the generation of cycles at all? Or, as
Carl Iver3en puts it: "Mien capital and labour move together from one country to

another it is often quite impossible to say whether it is the immigration which

causes the capital movement or vice versa, Ohlin is probably right in

asserting that in Canada it was the capital invested in railways etc, which led

to immigration, whereas in South America it was the inflow of labourers from

Southern Europe -which paved the way for large British and American capital

investments: ' the Italian farmer with American machinery and British capital

grows wheat in the Argentine'» Usually such combined capital and labour

movements will be from 'old' to 'new* countries, i,e. towards countries in

which the relative supply of capital and labour on one hand and natural resources

on the other is widely different; in such cases an isolated movement of one

factor would very soon affect the price of the other mobile factor sufficiently

to start a parallel movement of this other factor," I

Some of the features of the nineteen to twenty years' long cycles,

which we have observed in migration after ironing out the influence of the

trade cycles have been presented .above, ¥e have naturally dwelt more

especially on those features which were lilcely to have some connection with

and influence upon the movements in migration. But the character and

import of these cycles remains for further investigation.

consist in the fact that it is usually tacitly assumed in the latter that
a change in B consequent upon a change in A will be a3 much - not more and
not less - than the change in A warrants; at that point no further interaction
occurs.

/
Carl Iversen: International Capital Movements, page 133 f»
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Tnhl SUPPLY GURYSS OF MIGRATORY LABOUR.

£42. Until now we have been mainly concerned with fluctuations

of migration in time, and we have been trying to establish a

connection between these fluctuations and concurrent changes in

other economic phenomena. It should, however, be pointed out

that most of the current and some of the scientific opinions on

migration are based on some tacitly assumed shape of the supply

curve of migratory labour. It would, therefore, be interesting

to find what this supply curve or rather these supply curves, for

they may be different for different countries, are in reality.

Before examining the inductively given curves of supply of

migratory labour, it is necessary to explain certain notions used -

in this Chapter. Not that these notions are in any way new or

unknown; but it is feared that they may be subject to confusion

especially in view of the use made in this investigation of

certain statistical series.

The supply of labour at any given moment depends on several

factors, some of whom are measurable and some are not. The size

of the population, its sex and age composition, the proportions

of the various sex and age groups of the population habitually

employed, the numbers of hours normally worked, in a year, last but

not least the effort expended by the worker in performing his work,

all this znttLrs in/the determination of the supply of labour. All

the elements mentioned above are - theoretically speaking -

quantities/
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quantities capable of measurement. In a better organised world

where statistics will be accurate and reliable, the influence of

each of these elements on the supply of labour will be subject to

precise quantitative definitions, although it is doubtful whether

it will ever be possible to measure such factors as the amount of

intellectual effort. At present the statistics of the habitually

employed part of the population and of hours normally worked in a

week (or a year) are so defective that at the best only tentative

statements about the influence of these factors on the supply of

labour can be made; and the effort expanded in doing work has not

as yet been measured for any large group. Even in the simplest

of these measurements, the one concerning the numbers habitually

employed, grave mistakes are unavoidable, a single it9m - the

number of women engaged in Agriculture is capable of distorting the

figures very seriously.%
It does not seem possible, however, to dispense completely

with the notion of the supply of labour in the treatment of some

essential economic problems. The theory of production and the

theory/

-5fr Many women engaged in Agriculture do only part-time work being
otherwise occupied at ordinary house duties which do not differ
much from the work performed by the housewives in town; the latter
not being counted among the habitually employed population, only
that part of the work of women in the country which is applied
directly to Agriculture should be taken account of. This is
clearly impossible and statisticians usually choose to omit all
women engaged in Agriculture from their statistics of population.
But in this way they omit a lot of agricultural labour which is
actually done.
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theory of distribution have been built on the assumption of certain
}-Hs. 5 rj- tiiea.r 6 city, 0}>pllc(L 4° Ce.Y~tn.in. s

/Iquantities of capital and giving certain quantities of output.

If, now, these theories have not to remain forever in their 'pure'

form it is necessary to introduce empirically given quantities and

to test the operation of the principles in experience.

It is, furthermore, usually assumed in economic theory that

the supply of labour is not an entirely independent variable and

that it changes in response to economic conditions. It is thus

that the notion of supply curves of labour has been arrived at.

Various 3hapes and positions of the supply curves have been
■

assumed either explicitly or implicitly. Which is the right one

must be found by inductive investigation.
! * i

It has been stated in Chapter I, that the only economically

intelligible interpretation of migration consists in considering
. fj

it as a horizontal movement of the labour force. If the owners

of this labour force (i.e. the migrants themselves) try to maximise

their satisfaction, it is reasonable to assume that they respond

in some way to the changes in the economic conditions of the

countries between which they decide to choose. These changes

would therefore affect the number of migrants and probably also

the amount of work offered by migratory workers. It 3hould thus

be possible to construct supply curves of migratory labour and to

test the Influence of migration on the local supply curves of

labour.

It/
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It Is, however, obvious that at least with those statistics

which have been collected, in the past, a number of elements cannot

be taken into consideration. It is a well-established theorem of

economic science that the worker will cease to work when the last

increment of the disutility involved in working will equal the
*

last increment of consumption which he can purchase with his wages.

It is thus possible that with the same wage—level and the same

length of the normal working week, two countries differ as to the

amount of effort which is required from the working-man; such

differences may result from differences in factory or mine
7 j

installations, from divergences in the types of capital goods used,

from differences in factory regulations and sanitary conditions,

even from differences in climate. The same applies mutatis mutandis

to the satisfaction derived from consumption.

It is also conceivable that the differences lie in the length

of the normal working week, i.e. ultimately in the real wages per

hour. All these differences may form an incentive to migration,

as workers measure the disutility of labour in effort and the

utility of wages in the satisfaction from the consumption which

they can purchase with them.

It/

^Consumption may, as professor Robbins pointed out, (The Economic
Effects of Variations of the Hours of Labour", Economic Journal,
Vol. XXXIX 1929, pp.25-40) be taken in the form of leisure; an
additional incentive to this is formed by the desire to have the
time to spend the higher wages (Patten).
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It hardly needs emphasising that these variables cannot be

measured. Effort and satisfaction are not measurable; and

although the external sign of effort - length of the working week —

is measurable, the statistics available over the latter part of

the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century

(until 1914) are not adequate enough for such calculations. Even

when the data of hours in the normal working week are adequate,

they omit such essential elements in the determination of the supply

of labour at holidays and absenteeism. And if the hours actually

worked in a year are taken, elements extraneous to the supply

curves of labour are introduced; thus unemployment which reduces
/ [

the numbers of hours actually worked, depends not only on the
I . I ;

supply of labour, but also on the demand for it.

Similarly the satisfaction derived from better working con¬

ditions, sanitary installations and the like is not 'directly

measurable. In some cases the two factors operate in the same

direction thus increasing the error, in other cases they balance

each other. When the United States is compared with Britain, the

factors have probably a cuinmulative effect; if the United States

were compared with France, the balancing of the factors seems
■

likely.

It would appear therefore that there are only two measurable

quantities which can be used for calculating supply schedules of

migratory labour: numbers of migrants and real wages.

Such supply schedules of migratory labour are admittedly not

quite/
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quite exact. But we are left here with the choice of measuring

roughly and of not measuring at all; it seems therefore that such

measurements as these are Justified at least as a first approxim¬

ation.

The notion of the supply of labour is different according to

the time for which the calculations are made. The elements

determining the short-term supply of labour have been spoken of

before. The long-term or future supply of labour depends also

on other elements. The number of workers at some future date

depends, among others, on the attitude of parents and potential

parents of a generation before.*"' Their attitude depends in turn -

at least partly - on their real income; i.e. for the majority of

people in modern industrial communities, on the real wages.

The qualifications with which these statements must be taken are

very important indeed. Thus an increase in welfare may be

associated with varying attitudes to procreation according to the

time and place which is examined. Thus very similar conditions

of welfare have been associated with a decline in the rates of

reproduction up till 19:55 and with an increase in these rates from

that/

■55. by generation are meant those age-groups in which procreation
is possible.

security of income is an element which may play an important
part in the decision to have children: even with relatively
high real wages people may refrain from having children or
reduce their number if they cannot foresee any secure future
for them. The one-child or two-children system rests on the
desire to leave to the children property which would be
sufficient for them to fall back upon.
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that time on. It may, therefore, be that the population movements

are not a dependent variable responding to changes in welfare;

they may be a totally independent variable as far as economic

incentives go.

Although it is possible that the correlation between economic

welfare and natural increase in population may thus be spurious,

it is on the other hand conceivable that there is an element of

truth in the opinion to the contrary. The inductive studies of

this question confirm one another and all seem to indicate that

there is a negative relationship between population and welfare.

Whether we study the development ih time or make interspatial

comparisons, the tendency always appears for the wealthier

communities to have a smaller rate of reproduction. This should •

of course not be taken literally, as such countries like France

have a smaller reproduction rate than certain other countries whose

real national income is higher (U.S., Canada, Australia); but

the tendency does exist. $n these grounds the hypothesis has been

established of a negative relationship between the future supply

of labour and real wages, or in other words of negatively inclined

supply curves of labour.

International migration which consists in the shifting of the

labour force from one country to another must stand in some

relationship to both the present and the future supply of labour.

It is quite obvious - as it has been stated in Chapter I -

that differences between the real wages in two countries form a very

important/



important incentive to migration. This would imply that the

supply curves of migratory labour are positively inclined; it

must now be established what precisely is the inclination of these

curves, i.e. to what extent migration reacts to changes in real

wages. The difficulties of measuring the effects of differences

in the normal working week on migration have been pointed out

above.

The way in which the curves of the short-run supply of labour
cL&i

are measured excluded the possibility of measuring the influence

of migration on these curves. Migration clearly changes the

number of workers; but when short—run supply curves of labour are

plotted it is not the influence of real wages on the number of
i

workers which is examined, it is the influence of real wages on the

proportion of the different age and sex groups seeking employment

and on the length of the working week. And although both the

proportion of those seeking employment and the number of hours in

the week in which they are prepared to work may be different among

migrants and among the rest of the population, it is far from

.certain that the migrants will impose their standard hours and
p 6-T—ti'Crl\

their standard population of those seeking employment on the rest

of the population. Certain comparisons to this effect could be

made between two very similar areas of which one is an important

centre of immigration and the other is not. But if two such areas

were to be chosen in a country like the United States, the

apparent/
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apparent similarity of these areas should be regarded with

suspicion.

It seama therefore, that there is only one type of measurement

which can be made when the short-time supply of migratory labour

is concerned, and that is the measurement of the influence of real

wages on migration. Such short-^erm supply curves of migratory

labour are admittedly not quite exact, but they still seem

preferable to mere theoretical conjectures. If there is, in the

future, a resumption of free migration, more adequate statistics

will perhaps enable us to make more precise measurements; and it

may, then, be interesting to see to what results the more crude *.

measurements for an earlier epoch were pointing.

If in respect to the short-term supply of migratory labour

supply curves can be drawn but the effect on the supply of local
/

labour cannot be measured, the opposite happens in respect to the

long-term supply: supply curves cannot be plotted but the Effect

of migration on the local supply of labour can, at least up to a

point, be established.

The studies of the long-term supply of labour consist in the

examination of the effects of variations in income on the rate of

reproduction. Migration does not enter into this at all. There

is no long-term element in the motives to migrate; it is hardly

conceivable that anyone would migrate in order to have more (or

fewer) children. But migration can have an influence on the

long/
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long-term supply of labour through its influence on the present

and future size of the population. The difficulties encountered

in measuring this influence will be dealt with later on. The

measurement itself should consist in comparing the long-term

changes in the size of the population as resulting from the action

of natural increase along with the changes in the size of the

population resulting from the cumulative action of natural increase

yof migration; the two have of course to be related to changes in

real income.

§//3. The supply curve of f a factor may he plotted in exactly the same

way as' the supply curves of commodities, i. e» by plotting the prices against
the actual supply. In the case of labour the price is represented by real

wages- It is more convenient to plot the logarithms of wages against the

logarithms of immigration as the elasticity of supply of migratory labour
i

can be easily read from such a curve-

"We have computed index numbers of real wages from relatives of

nominal wages and relatives of the cost of living given by Snyder (Business

Cycles and Business Measurements, Appendix, tables 23 B and 23 C)- We also

have index numbers' of real wages in manufacturing computed by Professor

Douglas- The index numbers conputed from Snyder's figures cover a longer

period than those given by Professor Douglas and the two series do not agree

closely for the years which they both cover- a This discrepancy may be

accounted for by the differing scope of these index numbers- Professor

Douglas' figures cover only manufacturing industries, while Mr. Snyder's

figures/
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figures for nominal mges from vdiich our relatives of real -wages have "been

computed, refer to factory -workers, unskilled labour and to teachers and

clerks. V/ages of factory workers and unskilled labour have been given

by Mr. Snyder equal weights (l* 0), while salaries of teachers and clerks _ >
a

have been given/weight of 0' 5. The divergence between the two series

is also explained by the fact that factory earnings have been taken

account of ih Mr.Snyder's computation, only since 1914, so that ih the

most important period covered by Professor Douglas* figures (from 1899-1913)

they do not appear in the alternative index numbers. The interdependence

of the fluctuation in wages in -various trades is, however, so great that

certain inferences can be drawn from this series in spite of its

inp erfections.
'

The observation of a scatter-diagram on which logarithms of
i t

real wages (computed from Snyder's figures) have been plotted against the

logarithms of immigration reveal the following facts i*„ (ekevt 3jrj

The disposition of the points on the diagram is such that no
>

unique curve of supply of migratory labour can be fitted to them.

It appears that the curve of supply of migratory labour has

been changing in time. Thus the points representing the years from [[
1875-1879 are scattered in a my allowing no inferences. Prom 1880 till

jjabout 1902 the points are so disposed that the curve sloping downwards
(c jrj

from left to right could be fitted into them. A The disposition of the

points is such as to imply that there was a negative elasticity of

supply of migratory labour over that period. This negative elasticity of

supply/ j
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supply was fairly high, probably more than 2. This

would mean that a 1 per cent* increase in real wages,at that time, resulted

in a more than 2 per cent., decrease in immigration. This is rather

unexpected in view of the fact that migrants go to a country in order to

better their position. It can only be explained by the fact that nominal

wages during that period were rising slowly, while the cost of living wa3

falling, so that the increase in real, wages during that period was mainly

due to the decline in the cost of living. Nov/1, economic history tells us

that the period was one of mainly agricultural development and the

destination of the immigrants must have been, as it was stated above, the

new lands' taken under cultivation. The Germans and Scandinavians who
I ' '
arrived in such great numbers during that period settled mainly in the plains

of the Uorth-Yfestern region. Any increase in real wages, or any decrease

in the cost of living meant for them a decline in agricultural 'prices and

hence in their own opportunities. This denotes, of course, only short-time

tendencies, as there are fairly high figures for immigration during that

period, so that this fact does not infringe the validity of our previous

statements as to the character and conditions of agricultural development.

This rea.soning receives further confirmation when the

logarithms or wheat prices' are plotted against logarithms of immigration./^
a

It is found that the points obtained in this Tray cluster around/+;hc line

which, starting with the origin, bisects the diagram at .an angle somewhat

smaller than 4-5 . This denotes' a plud elasticity of aiiioisrt 1, i.e. that a

1 per cent, increase in the prices of wheat is accompanied by somewhat less

than/
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than a one per cent., increase in immigration.

For the next period (until 1914) the figures computed from

Snyder's data do not present any significant picture. The points

representing the logarithms of real wages plotted against the

logarithms of immigration are scattered in a chaotic way. Now

this is not astonishing as the index numbers of nominal wages,

with the help of which our index numbers of real wages have been
•

computed, refer only to the wages of .unskilled labour and salaries

of teachers and clerks -and omit factory earnings;- this in a

period of intensive industralisation is bound to give an unclear
/

picture of the tendencies.

Then, instead, the logarithms of Douglas' figures are plotted
; / ' j

against the logarithms of immigration, the points so obtained are

found to cluster around a line, which starting at the origin
I

bisects the diagram at a sharp angle, thus denoting a high
,

positive elasticity of supply (Chart f/,0). The disposition of the
I

points does not, however, suggest a line parallel to the x-axis;
it should, therefore, not be inferred that the elasticity of
supply of migratory labour approaches plus infinity.

" *
, ' ' ' ' ■ j-

It will be found that the points representing the years of

the war and the post-war period are scattered much more widely,

showing that the international conditions prevailing at that time
/

interfered with the action of economic stimuli.

A very similar situation is found to have existed in New
South Pales, '/e have for that country data relating to the real

earnings in manufacture computed by Professor Douglas. Y/hen
the logarithms

of/

* P. H. Douglas: Theory of V,ages, p.201.
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of real earnings are plotted against the logarithms of

immigration figures, it is found that, in New South Wales, as in

America, the points representing the pre-war period cluster

around a line inclined at a sharp angle to.the x-axis, while tiie

points representing the war and post-war years are scattered

widely (Chart 4i). It should therefore be assumed that during

the pre-war period the elasticity of supply of migratory labour

in Hew South Wales was positive and fairly high (probably about

+3), but that during the war and immediately after the war

changes in economic conditions failed to provoke corresponding

changes in migration which could be reduced to something

significant. |
I

An attempt has been made at relating/the immigration from
I

Great Britain to real wages in England and Wales (1861-1912),
! ■ i

but the points obtained were scattered over the whole diagram.

This is not surprising in view of the fact that,* .as Jerome found,

migration responded, over short periods, rather to changes in the

country of immigration than in the country of emigration. An

attempt has been made at relating the difference in real wages

between two countries to the migration from the one to the

other. Chart 42 ...shows the logarithms of the differences

between the real wages in the United States and in Great Britain

plotted against the logarithms of British- immigration to the

United States. Part A. shows all the points from 1875 to 1913.

These points are so scattered that it does not seem possible to

draw any supply curve which could be fitted to them. . When parts

B.C.D. and E. are examined, it appears that the supply curve was

both shifting and changing its direction. Thus it was negatively
inclined/



/7V-
inclined at a sharp angle'from 1875 to 1879 (part D.), then

shifted to the right and had its angle straightened to about 45°

from 1880 till 1888 (part E.) It then shifted to the left, but

showed a sharp positive angle from 1889 to 1909; this positive

angle was straightened after that date to more than 45° (part C.)
The explanation of these changes in the supply curve of

British migratory labour may be sought in the same set of

phenomena which served to explain the changes in the supply curve

of migratory labour from all countries (to the U.S.). More

especially the negative inclination of the supply curve in the

period before the 1890's could be accounted for bythe agricultural

character of migration and the consequent dependence of the

incentive to migrate on the prices of foodstuffs rather than on

real wages; the latter increased in that period mainly when the

former decreased and hence the negative inclination of the supply

curve of migratory labour (it should be pointed out that Irish

immigrants are included among the immigrants from the United

Kingdom). The period from 1889 to 1909 is altogether unclear

(part B.) A positively inclined (at a very sharp angle) supply

curve could be fitted to the points, but the position and shape of

such a curve are far from definite; the same applies to the

period from 1909 to 1913 (part G.)

It may be said that on the whole the results are very unsatis¬

factory. This is probably due to the fact that the U.S. was draw¬

ing on the labour resources of many countries and that the number

of migrants coming from one source depended not only on the

difference in real wages between the U.S. and that country, but

also on the number of workers arriving from other countries. The
other/



/7a
other charts given'here omit the influence of changes in'real
wages in the country of origin, while Chart 42 omits the influence

1
of the migratory flow from the various sources on ghe volume of

the migratory flow from a specified source; judging by the
results this latter omission must be more serious than the former.

An attempt was also made at relating the differences between
the real wages in the U.S. and the crop value per head in Italy
to the immigration of Italians to the U.S.. The crop value per

head of agricultural population was used because Italy was

predominantly an agricultural'country and also because of the
reasons stated very clearly by Dr. II. Jerome in his investigation
of the influence of the trade cycle on migration: "Inasmuch as a

large crop may bring low prices in some years, but in others,
because of adverse conditions in other parts'of the world, may be
accompanied by good prices, it appeared probable that an index of
the product of quantity and price would give the best evidence of
the prosperity of the agricultural classes". (Dr. H. Jerome -

"Migration and Business Cycles", p.199). Dr. Jerome's figures were
then reduced to a per capita (of agricultural population) basis.

,i> { i
The results obtained by plotting the logarithms of the

(

difference between the crop value per head in Italy and the real
wages in the United States cannot be interpreted in any

significant way. The points are scattered widely on the diagram
and no supply curves can be fitted to them.

It folio/,'s from what has been said up till now that the supply
curve of migratory labour was positively inclined throughout the
period for which data are available, except for the period of the
war 1914-1913 and the years immediately following that war.

Although the supply curve of migratory labour in the U.S * appears
to have been negatively inclined from 1SSO till the end of the
century, it was found that relating migration to real wages
obscured the true picture of the opportunities of immigrants who
come to cultivate the land. The increase in real wages over that

period was mainly due to a lowering of the cost of living: this
was obtained by a fall in the prices of

agricultural/
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agricultural .-orod.uctE.-It~ seemed, therefore,more -advisable to relate immigration

to the orices of wheat,as these formed a better measure of the remuneration
oil cL

of agriculturists then/I real wages. It was found then that the supply curve of

migratory labour had at that time an elasticity somewhat below / l.In the next

period,both in the U.S.A.and in U.S."Wales the elasticity of supply of migratory

labour increased and appears to have been about -V 3.

ilfjj. It v/ould be interesting if we could estimate what has been the influence
f> /o *<; - -/ei >«

of miration on theasupply curves of labour.The difficulties of such a calculation

have already been stressed. We shall limit ourselves to discussing the available

statistical, material and we shall see whether it will be possible to deduce any

DC
conclusions from it.Professor "Wilcox gives the follov/ing rates of annual

Xincrease per lo.ooo people on identical areas of the United States/1790) 1930 '

1790-1800 293 1830-1840 289 1870-1880 243
1800-1810 301 1840-1850 294 3.880-1890 225
1810-1820 290 1850-1860 303 1890-1900 190
1820-1830 290 1860-1870 229 1900-1910 196

1910-1920 125
■ \ 1920-1930 175

We can see from this that the rate of annual increase in the U.S'. popu¬

lation fell by 35.3°/o between the period 1850-50 and the period 1900 - 10.

At the same time national, income per head of working population /in work and

unemployed/ in the United Sta.tes increased, almost by a 100°/o /from 589 Inter¬

national. Units to 13.01 International TJni^bs ^^.Y/hat can be deduced from these

facts? The rate of growth of the population does not in itself give the changes

in the supply of labour; the proportion of the population which is occupi ed

and. the duration of the normal working week depend on other factors; and the jper
— — „ „ __ national/
yy International migrations v.II p. 98.
xx Oolin Clark:Conditions of Economic Progress p. 14-8.

% This rate of annual increase does not include the increase through migration
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national income per head does not necessarily give a true picture of the welfare of

the working classes. Pareto's coefficient measuring the equality of income

distribution varies in time; so do the constants of the Douglas-Cobb and Wilcox

formula (exponents of capital and labour) measuring the per cent, shape of factors
in the product. But, taken cum grano salis, as they must be, these figures seem

to indicate that the effective desire of procreation diminished over a period during

which the general welfare increased. This would indicate- the existence of a

slightly negatively inclined supply curve of labour over long periods. The

elasticity of that curve would be ebeve about — 0 '35. This would conform to the

results obtained by Professor Douglas and expressed by him in equally cautiously^
x

couched terms. Can migration alter this position appreciably? Let us compare the

rate of annual increase per ten thousand people on identical areas of the United

States (given above) with the rate of annual immigration per ten thousand

inhabitants (source: National Bureau of Economic Research: International Migrations,

edited by Willcox & Perenczi, vl).

Rate of annual increase per 10,000 Average annual immigration to
people on identical areas of the the United States

United States. (per 10,000 inhabitants).
1820 -30 290 1821-30 12 -1
1830 -40 289 31-40 37-7
184-0 -50 294 41-50 82-9
1850 - 60 303 51-60 92-8
I860 - 70 229 61-70 64-9
1870 - 80 243 71-80 54.6
1880 - 90 225 81-90 85-8
1890 - 1900 190 91-1900 53-0
1900 - 10 196 1901- 10 102-0
1910 - 20 125 1913 121-5
1920 - 30 175 1921-24 33-1

It seems from this table that, especially at certain periods, migration

can have a serious effect on the supply of labour. It should, however, be pointed

out that usually not more than l/3 of the immigrants arc females. There are no¬

tables on which a cross-classification by 3ex and age had been carried out for the
- immigration/

x

P.H.Douglas: Theory of Wages,p.501.



immigration to the United States, but figures for certain other

countries (New Zealand and Uruguay) seem to indicate that the

proportion of women of child-bearing age in the totals for

immigration was not more than 2/4. This would suggest that the

influence of immigration on the long-run supply of labour was

smaller than the figures for total immigration may indicate.

Thus migration would not, at least in the United States, prevent

the supply curve of labour from sloping downwards, although it

would probably diminish its negative elasticity. This finds

confirmation in the calculation of the increase in occupied
*

population in the United States over the same two periods of time

for which our previous calculation of the rate of annual increase

in population had been carried out (1850-1860; and 1900-1910).
It is found that the rate of annual increase declined from j
'

•

/ ' j
approximately 369 (per ten thousand of occupied population) to

approximately 287, i.e. fell by 22 per cent. As the national
l

income grew at that time by almost 100 per cent, it should be

deduced that the elasticity of supply of labour was about -0.22.

In the calculation of the occupied population immigrants were.

naturally counted.

It cannot be claimed that these calculations give a perfectly

accurate picture of the influence of immigration on the supply

curve of labour and on the elasticity of supply of labour. But

they indicate a tendency in the action of immigration on the

long-run supply of labour. It has, in particular, not been found
that/

Data from Colin Clark: Conditions of Economic Progress, p.79.

X i^a-x .uj VVO.UX CIS ottuxxsnca. .

r. Such is the theory of ideerie.
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that the action of immigration was so great as to make the

elasticity of supply of labour approach anywhere near plus

infinity. On the contrary, the data at our disposal seem to

indicate that in spite of the action of migration the long-run

supply of labour had a negative elasticity.

It was impossible to corroborate our results by

calculations referring to countries other than the United States

Among the other important countries of immigration Canada and

Australia have inadequate immigration statistics while Argentina

and Brazil have very imperfect statistics of wages, national ,

income, and even of population increase.

such an extraordinary intensity of immigration that it is not

unlikely that immigration could have, in< that country,

influenced the supply of labour much more appreciably than in

It can only be said that Argentina hacl, at some periods,

inhabitants:

1851-SO 38.5 1891-1900 163.9

1861-70 99.1 1901-1910 291.8

1871-80 117.0 1913 383.1

1881-90 221.7 1920-1924 152.5

§ ks. The relation between changes in real wages and the

long-run supply

of/
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of labour leads us to consider another problem. If, namely, the changes in

real v/ages result in a more than proportionate change in population in the same

direction, then no increase in real vages can be permanent, and wage3 "will

always tend to oscillate around the starvation level. Svhwh. ^

biiifc butt®. atudiocL and eypoua-adefl. by tL TvJiiaSithus atktsh recpect ta th»

a$ The theory maintaining that such is the normal state of affairs

bears the name of Malthusv Professor Douglas found that the long-run

supply of labour in Western Countries, far from having an infinite plus

elasticity, is slightly negatively inclined. It may, hovrever, be argued

that if such is the case for the Western Countries, the contrary still holds

true for most other countries and that unrestricted migration either might

result, or actually results, in the Western Countries being a damping groarnd
x

for the population of other countries increasing omder llalthusian conditions.
c\'jj-icul+

It is, t of course, very uneasy to ansv/er the question what might have

happened had the immigration to the coamtrie3 of the Hew World been completelya.
^

free. It vos so for peoples of the Eairopecn stock but not so for other

races. Hor do we possess sufficiently reliable figures for the growth

of national income in India or China. It must, therefore, be said -.vith

regret that,, at present, we must give ojp the attempt to state with precision

what lias been the influence of migration on thef\ supply curves of migratory

labooor. If two supply corrves of labour cooold have been calculated, the one

relating to the local supply of labour and the other to the supply of labour

as changed tlorough the agency of migration, then some more definite statements
made.

about the relation between migration and Halthusian condition? could hove "been/

If migration had brought the elasticity of supply of labour in the countries of

the Hew World anywhere near plus infinity then the thesis that migration act3

as an agent for the internationalisation of Hoi thusian conditions would have been

fairly well established.
__

x Such is the theory of KLcene. >■
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The few calculations that could be made do not seem to warrant
any such pessimistic view. It is possible, of course, that if we had !I
a more ample and reliable material to work upon, our results would
have been somewhat different. But it is unlikely that they would have<' ]
been as widely divergent from our present results as to justify the
assumotion that unrestricted migration of the white races would bring |

the working classes of the Western Countries to starvation level.
Other conclusions would probably be arrived at if we would work on the
material provided by a Western Country into which the migration of
.other races had been (Restricted. But as there was no such country
our inductive investigation had to forego the analysis of conditions' |
pertaining to such a situation.•

It seems, however, that net fertility rates have been falling •
/

not only in the countries of the Hew World but also in the chief
supply centres of migratory labour in Europe. As the national income

• ■ / * I *
of those countries has been rising in the last one hundred years, and

'!

the nrooortional share of labour tended rather to increase than to
diminish, it may be concluded that these countries also moved away
from the conditions assumed by Lla^thus. An attempt has been made at
measuring the rate at which this process has been proceeding in
different countries. The measurement of the rate at which a country
was moving away from the conditions assumed by I'a€thus consisted in
comparing the actual working population at the end of a period with
a supposed population calculated so as to introduce no changes in the
par capita income at the beginning of that period. It is, of course,
doubtful whether in all the cases income per head at the beginning of
the period was at starvation level. The position, however, remains
substantially unaltered even if we start from a fairly high level;
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what we want to measure is whether and to what extent people prefer

higher standards of living to more children or vice versa and how

the struggle between the 'effective1 desire of procreation' in the

words of John Rae, against an effective desire of improvement in

welfare compares as between different countries.

The results arrived at indicate that the rate at which the
♦

main centres of European emigration were moving away from the

conditions assumed by I.Ia£thus was by no means smaller than the rate
__

prevailing in the United States. Thus, if we take the year 1854

as the base for Germany, we find that in 1881 (year of heavy

emigration from that country) the population 'was 77 per cent, lower

than it would have been had the level of real national income per

head been maintained at the 1854 level, Similarly high percentages
I

are found throughout the latter part of the XIX Century in Germany
'

and France. In the case of Great Britain the rate at which the

country moved away from the conditions assumed by Hatthus was so
i

'great, that even when v/e take the year 1867 as a basis, we find that

the population in 1911 should have been 65.9 per cent, higher than

it actually was, if the 1867-level of national income per head had

to remain unaltered. Even Italy, at the time of the great migrations

of the Italians, moved away from the conditions assumed by I.la^thus
though at a much slower rate than the other countries. Thus, the

working population of Italy was in 1901 6.3 per cent, lower than it

would have been had the 1393 level of national income been allowed

to remain unaltered. This was not entirely due to emigration as

during the decade 1891-1900 the intensity of net emigration from

Italy was only 0.7 per cent, of the working population. On the

other hand, the rate at which the United States was moving away from

the/
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the conditions, assumed by Ma^thus was very uneven, but in no case

was it higher than it was for the main Western European Countries at

the corresponding period.

The table below shows, in percentages how much the working

population of the United States must have been above the actual

population in each year if the 1850 level of national income had to

remain unchanged:-

1860 ......32.3 p.c.
1870 21.9 p.c.
1880 31.3 p.c.
1890 48.2 p.c.
1900 75.8 p.Co
1910 55.6 p.c.
1920 59.2 p.c. i

The fluctuations of this table do not suggest any relation

between the rate at which the United States was moving away from the
•' i ty\ W1xiL-<

conditions assumed by Ma^thus/v- The decade 1880-1890 witnessed a

heavy inflow of immigrants but the rate at which the standard of

living increased was much higher than in the previous decade. The

reverse is seen when the two decades 1890-1900 and 1900-1910 are

compared.

It would be remembered that these calculations were based on
'

the actual national income in each year and the immigrants

contributed, of course, to the creation of that national income.
The relation between migration and the national income per head is

the more complicated that migrants both contribute to the creation

of the national income and have claims to a share in it. The question

is whether the natural resources .and the capital equipment of the

country is such that the inflow of foreign workers will raise or

lower the per capita income. The answer to this question would be

oossible if we could work on more perfect equations of production
. ii.

\

than/
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than those which have been worked out until now. We have tried to

use the Wilcox formula for this purpose, but it does not give a

maximum for L (output -f the number of workers). Further

refinements of this formula would bring us nearer to the solution

of the difficult problem of the economic optimum of population.

Such notions like "optimum population" depend clearly on the

point of view which is adopted. The economic point of view need not

guide the practical men and women who stand at the head of the states

in the choice of measures to be adopted; they may believe that the

happiness of the people whose fate, is entrusted to them depends mere

on the adoption of other points of view (ethical, national etc.)
T)ie economic notion of "optimum population" seems to be reducible to

the following proposition: this size of the population will be

optimum which gives the maximum real income per head when the

following conditions are given:-
\ i ' .

(1) the amount of available natural resources, -t

(2) the state of industrial arts (the more modern term'would be:

the state of the technique of production),

(3) the proportion of the population habitually employed,

(4) the number of working hours (per worker) in a year.

It is clear that none of these conditions is a constant, that

all vary in time and that they are all interdependent. But

observation shows that they vary within fairly narrow limits over

quite long periods of time. What else can the fact mean that the

Douglas-Cobb formula and the Wilcox formula can be used with the

sane exponents (fitted by the method of least squares) over a period

of more than a quarter century? ' Apart from these tacitly assumed

conditions/
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conditions of constancy,these, is another factor which must be held constant ■when i
an actual formula of production is used for calculating the maximum output per

I ^
head,and that is capital.But though the amount of caoital varies greatly,it is

II nj |
also more capable of precise measurement;and if vre know what is the amount of capi¬

tal at a given time,we should be able to calculate,with an adequate formula,what

should be the size of the working population which would give the maximum physi¬

cal output per head. The fact that we would have to consider capital as a constant

need not trouble us unduly;any formula of production is revertible in that sense

that it would serve equally well the purpose of calculating the maximum physical

output per head if the amount of labour were considered as fixed and the amount

of capital were varied.It is,of course,understood that it is only the real form

of capital,i.e. capital goods which is meant by capital in this context; and it

. m i
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is doubtful whether these are more mobile than labour.Any formula of production could
■

.then be equally well used for the measurement of the desirability of the migration
! " § il flj ••• ii ,

of either.
•t

Unfortunately the existing formulae of production do not lend themselves
P

to the operation of finding a maximum for L (output per head).There is obviously

a need for further refinement of these formulae in order that practical advice

about such measures as immigration restrictions co-old be given in precise quanti¬

tative terns. It cannot be e:q?ected that such an advice once given would hold

good for ever; but if the formula is precise enough (as precise as the Douglas-

-Gobb formula) , it may be valid for two decades or so.
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§'<6. The statistical and historical inquiry into the migratory movements

of Europeans during the period 1820—1914 revealed the following facts:-
• 1. Migration moved in those times in a v/ave-like manner. A

thorough investigation of the relations between business cycles and migration

by Dr. Jerome rendered superfluous a further inquiry into these relations.

2. It to.s found after the trade cycles have been ironed out that

the migratory movement exhibited longer waves of approximately 19 or 20 years'

duration.

3. These longer cycles in migration were found to be substantially
/

similar for most component parts of the stream of immigration to a single
;

country, but varied between countries of immigration. This state of affairs

suggested that it was again - as in the trade cycle - the conditions in the

countries of immigration which prevailed in the determination of the shape of

the curves of migration jn time.

4. This conclusion was reinforced by the fact that cycles similar

to those found for immigration were discovered for other series representative

of the growth of a country: series for capital import, for the rate of increase

in the ratio of capital to labour and for railway construction. It is,therefore,

suggested that the longer cycles in migration were representative of a

cyclical growth of new countries.

5. The causes of the cyclical character of the growth of new

countries could not be established, but it was suggested that the expansion of

w.orld economy caused an accelerated transfer of capital and labour to new

territories, a transfer which proceeded more quickly than was justified by

the existing conditions of'the supoly of natural resources and of the demand

for/
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for the products. This necessitated a slowing down of the ■

transfer in subsequent years, thus generating a decline in the rate <

of growth of the new country in general, and in immigration in

particular.
6. It was found that the longer waves in the migration to new

agricultural countries took place during the phases of decline in
the long cycles in production and trade, while the longer waves in
the migration to new industrial countries took place during the

upward phases of the long cycles, which was a natural effect of the
different tendencies in the expansion of the world economy during
the two phases of the long cycles. This contention is fortified

by the evidence of the short duration and small intensity of those

cycles in the immigration to new agricultural countries which took
place during the period of advance in the long cycles in production
and trade; these cycles were shorter and of smaller intensity than
both the waves in the migration to new agricultural countries

during the phases of decline in the long cycles and the waves in
the migration to new industrial countries during the phases of
advance in the long cycles.

7. A particularly strong intensity of migration was found in
those cycles which followed immediately the phases of decline in
the long cycles in production. This happened probably under the
influence of over-crowded labour markets in the agricultural
countries of the Old World after a long period of depression. The

growth of the relative importance of agriculture among the

occupations of immigrants to the United States at those periods

confirms this hypothesis.

8. The flow of workers to agricultural centres during the
decline in the long cycles and to industrial centres during the
advance in the long cycles in production, indicates that in the
first case it was mainly the natural resources of the new countries

raid in the second case the quickly growing capital equipment which
drew people from furope to the new continents. The fact that the
migration to new agricultural territories took place during

periods/



periods of falling prices of agricultural products and deteriorating terms of
that

trade for these products indicates/the taking of new lands under cultivation was

a substitution for the old factors of factors which promised to be more

remunerative.. An inquiry into the quicker rate of growth, of fixed capital in

U.S. industry than in the industry of Western European Countries ( a compounded

yearly average rate of increase of 6 per cent, as compared with 3 per cent, for

Western Europe), does not belong to a study of the economics of migration..

It may, however, be suggested that the cheapness and abundance of raw materials

'in that country combined with a large internal market was the cause of a rapid

growth of secondary industry in the United States. The greater demand for

industrial products in America than in Europe was, at least partly, due to the

higher productivity of primary industries in that country than in the countries

of the old continent.

9. An investigation of the supply curves of migratory labour revealed
f

at least for those countries and periods for which such inquiries were possible,

that these curves were positively inclined. The elasticity of supply of these

curves varied between about plus 1 and plus 5. The elasticity of supply of

migratory labour was smaller when migration was directed to an agricultural

country than when it was directed to centres of a rapidly expanding industry.

10. The investigation of the influence of migration on the supply

curbes of labour in the countries- of immigration was found to be a very

difficult task in view of the inadequacy of existing statistics. So far,

however, as these statistics' allowed any far-reaching influences, it was found

that the influence of migration on the supply curves of labour was much smaller

than/



than it is sometimes supposed. In particular, no ground was found for the

contention that migration was acting as an agent for the intemationalisation

of Malthusian conditions.

11. It -was found impracticable to measure* with the aid of
a

existing formulae for production, whether migration contributed to/narrowing
or to a widening of the gap between actual and optimum population.



APPENDIX

.Definitions of an immigrant upSn which the statistical series used in this

v.ork have been based.

» The statistical data relating to migration have been, if not stated othervri.se,

taken from a compilation made on "behalf of the I.L.O. "by I^Perenczi and edited

by W«P.W"illcox on "behalf of the National Bureau of Economic Research, The title

of that compilation" is: International Migrations,v.I.,Statistics.

The vray in -which the various statistical series have "been computed is given

ample treatment in the Introduction to the "International Migrations", and in the

numerous notes in the text. It -would "be impracticable to reproduce them all here,
I

A short extract of definitions- of immigrants used for the computation of these

statistics is given below. It refers only to those series which have been used
1

in the present work.

CANADA.

#

I

Down to 1880 the figures relate as1 a rule to passengers of all classes

arriv' • at the port of Quebec and, occasionally, in small numbers at Montreal.

They also include passengers arriving from the American continent ("other countries")
»

According to the table furnished by the Canadian Government, these

statistics are confined to the passenger traffic at the port of Quebec
..

. v „

^ V

L

Prom 186S onwards the immigration returns do not relate to passengers

generally, but, so far as could be ascertained, to immigrants proper. According

to the official definition "immigrants are those who have never been in Canada before

snd who declare their intention to reside there permanently."

UNITED STATES.

Prom 1820 to 1867 the figures relate to alien passengers' as such. Certain

particulars/
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particulars (age &nd occupation for 1820-67, and country of birth for 1820-1855)
arc available only for passengers in general including citizens*

From 1868 to 1900 returns vrere prepared for alien immigrants, that Is,

passengers who arrive in the country and intend to reside there*

Until January I, 1903, however, only third class passengers were counted

as immigrants, and aliens' who travelled first or second class were omitted*

Oh the other hand,, down, to the same date, passengers in transit were classed

as immigrants*

Until 1907, aliens who had already on their first arrival been

registered as immigrants were again reckoned among new immigrants, each time
1

they returned. After this date only the first arrival counted*

From 1906 onward the figures relate to- immigrant aliens admitted, and

exclude "all aliens admitted who avowed an intention not to settle in the

United Stales, and all returning to resume domiciles- formerly acquired in this
9

country". (Annual Report,1906,p.4-5.) That this definition still holds good

appears from the following recent communicationt

"For statistical purposes immigrant aliens are those whose place of last

permanent residence was in some foreign country, and who are coming to the

United States with the intention of residing here permanently. Nonimmigrant

aliens are of two classes: those whoso place of last permanent residence was

the United States, but who have been abroad for a short period of time, and those

whose place of last permanent residence was in a foreign country, and who are

coming to the United States without the intention of residing here permanently.

The latter, or nonimmigrants, are merely travellers." (Letter of the

Commissioncr-Ueneral of Immigration to Professor (61Tcox, dated Harch,6.,1926)

The immigration figures also omit aliens debarred and deported, and

deserting seamen, even when a head tax has been paid for them.
V./ • .
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COUNTRY 0? ORIGIN MID NATIONALITY.

Until 1898 the country of origin of the migrant aliens or their nationality

or nativity was taken into consideration. After 1899, the country of la.st"

(or future) residence of the migrants and the "race of people" they "belong to v/ere

both reported.

ARGENTINA.

Migration statistics v/ere compiled until May 50th, 1872, by the Port

Prefect of Buenos Aires, after that date by the Immigration Commissariat. The

movement of alien passengers 'who arrived in or left the country directly by

sea has been recorded since 1857. As a result, in certain tables first class

passenger could be separated from the commencement, and this permitted second

and third class passengers to be distinguished as "immigrants." j
!

I

(a) Before 1898 the immigration statistics collected in the ports v/ere

elaborated by the Inspectorate General of Lands and Colonisation. "Then

this authority ceased to function, the rrork ras transferred to the Statistical

Department of Rio de Janeiro. After 1908 these statistics v/ere published by

the Ministry of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce.

In general, the figures are for third class passengers arriving by
1

sailing vessels or steamships in Brazilian ports. Shipping and railway

companies are required to supply the proper authorities regularly with lists of

their passengers.
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THE COIJOir/ffllffH OP AUSTRALIA. MID TIE F0ISB3 AUSTRALIA COIOimB.

The statistics of the Australian Colonies, unless otherwise stated, are

passenger statistics. They are compiled from lists of all classes of

passengers, which lists' the ships' captains present to the Customs Officials

at the arrival or departure of their "boats. The statistics are marked "by the

following circumstances relating to (a) continental migrants and (b) through

passengers.

x

the series for the immigration to Victoria and to New South

Wales have been computed by deducting immigrants from the Australian
riafo.

Colonies (States) from the details given by Ferenczi.
i ' • I ■ -

£
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